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INTRODUCTION
“Americans are often pictured as very wasteful in the consumption of goods and
materials. Every year, approximately 600,000 tons of banana peeks, newspapers,
automobile tires, and other items are discarded in Alaska…the complexity of our
way of life contributes greatly to the amount of trash we produce. If we compare our
way of life to a simpler one, such as that of the early American Indian, we may be
able to get some ideas on how to reduce our consumption and our waste.”
-Shirley Moses, Changing Waste in Changing Time”

Understanding your community and its current waste management situation is an important step
in developing your integrated waste management plan. This Workbook will help you look at the
broad range of factors that could affect your plan. These factors include:
Community waste management practices.
Current or anticipated solid waste management problems in your community.
Types and quantities of wastes generated by local residents.
Regulatory climate within and outside your community.
Financial resources available to your community to implement an integrated
waste management plan.
Community characteristics.
Workbook Three consists of looking at your community’s existing waste situation, including
current solid waste management practices, existing regulations, available resources, and other
factors that could affect your goals and objectives. Several of the worksheets require collecting
information from your community about individual solid waste disposal practices, community
members’ willingness to participate in a solid waste management program, and the quantity and
composition of your community’s current waste stream.
The initial goal of Workbook Three is to give you an understanding of your community’s needs
and its current circumstances. Once you have an understanding of your community’s current
situation, then you can move to the next step in the integrated waste management planning
process where you evaluate several waste handling methods that may be used in your
community.
As you go through each worksheet and gather information, don’t worry if you can’t answer all
the questions or provide the requested data. If there are gaps in information needed to complete
some of the worksheets, don’t worry about it and don’t stop collecting information just because
you can’t answer all the questions. Mostly likely you will come across the information later on
as you gather more detailed information about your community. You can always go back later
and complete any worksheet or add more information you might find. In some cases, you may
not even have the requested information because the question isn’t applicable to your
community. If something doesn’t apply to your community, simply go on to the next question or
worksheet.
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This workbook is divided into three sections that focus on collecting information about your
community and its existing waste management system and practices. Each section consists of
the following:
SECTION ONE: GETTING TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY
This section focuses on collecting data and information about your community’s characteristics,
as well as general background information that is needed when completing any type of
community plan. Such information includes population and economic data and other related
information.
SECTION TWO: UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S EXISTING WASTE MANAGEMEN
SYSTEM AND PRACTICES
This section of the workbook focuses on collecting information about your community’s existing
waste management system, including how it is managed and operated. In addition, it will help
you gather data and information about how community members currently dispose of the waste
they generate. In order to make decisions about what your community’s future plans for waste
management, you must have a good understanding of what your community is currently doing to
manage and dispose of waste, as well as information about your community’s existing waste
management system. Even if your community uses only an open dump for waste disposal, you
should complete as many of the worksheets found in this section as possible. This information
will help you determine how to meet your community’s future solid waste management needs.
SECTION THREE: ANALYZING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM
Each of these sections is then broken down into a series of a series of worksheets that you can
use to conduct an assessment of your community’s current waste management practices and
conditions, as well as survey forms to solicit information from community members about how
they handle and dispose of the waste they generate. You may complete them in any order you
want. Also you do not have to complete all the worksheets to do an integrated waste
management plan for your community. However, the more you worksheets complete, the more
information you will have about how your community presently handles waste management and
disposes of all types of waste. This information will be very useful when you begin to evaluate
potential solid waste management alternatives and disposal methods.
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WORKSHEETS INCLUDED IN WORKBOOK THREE
•

Worksheet Set 1:

•

Worksheet Set 2: Technical Survey and Assessment of Current Solid Waste Management
Practices and Condition of Existing Solid Waste System in Your
Community. Focuses on how your community is handling its waste and
what type of waste management system it currently uses.

•

Worksheet Set 3:

Community-based Survey of Community Members’ Current Waste
Disposal Practices and Attitudes about Solid Waste Management. Asks
community members about they do with their waste and how they feel
about being required to properly handle their waste.

•

Worksheet Set 4:

Evaluation of Regulatory Climate of Your Community. Focuses on
assessing what your community is doing to enforce waste management in
your community.

•

Worksheet Set 5:

Evaluation of Current and Potential Financial Resources Available to
Your Community for Implementation of a Solid Waste Plan and
Program. Focuses on identifying what funding and other resources are
available to your community for solid waste management and programs.

•

Worksheet Set 6:

Waste Stream Analysis. Analyzes and describes what type types and
quantities of waste are currently being generated in your community’s
waste stream.

Inventory of Community Characteristics. Focuses on gathering
information that describes your community and what makes your
community unique.
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SECTION I
GETTING TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY
What is here and where have we been?
“Traditionally, Native people have looked to their Elders for advice. The village
has always relied on their knowledge of the land and its resources. Elders
respect the traditional ways of conservation. They are valuable resources
themselves. Elders have a perspective on life that is closely tied to the land. With
all of the rapid changes occurring in the villages, this relationship between the
people and the land may be lost.”
-Shirley Moses, “Changing Waste in Changing Times”

In order to make sound decisions concerning solid waste management, a thorough assessment of
your community’s current waste management practices and system is important. For example,
do you have information to answer the following questions:
•
•
•

How do you pick a site for a battery storage building or landfill?
How much solid waste do local residents and businesses produce each day?
Is your dump or landfill leaching chemicals into the groundwater?

These are some of the important questions you will need to answer for your integrated waste
management plan. In order to answer these and other questions, you will need information about
where you live. One of the early tasks in your solid waste planning process is to collect
background information about your community and how various types of waste are handled in
the community.
In order to identify a site suitable for a new landfill, you need to know about land and soil
conditions. If you want to know how big of a landfill you will need or whether a burn box would
be a good disposal option for your community, then you need to determine how much solid
waste is being generated and what people are throwing away. When drafting an integrated waste
management plan you should have information about the condition of your landfill if you have
one and your community’s waste disposal practices. You should also have information about
your community’s ability to collect and reduce the amount of solid waste it generates.
The facts you learn are what you will use to make decisions about future solid waste
management and disposal practices for your community. You will use this information to
analyze different types of solid waste management methods so you can select those methods that
will work best in your community. The information you gather will help guide the development
of your integrated waste management plan by making sure your community and solid waste
planning work group take everything into account as they develop plan recommendations and
make decisions. When you begin collecting information, it may seem like an enormous task.
Organizing your efforts may help.
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WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION AND DATA DO
YOU NEED?
All plans need a general description of the
community. A general description of your
community’s location, climate, geology and
other facts about the place introduces people to
your community. Knowing about the number
of people living in your community and how
many houses and businesses are in your
community is important when planning for your
community’s future. Information about local
conditions (e.g.,. does your community have a
community well or sewage lagoon, how close is
your airport to the landfill, etc.) is also needed
for planning. Agencies, such as the State of
Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development and the Department of
Environmental Conservation Village Safe
Water may have general information and maps
of your community.
Another very important piece of information
you will need to know when developing your
integrated waste management plan is how much
waste and what types of waste are produced in
your community. This information is
commonly gathered by doing a “waste stream
analysis” for your community. A “waste
stream analysis” involves identifying what is
being thrown away and estimating how much
waste is generated by weight or volume each
day in your community. Your community’s
waste stream is evaluated using waste data
gathered from households and others who
generate waste in your community.
Once you have gathered all your background
information and data about your community’s
waste, you will be able to move on to the next
step in the solid waste planning process. This
step involves exploring and evaluating various
solid waste management methods to determine
which ones may be appropriate for your
community.
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WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION DO YOU
NEED TO DO A INTEGRATED WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLAN?
The types of information needed to plan future waste
management strategies are:
Current solid waste management practices:
open dumping, open burning, collection methods,
landfills, reduction, reusing, recycling. These
methods are usually community specific in the
respect that one method works well with one
community, but this same method may not work
well in another community. Talking with other
people in the community who have experience in
collecting community information is the best way
to identify which methods are best. If this is not
an option, the next option is to list the methods
available and determine which methods provide
the best opportunity to collect the information in
the most cost effective and efficient manner.;
Solid Waste Generation and Recovery Rates:
these rates are related to the amount of waste a
community produces each year and the amount
of waste that is collected for recycling or similar
uses. These rates are the most important aspect
of the information to collect. These rates
influence the development and design of the
future solid waste management strategies that a
community decides to use. The
generation
rate is the amount of solid waste that a
community produces in a given year and the
recycling rate is the amount of solid wastes that
is captured for recycling. These rates are used
to determine the infrastructure requirements for
future waste management strategies; i.e. building
sizes, landfill size, equipment and personnel
requirements.
Existing policies: integrated waste
management plans already in existence and
solid waste regulations, ordinances, or
community policies. Existing policies will provide
information about how a community regulates the
disposal of waste in the community and what
level of solid waste management is currently
being done within the community.
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WHERE DO YOU GET INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR COMMUNITY?
There are many ways you can gather information about your community and there are many
sources you can go to for information and data. In the appendices you will find a directory you
can use to help you identify potential sources of information on your community.
COMMON METHODS USED TO COLLECT INFORMATION
FROM A COMMUNITY
METHOD
ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES
Quick and easy to set up
Potential to collect a lot
Participation rates are
Public Meetings
of information in a short
generally low
period of time
Written Media
Quick and entire
No guarantee that
(Newspapers &
community informed
people will respond
community newsletters)
Community radio/TV
Quick and broadcasts to
No guarantees that
stations
the entire community
people will respond
Personal contact with
Telephone & Door-toTime consuming and
people increases potential
Door Surveys
can be expensive
of obtaining responses
In addition, you may want to consider gathering information and data about your community by
using one of the following methods.
Talk to Knowledgeable Community Members. Elders and long-time community members
are one of the best sources of information about your community. Traditional and local
knowledge is an important part of the information about your community. In many
communities, there is little environmental or cultural information available except in the
heads of elders and others who have lived and worked in your community for many years.
You can also use more formal methods such as interviews and surveys, but a simple one-onone meeting is often the best way to gather information from a community member.
Conduct a Community Survey. This is a good way to get local residents input and
opinions on your community’s ability and willingness to reduce solid waste in your
community or to identify your community’s solid waste priorities. Determining this
information will help the community plan for its future needs. If you conduct a community
survey, you will want design your survey so that is reflects local issues and concerns.
Ranking the importance of solid waste issues with community input can lead to greater
community support and understanding of your solid waste planning process.
With a survey your entire community has an opportunity to provide input on establishing
solid waste management priorities. If you choose to do a survey, refer to Workbook Two for
information on “Community Planning Surveys” and the appendices for sample survey forms.
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You can use the samples as a model for your community’s survey by adding, deleting, or
changing the survey questions so they are based on issues specific to your community.
However, the best approach is to develop your own survey with the help of your solid waste
planning work group and community members.
Complete a Community Assessment. A community assessment will focus on your
community’s current waste management system and practices. Your community assessment
will help you identify waste issues relevant to your community. The easiest way to do a
community assessment is to complete technical survey that is a list of questions about waste
management practices and issues that
ASSESSING COMMUNITY CAPACITY
may be present in your community.
Some of the questions may require
Are people in your community willing to
that you contact your local
change their habits with respect to disposing
of their waste?
government or the person responsible
for operating your landfill or
In some rural communities, there are too few people
collecting waste in your community.
to make a recycling or collection system work. Your
sold waste planning work group should determine
whether or not local residents will adopt practices in
their homes that reduce solid waste in the community.
This can be achieved through a community survey or
by having local residents participate in a community
meeting on what they would like to do to manage
waste in the community.
Do people living in your community have
sufficient knowledge about waste
management practices?
For example, if your community wants to recycle
aluminum cans, do you know where to send the cans
you collect for recycling or do members of your
community know what household products are
classified as household hazardous wastes, and as a
result require special handling for disposal? To
answer these or similar questions you may have to do
research on how you will start up and run community
recycling program or conduct a public education
program on household hazardous waste.
Can your community support your proposed
solid waste program or project?
Your community should determine whether it has the
money, staff, equipment and supplies to support a
solid waste management program or project prior to
implementing a program or beginning a project. This
will ensure that your community has all the necessary
resources needed to make a program or project a
success. Information needed to determine your
community’s ability to implement a plan or program or
do a project most likely will come from interviews with
local government officials or agency representatives
who might be providing funding to your community.
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A community assessment should be
completed for your community before you
begin evaluating possible options for
managing waste in your community.
Much of the information you gather will
be needed as you consider various
methods and make decisions about what
will work best in your community. A
sample community waste assessment can
be found at the end of this workbook.
Evaluate Community Capacity. In
planning for sold waste reduction,
figuring out your community’s ability
and willingness to reduce waste
should be determined early on in your
planning process. Many community
projects have been planned, designed,
and implemented, only to learn later
on that the community did not have
the capacity to pay for maintenance or
keep the equipment operating
properly. Knowing your community’s
ability to administer and manage solid
waste projects and programs should be
a primary consideration when
evaluating which management
alternative you ultimately select.
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Review Previous or Existing Plans. Does
your community already have a solid waste
facility or management plan? If your
community has a Class III landfill, then you
should have an integrated waste
management plan on file with the State of
Alaska. It is one of the state’s requirements
for getting a permit for a Class III landfill.
If no one in your city or village council
office has a copy of such a plan, contact
ADEC for a copy. Also if you have had a
landfill constructed in recent years, there
should be engineering plans and
construction information for your landfill
project. If your community was not provided
with copies of engineering drawings and
related information, you should contact the
engineering firm and construction company
that worked on your landfill project for
copies.

WHERE DO YOU GO FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR EXISTING LANDFILL AND PERMITS?
The State of Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation (ADEC) should have information
about your existing landfill and permits that have
been issued to your community related it. They
have developed a “Field Rating Form for Village
Sanitary Landfills” which they use when inspecting
landfills to ensure that they are complying with
state regulations and meeting state standards.
If your landfill has been inspected by ADEC get a
copy of the most recent inspection results for your
waste disposal site from your regional ADEC office.
This inspection will provide information about your
landfill and how will it is serving your community
and its condition. If the ADEC has not recently
inspected your landfill, use a copy of the form
provided in the appendices and evaluate your
landfill to determine how well it complies with state
regulations and standards.
If your community has a Class III landfill, the ADEC
is supposed to inspect your landfill periodically.
You should get a copy of your most recent
inspection report from ADEC. It will help you
identify existing and potential problems with your
landfill.

If your integrated waste management plan is old,
you can you this guide to update and improve it.
If you don’t have a plan, you can complete your
solid waste plan using this guide. You should also check to see if your community has any
other types of plans such a comprehensive plan, a rural sanitation plan or a community
environmental plan. These types of plans may have background information you will find
useful when preparing your written integrated waste management plan. Check your housing
authority, regional non-profit or Health Corporation for general community statistics or
technical information on your community.
WHAT IF INFORMATION DOES NOT EXIST FOR YOUR COMMUNITY?

Some of the information needed about solid waste use in your community most likely will not
exist because it has never been collected before by anybody. If your community has never done
any type of community plan, then there may be limited published information available for your
community, with the exception of information collected during the 2000 U.S. Census. When
little information is available about your community you can get information by:
Contacting state and federal agencies, such as the U.S. Census Bureau, State of Alaska
Department of Labor for general community statistics on population, income, housing
and employment.
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Collecting background information from state and federal agencies or other entities
that may have worked or done projects in your community, such as Village Safe Water or
ANTHC Division of Environmental Health and Engineering;
Obtaining technical assistance from a
state or federal agency to help you
gather the needed information or
provide you with any existing
information they have about your
community.

TECHNICAL & COMMUNITY KNOWLEDGE

Hiring a private consultant to do gather
information and do the background
research to assemble information on
your community.
Conducting community field studies.
One of the most common methods for
collecting information when none exists
is to conduct a field study. This type of
study involves gathering specific
information and data by observing or
measuring an activity, and then
analyzing it. Depending on the
information gaps that you have, you
may be able to conduct your own field
studies. There are several simple field
studies that you can do without a lot of
expensive equipment or assistance from
engineers or other experts. For
example, field studies that may provide
you with information include:

A range of technical and community knowledge is required
to plan, design, operate, maintain and fund solid waste
facilities and programs in a community. Technical
knowledge includes items such as design specifications,
facility operation guidelines, engineering studies, or ways
of finding solutions to problems.
Indigenous knowledge combined with western technical
knowledge will create a waste management plan and
program more in harmony with a rural community’s
environment, as well as being more acceptable to local
residents. The purpose of gathering community
information and other data about waste in your community
is to bring together a range of knowledge to create a
community-specific solution to your community’s waste
problems.
Local Knowledge

Agency/Business Knowledge

Climate

Regulations

Land – local ownership
and traditional use

Cost/Funding
Design/engineering

Historic Use
Assessment of Conditions
Migratory Patterns
Permits
Subsistence Areas
Operations/Maintenance

Counting batteries being disposed of at your dump/landfill or sitting around
your community.
Collecting soil samples and water samples from near the dump or landfill and
then sending them to a lab to determine if the landfill/dump is leaking.
Identifying important berry picking areas near potential landfill sites.
The limits to the information you can collect yourself depends on how technical the
information you need is and whether you have residents with the time and
knowledge to collect the information. If you don’t have people in your community
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that can do the field studies, you can often get help from agency representatives or
Native organizations. You can also contact agencies and organizations, such as the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation Solid Waste Program, the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium or
your regional non-profit or health corporation for information and technical
assistance.
COMMUNITY INFORMATION: WHY DO YOU NEED IT?
All plans need a general description of the community. This
information introduces your community to the person reading the
plan. It also provides background information you will need to
answer various questions that will come up as you are identifying
potential alternatives and waste management options for your
community.

“You can’t get to where
you are going until you
know where you have
been.” – Anonymous

How do you pick a site for a new landfill? How do you know how
large you must build your landfill? To identify good sites to build
a landfill on, you need to know about soil conditions and locations of water bodies. To
determine landfill size, you need to know how fast your community is growing and how many
people live in your community. One of your tasks when collecting information is to gather
background information about your community.
When you begin collecting community information, it may seem like an enormous task. Use the
checklist at the end of the worksheet in this section to make a list of information that you will
need. Your list may change as you gather data
GATHER INFORMATION THROUGH MAPPING
and facts or as you need other information to
complete your plan.
At a meeting or during your everyday conversations
encourage people to mark traditional knowledge,
important areas, problem areas, and other information
you need to collect on a map or aerial photo of your
community. Using mapping is a good way to get
people talking and it’s an easy way to document what
they say. It is also a simple way to collect and
compile information about your community.
Define what is important about your community.
Identify on a map or aerial photo where important
areas and structures exist in your community. Think
about the areas you value and identify them on your
map. Where do you gather your traditional foods?
Where is your community water source? What areas
flood? What areas are sacred? In what direction do
you think your community will grow? Where is your
school located? What land is important to the
community in the future? Where is the landfill?
Where are open dumps located?

Elders and other people living in your
community are the best place to begin
collecting information about your community.
Elders in your community may know things
that can’t be found in reports or other
information sources. Traditional local
knowledge is an important part of the
information about your community. In many
rural communities, there is little
environmental or cultural information
available except in the heads of long-time
residents.

State and federal agencies may have written
reports about your community or region.
Contact agencies to ask if they have background information that would help you with your plan.
Agencies like the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) will
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have community transportation information. The Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development (DCED) and the Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL) will have
information about people and the economy in your community. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) will have some of
the land, water, and wildlife information you need. The Bureau of Land Management and
DCED will have information about land ownership, land status, and maps of your community.
Most of these agencies have websites that can be used to start collecting information about your
community.
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WORKSHEET SET 1: Section 1 - 1
INVENTORY OF COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS – GETTING
TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY
What is here and what makes your community unique?
COLLECT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR COMMUNITY
A description of your community introduces your plan to people who don’t live there. The
following form can be used to present a general description of your community and will provide
answers to common questions people may have about your community. Together the answers to
the following questions will introduce your community and provide information on its culture,
history, people, economy, governance, jobs, income, land and critical issues.
Most of the information need to complete this worksheet is available. Some of it can be found in
community profiles maintained the state DCED offices or the U.S. Census Bureau. Other
agencies such as the State Department of Labor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, and others can provide
you with additional information. If you get stuck on any question, move on to the next one.
SECTION 1 – PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCES

INFORMATION

A general discussion of your community includes the location, important geology, climate, water
sources and other important facts needed to understand the place in which your community is
located. Physical and natural characteristics of your community will affect decisions on landfill
locations.
A. CLIMATE: what is the weather like?

B. SURFACE WATER AND GROUND WATER: where does your drinking water come from and
where are nearby lakes, rivers, streams and ponds?
Is there a bay or river where your community is located?
Does your community ever flood? And if yes, where does it flood?
Where is your community drinking water source?
C. FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT AREAS: where do you find fish and wildlife living?
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D. SUBSISTENCE AREAS: where are hunting, fishing and berry picking areas?

E. IMPORTANT LAND FEATURES: where are special features, such as nearby mountains and
cliffs located?

F. GEOLOGY AND SOILS: what are the soils and land like around your area?
Does your community have erosion problems?

Where does your community get its gravel and rock?

What type of soils are found in and around your community (i.e., tundra, sand, gravel)?

G. VEGETATION AND WETLANDS: what types of plants grow in your area?
SECTION 2 – SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION
A general description of your community’s geographical location, demographic profile
(population data), local government structure, community health risks, and local economy is
needed for your plan. This information will help you determine future solid waste needs, landfill
size, capacity to manage a solid waste program, and estimate the type and amount of waste
generated in your community.
A. GENERAL COMMUNITY DESCRIPTION: what is your community like?
PLACE
What is the location of your community?
What is the main form of transportation in and out of your community?
What is the nearest hub community that can provide service to your community?
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CULTURE AND HISTORY
How long has your community been in its present location?

Why did you come to this place?

What events have shaped your community? (opening and closing of schools, mining,
natural events, etc.)

What languages are spoken in your community?
What role does subsistence have in your community?
What groups of people live in your community? (Native or Non-Native)

B. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE: how people live in your community and what are their
characteristics?
Total current population; how many people live in your community? _____________
(If you do not have information on your current population, you may use population
numbers available from the 2000 U.S. census)
Number of Alaska Natives _______________
Number of people under the age of 18 __________________
Number of elders (people over the age of 60) _____________
Total population in 1990 (use US Census data if possible) _____________
Total number of households _______________
Average number of people per household ______________
(total population divided by total number of households = average per household)
What are the major recurring solid waste health problems in your community?
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C. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: what form of
government does your community have and what does it do?
City Council (list council members)

Tribal or IRA Council (list council members)

Describe council responsibilities and authority?

What utilities do you have and who manages them?
D. HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES: how healthy is your community?
What type of health facilities and services are provided in your community?

Do people get sick from being around your sewage lagoon, dump or landfill? And what
kinds of sicknesses do they get?

E. LOCAL ECONOMY: what are the major employers in your community; what is the
average family income;, what is your unemployment rate; or where do people go for
work?
Number of full-time job ___________

Number of part-time jobs _______________

Number of seasonal jobs __________

Number people looking for work _________

Average household income (use 2000 U.S. Census data or State of Alaska Department
of Labor data) ____________
Are your city and tribal government paid in full to the Internal Revenue Service?
YES
NO
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F. List the employers in your community and the number of people employed by each:
Employer

No. of Employees

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Use additional sheets if necessary.
G. What is the basis of your community’s economy?

H. What types of jobs exist? (fisheries, government, Village Corporation, etc.)

I. How important is subsistence to your local economy?
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SECTION 3 – COMMUNITY LAND AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION
Land ownership, land status and land use information is very important because they affect the
availability of land for solid waste facilities, including landfills, storage and recycling areas, and
incineration facilities. The location of a community’s airport, present and future housing
developments, school and other community structures can have a direct impact on the location of
a community’s landfill site or waste storage areas. For example, Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) regulations require landfills to be a certain distance from an airport or landing strip. Your
community may be experiencing serious environmental impacts from existing open dumps and
other conditions associated with improper handling and disposal of various types of waste. It is
important to identify what are the conditions in and around your community?
A. LAND OWNERSHIP AND AVAILABILITY: who owns the land around your community?
Is your community an Alaska Native townsite?
If not, has your community been surveyed?

YES
YES

NO
NO

Who are the major landowners in your community? (List them on a separate sheet if
necessary).

What is the status of ANCSA 14(c) reconveyances?

B. EXISTING AND FUTURE LOCATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS:
where will roads, water and sewer lines, and other projects be constructed?
Does your community have a sewer and water system?

YES

NO

If no, does your community have plans to construct on?

YES

NO

Is there a road to your landfill and is it in good condition?
Does your community have a landfill or other waste disposal facilities; what are they;
and what is their condition?
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C. LAND AREAS OF COMMUNITY IMPORTANCE: where are important places in your community
located and what are they used for?

D. BASIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF YOUR COMMUNITY: what are your community’s
environmental needs and assets?
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS AND NEEDS

Does your community
have it?
Yes
No

Safe Drinking Water
Adequate Supply of Water
Landfill Operator
Safe Sewage Disposal and Treatment
Sewage Lagoon
Permitted Landfill
Open dumpsite(s)
Burn Box or Incinerator
Recycling Program
Used Oil Storage Area
Lead Acid Battery Collection Area
Tank Farms with Proper Containment
Fuel or Oil Spill Clean-up Materials
Developable Land
Fuel Spill Prevention Plan
Hazardous Waste Disposal Area
Trained Hazardous Waste Handlers
Contaminated Sites and Open Dumps
Healthy Subsistence Food
Animal, rodent and insect problems
Environmental and/or Pollution Prevention
Programs
Old Military Sites
Watershed Protection Plan
Storage Areas for Old Vehicles, Boats, FourWheelers, Appliances and Other Large Items
Community Environmental Plan
Environmental, Community or Natural
Resources Planner(s)
Other
Other
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If this is lacking, does
your community need it?
Yes
No
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SECTION 4 – OTHER INFORMATION
If there is any other information about your community that you think is important to include in your
plan you should summarize that information in this section.
What other information should people know about your community?

SECTION 5 – SOURCES OF INFORMATION
List all sources you have used to gather information about your community. For example,
includes names of individuals, agency staff, and reports that you have used or obtained
information from for your plan.
Where did you find the facts, statistics, and maps that you are using to describe your
community?
SECTION 6 – COMMUNITY MAP
Attach a map of your community to your plan. Your map should identify the location of your
landfill/dump and other important features and areas of your community.
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WORKSHEET SET 1: Section 1 – 2

Community Information Checklist
Social & Economic Information
(Information about People)

Physical Environment &
Natural Resources
Information

Community Descriptions

Climate

Location
History and Culture

Demographic Profile
Population (Age, Race, Sex, etc.)
Number of students in schools
Population in 1990, 2000 and now

Local Government Organization
Roles and Responsibilities
Tribal Council
City Government
Village and Regional Corporations
Relationship between governments
Current Sources of Funding
(solid waste projects, local
government operations, etc.)

Health and Social Services
(Information from clinic, school
officials, regional/local sanitarian)
Past health risks/problems
Current health risks/problems
Regional Health Corporation

Local Economy
Local Businesses (type and
products, time of operation)
Median household income (use
latest census figures)
What months are important
for subsistence activities and
what are important subsistence
resources
Local Industry (cannery,
construction, mining, etc.)

Temperature

Surface Hydrology and
Ground Water
Rivers/Streams
Groundwater level
Groundwater flow
Availability and location
of community water supply
Flooding (how often, where,
how high, etc.)

Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Locations of habitat areas
Subsistence areas

Important Land Features
Lakes, rivers, streams,
sloughs and ponds
Hills
Coastline

Geology and Soils
Soil Types and Locations
Permafrost and Poor Soils
(type, depth, engineering
problems, etc.)
Earthquake Susceptibility
Erosion areas

Vegetation and Wetlands
Plant Types and Locations
Wetland Type and Location
Land Disturbances or Impacts
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Community Information
Land Ownership &
Availability
Native Allotment Locations
Village or City Land
Village Corporation Lands
Regional Corporation Lands
Other Land Ownership

Existing and Future
Locations For:
Residential Development
Commercial Development
(store, hatchery, cannery, etc.)
Institutional Development
(schools, government offices,
churches, health clinic,
community center, etc.)
Industrial Development
(water and sewer infrastructure,
sewage lagoon, bulk fuel
storage areas, power plant,
maintenance building,
warehouse)
Transportation Infrastructure
(airport, roads, docks, trails,
boardwalks, harbors, etc.)
Solid Waste Facilities
(landfill, recycling collection
center, incinerator/burn box
site, hazardous waste, battery
and used oil collection sites,
salvage area/building/shed)

Land Areas of Community
Importance
Hunting and Fishing Areas
Berry Picking and Plant
Gathering Areas
Fish racks and fish camps
Spiritual Places
Cemeteries
Old village or historical sites
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SECTION II
UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S
WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM and PRACTICES
How does your community handle and manage community waste disposal?
“Where does all of this trash go? We take it to the dump or the garbage collector
picks up and it is gone. But where? When trash is burned, harmful pollutants
are released into the air. Putting garbage onto or into the ground has its
problems, as well…..There is no truly safe or out-of-the-way place to put our
solid waste. Our only long term alternative is to stop making so much trash.”
“Changing Waste in Changing Times: Solid Waste and Natural Resource Issues in Rural Alaska”

The next step in the development of your integrated waste management plan is an analysis of
your community’s waste stream and its existing waste management system. This will help you
determine how to meet your community’s solid waste management needs and also evaluate
existing community practices and their effects on your community’s environment. A little
research and investigation will help you examine:
How solid waste is currently managed in your community;
Existing problems with current solid waste management practices; and
Potential problems if current waste management practices remain unchanged.
One of the easiest ways to gather information is to talk with people in your community who may
work with your existing solid waste system or have knowledge about solid waste practices in
your community. Information can be gathered easily by having these people answer questions
that are part of a community assessment questionnaire. You can interview them using a standard
set of questions from your community assessment form. People you should talk to or interview
when completing your community assessment include: landfill operator, store owner, school
principal, power plant operator, tribal environmental planner, Americorps volunteer or council
member.
You will be designing your integrated waste management plan to improve solid waste disposal
practices in your community so it is important that you learn about how waste is currently being
handled. The completion of an assessment of your community’s waste management system and
disposal practices will help you describe current solid waste management practices and identify
existing and potential problems with your community’s waste management and disposal
practices.
Characterizing the solid waste requiring management in your community is the backbone of your
whole planning process. Using information from your landfill operator and waste collectors, as
well as community members and local businesses, you will be able to quantify and determine
how much waste is generated in your community and how it is disposed of and handled.
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Your community should determine the quantity and composition of your waste to evaluate your
waste management options and estimate their costs. As you are collecting information about your
community’s waste management system and practices you should include the following
information:
HOW DO YOU ANALYZE YOUR
COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM AND
WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES?
Where is waste going now?
Are individuals or community
organizations reusing or recycling
products or materials?
Identify any significant amounts of waste
entering and leaving your community’s
waste stream. Don’t forget to include waste
left from illegal dumping or litter. Many rural
residents use burn barrels and backyard
dumps for waste disposal; your community
waste assessment can help you identify this
portion of your waste stream.
Be sure to identify who is generating waste
in your community and examine the waste
from all major waste generators (e.g.,
homes, schools, stores, community
buildings, and other businesses or facilities).
If you have illegal dumpsites you should also
determine how much and what type of waste
is being dumped at these sites.
Methods for analyzing your community’s
waste management practices and waste
stream include:
Waste Stream Analysis
Community Survey
Technical Survey & Assessment

Identify your community’s current types,
quantities and sources of waste in its solid waste
management system. Community growth for the
next five to ten years should also be considered.
Identify the types and quantities of problem
wastes, such as sewage lagoon sludge, oil, tires,
batteries, household hazardous wastes and used
household appliances.
Consider and examine current storage and
transportation systems and consider any special
circumstances, such as additional seasonal usage
and significant waste producing industries.
Determine the rate at which solid waste is
generated and determine the remaining permitted
capacity and lifespan of existing facilities. A
waste management cost analysis of your current
system should be conducted.
Consider and discuss any existing and potential
health and environmental effects as well as any
regional effects that might affect your integrated
waste management plan.

Quantity information can include both the weight and
volume of your waste. A composition analysis tells
you what products and materials make up your
community’s waste stream. If incineration is an
option, you will also need to estimate the energy
content of your waste stream to ensure you are generating sufficient waste for effective burning.
The best method for gathering information on your waste is through a process called a waste
stream analysis, discussed later in this workbook.
Regardless of your community’s current waste management system, some type of assessment of
your waste stream is necessary to provide the basic information for making decisions regarding
future waste management. To prepare a plan, you need to know the volume and types of waste
generated in your community. You also need to know how much your community’s waste varies
between seasons and years. Different ways of estimating the amounts and types of waste
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generated in your community can be used. Making observations and measurements can be
useful but takes more time. You will need to decide
how much information you need for planning.
HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHICH WASTE
Whichever method you use, remember it is
ASSESSMENT METHOD IS BEST FOR YOUR
impossible to predict the exact amount of waste that
COMMUNITY?
will be generated in the future; you can only
Identifying methods for collecting information
estimate it.
is the first step in collecting information about
This workbook covers how to estimate the types
and volumes of waste generated in your community
(waste stream analysis), and the size of landfill you
need. It will provide you with a community survey
that can be used to measure community attitudes
about waste management and determine how
households are disposing of their waste. Finally, it
will provide you with a technical assessment of
waste management and disposal practices in your
community. The following worksheets should be
used to help you collect information about your
community’s waste stream, waste management
system, and waste disposal methods and practices.
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your community’s current practices and
management strategies for disposing and
handling waste in your community. These
methods are usually community specific in
respect that one method works well with one
community, but this same method may not
work well in another community.
Talking with other people in your community
who have experience in collecting information
is the best way to identify which methods are
best. If this is not an option, the next option is
to list the methods available and determine
which methods provide the best opportunity to
collect the information in the most cost
effective and efficient manner.
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WORKSHEET SET 2: Section 2 - 1
TECHNCIAL SURVEY & ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT COMMUNITY
WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM & PRACTICES
How is your community handling its waste and what type of waste
management system is currently in use?
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMMUNITY WASTE ASSESSMENT
AND INVENTORY
The goal of this survey and assessment is to provide your planning work group and local
government officials with an idea of current waste management and landfill problems your
community may be facing. This information should be used by your planning work group to
make decisions about how to improve waste management and disposal in your community
The first step in your waste assessment and inventory is to identify who you want to have
complete the assessment. If you have a landfill operator then that individual definitely needs to
complete the assessment form. You also might consider having the following people also
complete the form: city/village maintenance workers; environmental or community planner;
IGAP staff members; and anyone else that is directly involved with the handling and disposal of
waste in your community.
Each person selected to be involved in the assessment should be given a copy of the form to
complete. Most people will be need two or three days to complete the form if they actually go
check on landfill conditions and assess how effectively community residents are disposing of and
handling the waste they generate. This assessment will provide your community and solid waste
planning work group with much needed information about the current conditions and level of
services your community is currently providing for waste management.
If there is a
next to an answer you have checked this indicates a serious waste management
problem that may be occurring in your community. Your integrated waste management planning
work group should be made aware of any solid waste problem identified during this survey and
inventory of existing conditions and practices. The planning work group should take time to
investigate each of these problems so they can determine if it is something that needs to be
addressed in your community’s integrated waste management plan or remedied under your future
solid waste management program. As you are developing your waste management plan, you
should make sure you have reviewed these problems and considered methods for reducing the
problem or actually solving it so it is no longer posing a threat to your community’s environment
or public health.
In many cases a question may not apply to your community or you may not know the answer to
the question without further investigation. If it doesn’t apply to your community skip it and go
on the next question. If you need to find out more information, make a note and come back and
answer it later after you have tried to find out the required information. Information has been
provided with some questions to help you better understand the question that is being asked.
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COMMUNITY WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT & SURVEY FORM
Instructions: Answer each question to the best of your ability. If you do not know the answer
or need additional information, skip the question and come back to it later when you have the
time to investigate the question and find the information needed to answer it. If the question
does not apply to your community, make a note that it does not apply and then go on to the
next question. Once you have completed this form, please return it to a solid waste planning
work member or your council office.
SECTION 1: WASTE COLLECTION

AND TRANSFER

Waste collection and transfer simply refers to the pick-up and hauling of trash from homes,
businesses, and centrally located dumpsters an open dump, landfill or disposal facility such as a
burn box or recycling facility. These services could be provided by your city or a private
company, such as a refuse hauling business. The key question is to identify how solid wastes are
transported from homes and businesses to their place of disposal
The following questions will help you gather information that can be used to describe waste
collection practices used in your community. Answer each question to the best of your ability.
In some instances you may have more than one answer to the question. When this happens
check each box that applies to your community. If the question does not apply to your
community, skip the question and go on to the next question. For the purpose of this survey, the
term waste means all trash and waste except sewage. If your community does not have a waste
collection system then you should go to the next section.
1.

Who collects trash in your community and hauls it to your landfill, dump or other disposal
facility (recycling center, burn box, storage area)?
A community-operated collection service is provided by a local utility
A village or city employee collects trash from homes, businesses and community
buildings
A contractor-operated collection service is provided by a local business or company
Local residents haul their own trash and other waste
Businesses haul their own trash and other waste
Volunteers pick up trash
Other ___________________________________________________

2.

If your community collects trash, where is trash collected from in your community?
Homes
Schools
Businesses
Centrally located community dumpsters
Public buildings (community hall, council office, health clinic)
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3. In what kinds of containers do community members use to store trash in before pick-up?
Metal or plastic cans
Paper and plastic bags
55-gallon drums
Centrally located dumpsters or bins
Cardboard boxes
Other____________________________________________________

4. How often is trash collected?
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Other ____________________________________________________

5. What other kinds of waste are collected in your community?
Aluminum cans for recycling
Batteries for recycling
Household hazardous wastes (old paint, cleaning products, etc.)
Other – list any other type of waste that is collected in your community
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

6.

How many people are on the collection crew, if your community has a collection service?
_________________

7.

How many city or commercially owned vehicles are used to collect trash ?
a. Number of vehicles used to haul trash and other waste_________________
b. Type of vehicles used to haul trash and other waste
_______________________________________________________________

8. How do local residents haul their trash and waste to the dump/landfill?
Four-wheeler
Snow machine
Personal truck
Other _____________________________________________________
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9. Does your community own a dump truck or other waste collection vehicle?
Yes
a. If yes, does it work?
Yes
No
No

10.

If your community has a dump truck or other vehicle used for waste collection are there
parts and a skilled mechanic readily available?
Yes
No
If no explain what is needed:_______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

11. Is the vehicle useable year-round?
Yes
No
a. If no, explain why the vehicle is not usable year-round _________________
_____________________________________________________________

12. If you have a community collection system are there times of the year when pick-up and
hauling service is not provided?
Yes
a. If yes, when? _________________________________________________
b. How often does this happen? ____________________________________
c. How long do these times last?____________________________________
d. What does the community do with the garbage during this time?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
No
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13. Does your community regularly collect fees for waste collection services?
Yes
a. If yes, how much do individuals pay for collection service? ________
b. If yes, how much do businesses pay for collection service? _________
c. If yes, how much do community facilities (school, health clinic) pay for
collection service? ___________
No
a. If no, how does your community pay for these services?_____________
__________________________________________________________

14. What problems is your community experiencing with its collection service?
Very costly to operate
People do not pay their collection service bills on time
Insufficient funding is available to provide a community collection service
Infrequent service
Unable to provide service to all residents
Equipment breaks down frequently
Other problems, please list _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

15. Does your community have any type of
heavy equipment to compact or cover
garbage at your landfill?
Yes
a. If yes, what kind?
_____________________________
_____________________________
b. Does the equipment work?
Yes
No
No
SECTION B: COMMUNITY DISPOSAL PRACTICES
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Heavy equipment is required at your landfill
to consolidate, compact and cover the
waste/garbage with soil or other materials.
Any solid waste should be compacted and
covered to improve the sanitation of your
landfill. Compacting and covering will also
increase the length of time that you can
dump waste in your landfill.
The equipment used to compact or cover
waste at your landfill should be maintained
so that it stays in working condition. If the
equipment is damaged or out-of-order it isn’t
possible to compact and cover the waste
properly.

If your community does not have a trash/waste collection system then an important part of
developing a integrated waste management plan for your community is understanding how
people living in your community dispose of their trash and other wastes. Many rural
communities in Alaska do not have a sanitary landfill, but they do have an open dump where
people and businesses can dispose of their trash and waste. Section C of this survey
questionnaire will ask you specific questions about the use of open dumps in your community.
Answers to questions in this section will give you an understanding of how community residents
and businesses handle their trash and waste, especially when there is no community collection
service provided. For example, what do people do when they can’t get to the dump or landfill or
what do they do with old batteries and used oil? The following questions will help you gather
information that can be used to identify problems your community may be having with waste
disposal. Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some instances you may have
more than one answer to the question. When this happens check each box that applies to your
community. If the question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to
the next question.
1.

Where do local resident and businesses dump their waste and trash?
Community operated landfill that is permitted by the State of Alaska
Landfill that is maintained by the community but isn’t eligible for a state permit
Community controlled open dump
Uncontrolled open dump
In their yard
In the sewage lagoon
Anywhere they feel like it
a. Other sites or places __________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
b. Is there more than one location people use?
Yes
No
c. Describe each site and attach a map or sketch showing the location of your
community, waste disposal site(s) and any roads or trails going to these
sites (use additional sheets of paper and attach to this form).
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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2. Does trash blow around your community because people do not store or dispose of it
properly?
Yes
No

3. Are there times when people cannot get to the waste disposal site?
Yes
a. If yes, when and how long does it last?
______________________________________
______________________________________
b. What do people do with waste when they can’t
get to the disposal site?
______________________________________
______________________________________
No

A maintained road, trail, or
boardwalk to your landfill site
is needed to provide access
year round and to prevent
people from dumping outside
of the landfill. The easier it is
to dispose of garbage safely,
the more likely residents will
dispose of their garbage
properly. If the access road
to the landfill is not
maintained and it is difficult to
reach the landfill, people are
more likely to throw their
garbage in inappropriate
places.

4. Is waste dumped in water, such as tundra ponds, streams, rivers, or the ocean?
Yes
a. If yes, where is it dumped? __________________________________
________________________________________________________
b. Why do people dump their trash and other wastes in the water?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
c. What types of waste do people dump in the water?
Honey bucket waste
Septic tank sludge
Food scraps
Household trash
Other, please list types ______________________________________
________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
No
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5. How are the following types of wastes handled? Explain how and where people in your
community dispose of them.
a. Animal carcasses (fish and other animals) __________________________
____________________________________________________________
b. Seafood processing waste _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________
c. Health clinic or hospital waste (needles, blood samples, tissues, etc.) _____
____________________________________________________________
d. Honey bucket waste ___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
e. Septic tank waste or sludge ______________________________________
____________________________________________________________
f. Lead acid batteries (boat and vehicle) ______________________________
____________________________________________________________
g. Used oil _____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
h. Empty Fuel drums ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
i. Hazardous waste
1. Commercial ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
2. Industrial _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
3. Household _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
j. Scrap metal __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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k. Scrap lumber and old pallets _____________________________________
____________________________________________________________
l. Construction debris ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
m. Old appliances (refrigerators, stoves, etc) ___________________________
____________________________________________________________
n. Tires ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
o. Old cars and trucks ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
p. Other vehicles (four-wheelers, snow machines, boats and motors) _______
____________________________________________________________
q. Broken down heavy equipment ___________________________________
____________________________________________________________
r. Commercial fishing nets _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
s. Other types of waste/garbage not listed:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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6. What is done with burnable trash such as paper, cardboard, wood, and used oil?
Burned at the landfill in a burn box
Burned in a waste oil burner (for used oil only)
Burned openly at the community landfill by individuals – uncontrolled burn
Burned at the community landfill by the landfill operator – controlled burn
Burned openly at an open dump by individuals
Burn barrels in yards
Collected and recycled, if recyclable. List what is recycled _______________
_______________________________________________________________
Disposed of, but not burned at the community, landfill or dump

7. Is any waste recycled?
If yes,
a. If yes, what types of waste are recycled?
Newspapers
White office paper
Cardboard (boxes and packaging)
Aluminum cans
Scrap metal
Lead acid batteries
Used oil
b. Who recycles?
Individuals
Local businesses
School
Community groups or organizations
Other ___________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
No

SECTION THREE: OPEN DUMPS AND BURNING
In Alaska an “open dump” is any waste disposal site that is not defined as a “sanitary landfill”
under state and federal law. Most communities in rural Alaska do not have sanitary landfills that
are operated and maintained by their local government. Those small communities that do have a
landfill most likely will have a Class III landfill (See the appendices for information about Class
III landfills in Alaska). Under state guidelines, most rural communities have what would be
legally referred to as an open dump, even though it may be operated and maintained by the
community.
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Typically an open dump is generally a place where people throw or dump trash and other
discarded materials with little or no regard for their impact on the surrounding environment or
adjacent community. Normally open dumps do not have pollution controls; wastes are left
uncovered; and use of the site is unsupervised and often unauthorized.
Open waste dumping poses severe human health and
environmental consequences, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Provides food and shelter for bacteria and diseasecarrying rodents, dogs, birds and other animals
Attracts bears and other unwanted animals and birds
Poses threats to human health through air pollution
from uncontrolled burning
Poses threats to human health and transport disease
by contaminating community drinking water
sources and ground water
Acts as a potential source of methane gas
explosions under certain conditions
Exposes people dropping off waste or scavenging
and children playing at the dump to chemicals,
diseases, sharp objects, and hazardous wastes that
can cause injury and disease
Negatively affects the image of a community

WHAT ARE OPEN DUMPS?
Open dumps are areas where
waste is disposed of without
proper controls, including
regular application of cover,
controlled access to the site,
and other environmental
controls.
Under state regulations any
dumpsite or landfill being
operated without a state permit
or letter of non-objection can
be considered an open dump.

“Open burning” is the uncontrolled burning of waste
materials in barrels or yards, or at an open dump where the
fire is set either intentionally or accidentally. It can cause severe public health problems related
to noxious fumes and smoke. It is not unusual for people living near an area where waste is
burned to have respiratory problems, burning and itching eyes, and other health related ailments.
Open burning should be practiced only under supervised
conditions and when there is no wind to spread the smoke
HOW DO YOU CONTROL AN OPEN
BURN TO MAKE IT SAFE?
and fumes.
Controlling an open burn means that:
Someone is removing materials
that are hazardous or noncombustible from the burn pile.
The fire stays under control.
There should be someone on duty
to keep the fire controlled while
waste is being burned.
Only paper, cardboard, wood, and
other clean burning materials are
burned.

Burning garbage on the ground is a very ineffective way to
reduce waste. It is ineffective because it usually doesn’t
significantly reduce the amount of garbage. Most of the
energy used in burning the material is used to dry the
material out rather than to reduce its volume. Unless the
waste you are burning is very dry and combustible, you
end up with close to the same amount of garbage that you
started with. This results in the garbage burning very
slowly and producing smoke that is dangerous to breathe.

Open burning can be dangerous if toxic and hazardous
materials are burned along with other trash. Burning materials such as plastic is toxic and the
black smoke produced is dangerous to breathe. Some hazardous materials can cause dangerous
explosions if they are in a fire. Toxic and hazardous materials should never be burned. Smoke
and odors from uncontrolled open burning are also nuisances to surrounding property owners.
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Many people who burn their garbage may not be aware of all the hazardous that opening burning
can pose to themselves and the community.
Answers to questions in this section will help you identify problems your community is
experiencing from using an open dump or doing open burning. If your community does not have
a sanitary landfill, you may want to consider closing your dump and building a new landfill that
meets state standards. Data you gather from this section can be used by your local government
to support funding requests for closing your community dump and constructing a new sanitary
landfill. If your community has a permitted landfill and no longer has problems with open
dumping or burning you can skip to the next section.
Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some instances you may have more than one
answer to the question. When this happens check each boxes that apply to your community. If
the question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
1. Is waste burned in an open dump in your community?
Yes
a. If yes, what types of waste are burned? ______________________________
______________________________________________________________
b. Who burns waste at the dump?_____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
No

2. Is open burning in burn barrels or yards allowed in your community?
Yes
a. If yes where do people burn their waste?
In their yard on the ground
In a burn barrel
Other types of individual waste burning __________________________
__________________________________________________________
No

3. How many open dumps can be found in or around your community?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

_________

Of these, how many, if any, are currently being used? ______________
How many are fenced? ________
How many are operated and maintained by the community? __________
How many are uncontrolled and not maintained? ___________________
Attach a map that shows the location of all open dumps in your area.
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4. Is there water in the dump most of the time?
Yes
a. If yes, where is it located? __________________________________________
b. How much or how deep is the water usually in the wet areas?______________
c. When does the most water collect in the dump? _________________________
No

5. Is the dump producing leachate or runoff
that stains the ground in and around dump?
Yes
No

Sometimes there are brown stains or colored liquids
that may be found in the soils in and/or around the
dump or landfill. This liquid is called “leachate” and is
produced when rain or melted snow passes through
garbage and other wastes. Leachate transports a
variety of chemicals into the soil and eventually into
the groundwater. If your dump is producing a lot of
leachates, there is a good chance contaminants are
leaving your dump. Since leachates often contain
toxic chemicals they pose a potential threat to the
environment and public health.

6. Are there any open dumps in your community that completely full and/or no longer in use?
Yes
a. If yes, where are they located?_____________________________________
b. Have they been properly closed and capped?
Yes
No
c. Does your community have a plan or funding to close its open dump?
Has funding to do a closure plan, but plan isn’t completed
Has funding to close the dump and build a new landfill
Has funding to close the dump, but no funding to build a landfill
Has an open dump closure plan, but no funding to close the open dump
Has no open dump plan or funding to close the dump
No

7. Who owns the land where the open dump is located?
City
Village Corporation
Native allotment
Privately owned by an individual
Privately owned by a business
State of Alaska (held in trust for future city)
Federal government (National Park Service, Fish & Wildlife or Forest Service)
8. How far is the dump from the community? ______________________
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Briefly describe the location of any open dumpsites, including details about how close it is to
schools, wetlands, tundra ponds, lakes, homes, or drinking water wells. (Estimate
approximate distances from these features to open dumps or areas of open burning).
________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

9. Is there windblown litter around the dump?
Yes
a. If yes, how much and how far does it go?
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
b. What type of litter is blowing around?
Paper
Plastic shopping bags
Newspapers
Other types of litter _____________

Litter that has blown from the landfill into
surrounding areas is not just ugly but can be
a fire hazard, attract animals that carry
disease, and injure animals. The litter
surrounding the landfill also interferes with
other subsistence activities such as berry
picking.
The problem with windblown litter can be
eliminated if your landfill area is fenced and
if the garbage at the landfill is burned and/or
compacted and covered periodically.
Windblown litter can also be reduced by
decreasing the amount of plastic bags used
in your community. Many communities have
an annual clean-up day to help control the
amount of wind-blown litter.

_____________________________
_____________________________
No

10. What types of waste are thrown away at your dump?
Animal carcasses (fish and other animals)
Seafood or animal processing wastes
Health clinic or hospital waste (needles, blood samples, tissues, etc.)
Honey bucket waste
Septic tank waste or sludge
Lead acid batteries (boat and vehicle)
Used oil
Empty fuel drums or gas cans (should be cleaned and not full of oil or fuel)
Hazardous waste
Commercial
Industrial
Household
Scrap metal such as pipes, cans, roofing, siding, wire
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Scrap lumber and old pallets
Construction and demolition debris such as scrap lumber, insulation, sheetrock,
roofing, carpeting, linoleum, plumbing fixtures, etc.
Scrap white goods such as washing machines, refrigerators, stoves, etc.
Tires
Junk vehicles, heavy equipment, motors, boats, snow machines and ATVs
Waste ash from burn box or solid waste incinerator
Commercial fishing nets
Other _______________________________________________________

11.

What types of problems are being caused by opens dumps and open burning in your
community?
Air pollution – fumes and smoke from burning plastic and dumped chemicals
Poor visibility from smoke
Contaminated ground or surface water or soil
Presence of bacteria, rodents, birds, flies, mosquitoes and other carriers
of disease
Feeding ground for wild and domestic animals (dogs, bears, foxes, rodents
and birds)
Used by people from outside of the community as a “dumping ground”
Too close to homes
Too close to the airport
Too close to the school or play areas
Too close to the health clinic
Children play at the dump
People scavenge at the dump
Dump floods during heavy rains or spring break-up
Source of unpleasant odors
Displeasing to look at
Other problems _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

12. Do children pay in or near the open dump?
Yes
No

13. Do animals get into the open dumps around your community?
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Yes
a. If yes what type of animals or birds? ______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
No
14. Is trash dumped in water near your community?
Tundra ponds
Lakes
Rivers and/or streams
On the beach or in the bay or ocean
15. Does the open dump site(s) get flooded out during breakup or during heavy rains?
Yes
a. If yes, how often does it flood?___________________________________________
No
SECTION FOUR: ADMINISTRATION
The questions in this section will help you identify any deficiencies in how your local
government and community is administering and managing its existing waste management
system. Your community’s ability to pay for and manage solid waste services it provides to
local businesses and residences will be a major factor in whether or not your solid waste program
succeeds. Your community will need to raise funds to pay for a local waste management
program; without funding your solid waste plan will be difficult to implement and will be
directly tied to the success of any solid waste management program you try to establish. It is
important that community members understand the “true cost” what it takes to operate and
maintain a solid waste management system.
Although your community may not have collection service or a community operated and
maintained landfill, you should try to answer the questions in this section because it will help
identify areas your will need to address before establishing a solid waste management system in
your community. Answer each question to the best of your ability. If you cannot answer a
question, contact someone that works for or is an official in your local government. They may
be able to help you answer the question. In some instances you may have more than one answer
to the question. When this happens check each box that applies to your community. If the
question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
1. What form of local government does your community have?
City council
IRA/Traditional Council
Both a city council and IRA/Traditional Council
2. What type of city is your community?
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Unincorporated (no taxing authority)
Second class city (limited taxing authority)
First class city (expanded taxing authority)
3. Is your community located within an organized borough?
Yes
No

4. What is the nearest hub community or city? ______________________________
5. What transportation services are available to your community?
Air (identify those types of air service available to your community)
Commercial airline – small planes
Commercial airline – large prop or jet services
Air cargo
Air charter
Winter river roads
State road or highway system
Barge
Privately owned boats or skiffs
State ferry
Other ___________________________________________________________
6. Who oversees solid waste management in your community?
City council
IRA/Traditional Council
Utility board
Utility company or cooperative such as United Utilities or AVEC
No local management
Village Corporation
Other ___________________________________________________________
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7. What does your village or city government spend money on for waste management?
Community collection service
Landfill operations and maintenance
Landfill operator
Heavy equipment (purchase or maintenance)
Supplies such as super sacks or community waste disposal containers
Community education program
Community recycling program
Other costs ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
8. Does the community have fees, taxes, or other sources of money to pay for waste disposal?
Yes
a. If yes, what are they?
Collection fees for trash pick-up from homes and businesses
Local sales tax
Local property tax
Disposal fee for dumping waste at the landfill
Grants
a. Which grants does your community currently have for solid waste
management and what is the amount? ______________________
_____________________________________________________
Other sources of funding for waste management _________________
________________________________________________________
No
9. Does your community have ordinances, regulations, or policies for waste management?
Yes
a. If yes, what type?
Community ordinances
Regulations
Community policies
Community resolutions
b. Are they enforced?
Yes
If yes, how are they enforced and by who?
_____________________________________________________
No
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10. Does your community have a letter of non-objection or a solid waste disposal permit from
the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation?
Yes
If yes, when was it issued? _________________________________________
No
If not, why not? __________________________________________________
11. Does your community receive technical assistance from environmental programs, state or
federal agencies (ADEC, EPA or DCED) or other organizations (regional health
corporation, ANTHC, regional non-profit)
Yes
If yes, who provides your community with assistance?
EPA Indian General Assistance Program (IGAP)
State agencies
Federal agencies
Environmental Protection Agency
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Other __________________________________
Native organizations
Regional Health Corporation
Regional non-profit corporation
Village Corporation
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
Other __________________________________________
_______________________________________________
No
12 Are solid waste problems an issue with your local government?
Yes
No
13 Do schools in your community have an environmental education curriculum?
Yes
If yes, at what grade levels?
Preschool
Elementary
Middle school
High school
No
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14. Does your community have any environmental programs or groups that meet regularly?
Yes
If yes, what are they? ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
No
15. Are there other parts of the community’s solid waste management system that are not
described above? Describe here: _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
SECTION FIVE: COMMUNITY LANDFILL
Most likely what you call your “community landfill” is actually an open dump as defined by
state and federal regulations. Very few rural communities have an approved and permitted Class
III landfill. For legal purposes a sanitary landfill is a solid waste disposal facility that meets the
criteria of state and federal regulations for a landfill and is permitted by the State of Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation.
Modern landfills are well-engineered facilities that are located, designed, operated, monitored,
closed, cared for after closure, cleaned up when necessary, and financed to insure compliance
with state and federal regulations. Sanitary landfills are specially constructed with a liner to
prevent the leaching of the waste into the ground. In addition, access to the landfill is controlled;
it is enclosed by a fence; waste is covered on a regular basis; and the type of waste going into the
landfill is monitored or sorted to prevent hazardous materials and items, such as large appliances,
vehicles, used oil, and batteries, from being disposed in the landfill. Although you may cover
garbage at your landfill and it is fenced in, it most likely doesn’t meet the standards needed to be
classified as a sanitary landfill.
Although your city or tribal council may own and operate your landfill that still does not mean it
is “permitted” by the State of Alaska. Recognizing the uniqueness of small rural communities,
the State of Alaska will issue a “letter of non-objection” to a community that has a landfill it
operates and maintains, but doesn’t quite meet all the requirements needed for a Class III landfill
permit. In order to receive a “letter of non-objection” you will need to have a integrated waste
management plan that has been submitted to and approved by ADEC. The State of Alaska has
regulations that specify how landfills should be constructed, operated, and closed. If your
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community wishes to have a “state permitted” landfill, then your landfill must be constructed to
meet the state’s minimum design specifications and standards.
If your community has as a dump that is managed and maintained as if it were a landfill (i.e.,
your community may have a landfill operator; waste is covered regularly; only garbage and nonhazardous materials can be disposed of at the site; only controlled burning is allowed; and it is
confined to one area) you should answer the
FEDERAL LANDFILL STANDARDS
questions in this section. If your dump is
unmanaged and no one takes responsibility for its
Location restrictions ensure that
operation and maintenance, then you should skip
landfills are built in suitable
this section and go back to Section Three and
geographical areas away from faults,
wetlands, flood plains, or other
answer the questions about open dumps and open
restricted areas.
burning. See the appendices for regulations
concerning landfills in Alaska to determine
Liners are geomembrane or plastic
whether or not your community’s dump/landfill
sheets reinforced with two feet of clay
may meet the state’s requirements for a Class III
on the bottom and sides of the landfill.
landfill or qualify for a letter of non-objection.
Sanitary landfills are a carefully constructed and
planned method of disposing of solid wastes on
land that requires daily covering of any waste
disposed of at the site. Most rural communities
do not have a true sanitary landfill. However, if
your community has a landfill this set of
questions will help you determine what your
landfill’s deficiencies are? Even if your landfill is
not operated under a state permit or letter of nonobjection you should complete this part of the
survey and technical assessment.
Answers to questions in this section will help you
identify problems your community is
experiencing with its landfill. If your community
does not have a sanitary landfill, you may want to
consider closing your existing landfill/dump and
building a new landfill that meets state standards
and can be permitted by the State of Alaska.

Operating practices such as
compacting and covering waste
frequently with several inches of soil
help reduce odor; control litter, insects,
animals, and rodents; and protect
public health.

Groundwater monitoring requires
testing groundwater wells to determine
whether waste materials have escaped
from the landfill.
Closure and post-closure care
include covering landfills and providing
long-term care of closed landfills.
Corrective action controls and cleans
up landfill releases and achieves
groundwater protection standards.
Financial assurance provides funding
for environmental protection during and
after landfill closure (i.e., closure and
post-closure care).

Data you gather from this section can be used by
For more information about federal
standards contact the EPA.
your local government to support funding
requests for closing your community
landfill/dump and constructing a new sanitary landfill.
Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some instances you may have more than one
answer to the question. When this happens check each box that applies to your community. If
the question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
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1. Does your community have a Class III landfill?
A Class III municipal solid waste landfill

Yes
is small, rural and remote. On average,
less than five tons of solid waste is
If yes, is it operated under an ADEC permit
dumped into in daily. Obtaining a Class
or letter of non-objection?
III permit for your landfill is one of the
Letter of non-objection
best ways to improve the sanitation and
safety of your landfill.
ADEC permit
No
The steps required to obtain a Class III
a. If no, has your community applied for funding
permit involve a series of questions to
make you aware of what it takes to
or assistance to close your old land/fill dump?
design and operate a safe landfill. For
Yes
example, one of the requirements for
a. If yes, have you received funding or
obtaining a Class III permit is to develop
an operating plan for your landfill. An
assistance?
operating plan includes information such
Technical assistance (from whom)
as how to handle hazardous wastes and
___________________________
dispose of them properly.
Funding (source and amount)
For more information about applying for
___________________________
a Class III landfill permit, contact the
No
nearest off ice of the State of Alaska
Department of Environmental
b. Has your community received funding to
Conservation.
build a new landfill?
Yes
a. If yes, how much and from where? _____________________
_________________________________________________
No
c. Has your community applied for a letter of non-objection for the landfill
your community is now operating and using?
Yes
No

2. Is your community landfill/dump completely full and/or no longer in use?
Yes
If yes, where do you dispose of your garbage and other wastes now?___________
__________________________________________________________________
No

3. Who owns and operates the landfill?
City Council
Village Council
Borough
No one
Other __________________________________________________________
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4. Does your community charge a fee for disposing of garbage and waste at your landfill?
Yes
a. If yes, what kind of fee?
Flat fee
Fee based on amount of waste disposed of
Collection fee for picking up waste from homes or businesses
b. How much is your fee? ________________________________
No
5. Approximately how much waste is disposed of per day at your landfill?
Don’t know (refer to Worksheet 6 for information on how you can estimate how much
waste is generated each day in your community)
_____________ pounds or tons

6. Is any waste received from outside of the community?
Yes
a. If yes, where does it come from?___________________________________
b. What type of waste is it?
Solid waste (regular garbage and trash)
Household hazardous wastes
Commercial wastes (e.g. fish processing waste)
Other ______________________________________________________
c. Do you charge for dumping waste from outside your community?
Yes
No
No
7. Who provides the maintenance for the landfill?
Local landfill operator
Community heavy equipment operator
Borough landfill operator or maintenance worker
Volunteers
No one
Other _____________________________________________
8. What is the size of the area where uncovered waste is spread? ___________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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9. Briefly describe the location of your landfill.
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
If available, attach a site plan or map of the location
of your landfill.
a. Is it located near (i.e. less than 1500 feet)
any of the following?
School
Homes
Subsistence areas
Airport/airstrip
Wetlands
River, tundra ponds, streams or lakes
Beach

As a general rule, your landfill should be
located at least one mile from your airport
or airstrip. It should be far enough away
from flight areas so that birds feeding at
the landfill do not present a danger to
planes.
Properly located landfills are far enough
from housing and school areas so that
they are not a safety hazard and
sanitation problem or used as a play area
by children. However, you landfill should
not so far from your community that
people avoid using it or that it becomes
too expensive or time-consuming to
maintain road or boardwalk access.
A poorly managed landfill that is too close
to your community is a nuisance because
of the odor produced by burning and
rotting garbage. In addition, animals and
insects are attracted to rotting garbage
and will come to a landfill that is not
properly managed. A properly operated
landfill that is located a safe distance from
your community is les likely to be a source
of disease in your community.

10. Does anyone compact waste at the landfill site to keep it covered and in one area?
Yes
a. If yes, how often?
Everyday
Less than three times a week
More than three times a week
Once a week
Once a month
Twice a month
Other ___________________________
b. Who does the work?
Landfill operator
City or village employee
Private company
Other___________________________
No
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If possible, waste in your landfill
should be compacted regularly,
especially in the summer when the
soil is not frozen. A landfill that is
not compacted regularly will fill up
much quicker than one that is being
compacted. In communities where
it is not possible to compact or
cover garbage in the landfill
adequately, controlled burning of
wastes should be considered as a
waste treatment method. Burning
will reduce the volume of the waste
and the amount of blowing litter. It
will also reduce the number of flies
and animals. If burning is used to
manage waste, proper burning
practices must be followed.

11. Is trash being covered or buried at your landfill or dump?
Yes
a. How often is it covered? ________________
____________________________________
b. Who covers the trash? __________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
No

Solid waste needs to be covered
with soil to control diseases, fires,
odors, blowing litter, and to keep
animals away. Because of
permafrost and lack of soil cover
material available in certain areas
of rural Alaska, it isn’t always
possible to adequately cover the
waste in a dump or landfill.
Ideally, six inches of soil should
be used to cover any solid waste.
Depending on the size of your
landfill or dump and the number
of people served by it, soil cover
may need to be added daily,
weekly, or monthly.

12. Identify any current problems your community is experiencing with its landfill?
Contaminated ground water (community or individual wells have bacteria)
Contaminated surface water (lakes, ponds, river or streams)
Standing water is present (ground at the dump is always wet or there puddles
even when it isn’t raining)
Presence of bacteria, rodents, insects and other disease carriers
Feeding ground for wild and domestic animals (bears, foxes, birds, dogs
and other animals)
Uncontrolled burning
Burning plastics, tires or other materials that cause heavy smoke
Unpleasant odors can be smelled near or in your community
Children play at the landfill
People scavenge or dig around the landfill
People dump batteries into the landfill
People dump used oil into the landfill
People dispose of vehicles (cars, snow machines, four-wheelers) and large
broken appliances such as freezers and refrigerators at the landfill
People dump household hazardous wastes
Expensive to maintain and operate
It looks ugly and makes the community look ugly
Trash from the landfill blows around the community and surrounding area
Landfill has reached or will soon be too full to use
Other ___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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13. Is there a fence around the waste disposal site?
Yes
a. If yes, what condition is it in?
Good – doesn’t need any repairs
Needs minor repairs
Needs major repairs
Needs to be replaced
b. Does the fence keep litter within the disposal
site?
Yes
No
c. Does the fence keep wildlife (other than birds)
out?
Yes
No
d. Does the fence have a gate which is locked or
closed when the site is not supervised?
Yes
No
No

A landfill that is enclose by a maintained
fence helps to control access to the
area. It is important that the fence is in
good condition and has an entryway
with a lock so that access can be
controlled.
Benefits of a fenced landfill area
include:
Prevents people from dumping
garbage in the landfill when there is
no operator available to monitor what
types of waste are being placed into
the landfill.
Reduces the amount of windblown
litter.
Helps to control animals from
scavenging.
Reduces the possibility of children
playing in the garbage and picking up
diseases and hurting themselves.
Children playing in the landfill may
cut themselves on rusty metal objects
and get tetanus, which can be fatal.

14. Are signs posted that say who owns and operates the disposal site, identifies what types of
waste cannot be accepted (such as no honeybucket waste, used oil, or hazardous wastes,
and no uncontrolled burning is allowed?
Yes
No
15. Does your community have a landfill operator?
Yes
a. If yes, how much are they paid?
_________________________________
b. How many hours a week do they work?
________________________________
c. List their job responsibilities:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
No
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Every landfill needs an operator.
The main duties of a landfill operator include:
Monitoring what goes into the landfill
Controlling access to the landfill (i.e.
locking the gate after hours)
Burning of wastes in a burn box or
incinerator
Making sure that hazardous materials do
no go into the landfill
Compacting and covering the waste in the
landfill
Storing hazardous materials, such as leadacid batteries, prior to shipment.
An operator’s pay should be high enough so
that the position is competitive and it
encourage the operator to stay with the job.

16. Are there other landfills (including old ones) in and around the community?
Yes
a. If yes, where are they? _____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
b. Are they still being used?
Yes
--- If yes, who operates them? ____________________________________
No
--- If no, have they been properly closed?
Yes
No
No

17. Are the health clinic medical wastes and/or other
medical wastes disposed of at your landfill?
Yes
No
If no, how and/or where are they disposed?
__________________________________

Medical wastes should not be disposed of in
your landfill. Infectious diseases can be
spread throughout your community if medical
wastes are not disposed of properly. Certain
wastes, such as needles, must be safely
packaged and sent to your regional health
corporation or hospital for incineration and
disposal. Other medical wastes, such as
used paper products, can be burned in a
burn box or incinerator in your community.

__________________________________
18. Is access to your landfill controlled?
Yes
a. If yes, how is controlled?
It is fenced with a locked gate
Allowed to dump at the site
only when landfill operator is
at the site
Other
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
No
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“An uncontrolled landfill is an uncontrolled
mess.”
A landfill with controlled access means that:
A fence with a locking gate surrounds the landfill
area.
Hours of operation are posted and followed.
Scavenging, uncontrolled burning and shooting
are not permitted.
Random dumping is not permitted.
A landfill without any site control usually means
that garbage is being dumped anywhere it is
convenient. One possible solution to a landfill that
has no site control or fencing is to place 55-gallon
drums along the front of the landfill to direct people
where they should take their garbage. The best
solution, however, is to educate people about the
importance of properly disposing of their garbage
and other wastes.

19. Is uncontrolled open burning allowed at your
landfill?
Yes
a. If yes, what is burned at the landfill?
All waste disposed of at the
landfill
Only paper and cardboard
Used oil
Other
________________________
________________________
No
If no, what does your community do to
prevent opening burning at your landfill?
_________________________________

“Burning garbage on the ground at your
landfill is a poor way to reduce the amount
of waste going into your landfill.”
Uncontrolled open burning is burning a pile of
garbage on the ground at your landfill.
Uncontrolled burns are often seen as the
solution to reducing the amount of garbage to
a community’s landfill. However, uncontrolled,
open burning is not only ineffective but it is
also a fire hazard. Forest fires have resulted
from uncontrolled burning practices.
Smoke and odors from uncontrolled burning
are a nuisance to local residents and they may
endanger workers at your landfill and interfere
with the operation of your landfill. Many
communities are solving the problem of
uncontrolled open burning by building a burn
box or installing an incinerator in their
community to more safely and efficiently burn
wastes.

_________________________________

20. What obstacles exist, if any, to covering your waste regularly (at least once or twice a year
for small landfills, weekly or monthly for large sites)?
No heavy equipment available in community
Heavy equipment needs to be repaired
No one available to do the job
Site lacks proper or inadequate material for covering waste
Other ___________________________________________________________
What can be done to overcome these obstacles, if anything? __________________
___________________________________________________________________
21. Does the amount of waste in your landfill increase seasonally because of the impact of
tourism, fishing, summer construction, or other industries?
Yes
a. If yes, what types of waste are dumped? __________________________________
b. How much seasonal waste is dumped? ___________________________________
c. Does this create a problem for your community?
Yes
If yes, what types of problems? ______________________________________
No
No
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Part Six: RECYCLING, COMPOSTING and WASTE COMBUSTION
Does your community use any of these methods to dispose of waste?
•

Recycling: Recycling involves collecting various types of waste that normally would
have been thrown away, such as newspaper, glass, aluminum and tin cans and plastics.
These items are then sent to a recycling center where they are sorted and reused,
reprocessed or remanufactured.
Most small communities recycle aluminum cans through the Flying Can program with
Alaskans for Litter Prevention and Recycling (ALPAR). This program can be used by
rural communities throughout the state to transport aluminum cans for free to a recycling
center in Anchorage. The recycling center will then send the community a check for the
value of the aluminum.
It is illegal to dispose of lead-acid batteries in
landfills in Alaska because they are hazardous and
can potentially pollute a community’s drinking
water. Lead-acid batteries should be collected and
sent to recycling centers where the contents can be
safely handled and recycled. Both the lead and
sulfuric acid found in batteries can be recycled and
used again. Even the plastic casing can be
recycled. Battery recycler’s value used lead-acid
batteries as an important source of lead for new
batteries. A few communities recycle used oil by
burning it to heat a building.

RECYCLE LEAD-ACID BATTERIES
A single lead-acid battery,
such as a car battery, contains
11 pounds of sulfuric acid, 18
to 20 pounds of lead, and
three pounds of plastic.

Used oil produced by generators, snow machines,
outboards, cars and other machines should be collected at a central location in your
community in a container labeled “used oil” for recycling and/or burning to heat a
building. If there is no used oil collection point in your community, then there are
probably many areas throughout your community where used oil is either being stored or
disposed of improperly. Providing a place in your community for residents to bring their
used oil can help prevent the problem of improper storage and disposal of used oil.
Burning used oil to produce heat is the most common way to recycle used oil. The used
oil collected in your community can be used to operate a used oil burner. Used oil
burners convert used oil to heat for buildings. If your community does not have a used oil
burner it may want to consider purchasing and installing one or shipping your used oil to
a nearby community which may be willing to accept your used oil for burning in their
used oil burner.
•

Composting: Composting is a natural way of disposing of food scraps, certain wood
waste, fish waste, and other plant and animal products. Material that is composted
decomposes over time and can be used as fertilizer or soil. Communities in the colder
parts of Alaska usually do composting on a limited basis because weather conditions
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often slow down the decomposition process. If composting is done in a community, it is
usually done by individuals in their yards or a special bin made for composting.
•

Waste Combustion/Incineration: Waste
combustion, also referred to as incineration,
has two functions – it reduces the quantity
of waste going into a community’s dump or
landfill and it produces energy that can be
used for heat. Typically waste combustion
involves burning waste in a burn box or
commercial incinerator. The use of burn
barrels by individuals and businesses is also
a form of waste combustion, as well as
burning used oil in a waste oil burner. Both
of these forms of waste combustion also
reduce the amount of waste that will go into
your landfill.
Most burn boxes used in rural Alaska are a
steel box with a door, grates, and an air bent
that is used to burn paper, cardboard and
wood products more efficiently. It is very
similar to a wood-burning stove in its
construction. Burn boxes can be very
efficient at reducing waste because the
waste materials get hot quickly and burn
faster and more completely than a pile of
garbage on the ground.

If your community uses any of these methods
please answer the following questions for each of
the methods used by your community. If your
community does not use any of these methods then
go on to the next worksheet.

USE BURN BOXES PROPERLY FOR
MAXIMUM BENEFIT
Burn boxes can reduce the volume of
waste going into your community’s
landfill by about 80 percent, if it is
properly sorted and burned.
Properly incinerating garbage will
significantly reduce volume, odors,
effectively decontaminate waste, prevent
animal attraction and control other problems
without causing air pollution hazards.
Additionally, well combusted ash has fewer
contaminants, can be more easily managed
at the landfill, and decreases short and long
terms liability for a community. Improperly
combusting garbage will not result in these
benefits to a community.
It is important that a designated person be
responsible for your burn box so that it is
properly maintained and operated. Correct
use of a burn box requires that someone is
in charge of:
Removing plastic and hazardous
materials before burning.
Watching and controlling the burn.
Removing the ashes from the burn box
and putting them in the landfill.
The health and safety risk related to clean
burning is very low and create less pollution
problems than a landfill.

Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some instances you may have more than one
answer to the question. When this happens check each box that applies to your community. If
the question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
1. Does your community have a recycling program?
Yes
a. If yes, what do you recycle?
Aluminum cans
Used batteries
Used oil
Other _____________________________________________________
No
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2. How does your community ship its recyclables out of the community?
Barge – used batteries
Air cargo – used batteries
Airlines through the Flying Cans Program – aluminum cans
Air cargo – aluminum cans
Commercial trucking company – aluminum cans or batteries
Other ______________________________________________
3. Where does your community store recycled materials until they are shipped out of your
community?
At the landfill
Community maintenance building or yard
At the airport
Community recycling center
At home until they are collected for shipping out of community
Other ________________________________________________
4. Where does your community send the materials it recycles?
a. Aluminum cans
Hub community such as Nome, Bethel
Anchorage or Fairbanks
Seattle
Other _____________________________________________
b. Used batteries
Hub community
Anchorage or Fairbanks
Seattle
Other ____________________________________________
c. Other recyclable materials ________________________________
_____________________________________________________

5. Does your landfill receive a lot of
uncrushed cans from the school
lunch program?
Yes
No

The school lunch program in a community goes through a large
number of tin cans that end up in the community landfill. These
cans take up about one-fifth of the space in a landfill. One
solution to this problem is to have the school crush these cans
before they are taken to the landfill. Another problem with any
uncrushed can is that they collect water in the landfill. Water
that collects in these cans can pass through the garbage and
create leachate that moves into the soil and groundwater where
it can pollute a community’s drinking water.
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6. Does the school in your community have a recycling program?
Yes
If yes, what does it recycle? ___________________________________
No
7. Do any businesses in your community recycle?
Yes
a. If yes, what do they recycle?
Aluminum cans
White paper
Newspapers
Cardboard
Other ____________________________________________
b. What do they do with their recycled materials?
Ship them out of the community
Take them to the landfill for recycling
Other ____________________________________________
c. What businesses recycle?
Store
Other ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________
No
8. Are you experiencing any problems with your recycling program?
Yes
If yes, what are they?
Community opposition
Minimal community interest or participation
Not enough materials being recycled to make it worthwhile
Long distance to markets for recycled materials
No market for recycled materials
High costs (collection, operation, shipping and handling)
Nowhere to store materials before they are shipped out of community
No one to oversee and manage a recycling program
Other___________________________________________________
No
9. How is your recycling program operated? Explain: ________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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10. Does your landfill receive a lot of
cardboard or other paper wastes from
the community store and the school?
Yes
a. If yes, in general, how much?
________________________
b. Where does it come from?
School
Local stores
Other sources
_____________________
No

Cardboard is a valuable resource and
can be profitable to recycle.
Cardboard and other paper wastes will take up a large
amount of space in your landfill. Sometimes nearly half
of the material in a landfill is cardboard or other paper
wastes. A large portion of paper waste comes from
stores. Although cardboard can be profitable to recycle,
transporting it from a rural community to a recycling
center may cost more than its is worth. If it is not cost
effective for your community to recycle cardboard, it can
be used for other purposes such as packing batteries.
In addition, if recycling of your community’s paper
wastes is not feasible, the alternative is to burn them.
This will significantly reduce the amount of paper wastes
and cardboard from being unnecessarily dumped in
your landfill.

11. Does your community collect used waste oil?
Yes
a. If yes, where does it collected at?
At the landfill
Community maintenance building or yard
At the bulk fuel storage facility
Central collection place
Other________________________________________________
b. How does your community dispose of the waste oil that is collected?
Burn it in a waste oil burner
Ship it out of the community in 55-gallon drums
Store it in the community in 55-gallon drums
c. Where is waste oil stored in your community?
In a maintenance building or yard
At the landfill
At the airport
Other __________________________________________________
No
12. Does your community do controlled
burning at your landfill?
Yes
a. If yes, what does it burn?
______________________
______________________
No

GUIDELINES FOR CONTROLLED OPEN BURNING
In order to conduct a controlled open burn the following
conditions must be met:
Trash/garbage should be dry prior to burning.
Noncombustible items (glass, cans, plastics, etc.) must
be removed from burn pile.
Natural or artificially induced draft is present.
Garbage/trash is burned on gravel, dirt or sand and not
on grass or peat.
Burned waste is not allowed to smolder.
Black smoke is not permitted.
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13. Is there a burn box at your landfill or elsewhere
in your community?
Yes
a. If yes, where is it located?
_____________________________
b. Who operates and maintains it?
______________________________
No

Burn boxes differ from incinerators because
they are less expensive to build and operate
and do not require a permit. However, the
air emitted from a burn box is usually lower
in quality than the air from an incinerator.
Burn boxes have been created from simple
materials found in most communities, such
as scrap iron, old tanks, sheet metal, and old
truck beds. Because they are a practical
and inexpensive solution to managing solid
waste, burn boxes are more commonly used
than incinerators in rural Alaska.

15. Does your community have commercially manufactured waste combustion equipment?
Yes
a. If yes, what type?
Commercial incinerator
Waste oil burner
b. Where is it located?
At the landfill
Other place in the community ____________________________
c. Who operates and maintains this equipment?
Landfill operator
City or village employee
Other _______________________________________________
d. How old is the equipment?
Less than two years old
Three to five years old
More than five years old
e. How often do you use your waste combustion equipment?
More than once a day
Once a day
Two to four days a week
Five to seven days a week
Other _____________________________________________
No

16. Does your community have a composting program?
Yes
a. If yes, what type?
Central community compost pile/facility
Individual in people’s yards
No
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17. Does your landfill have a lot of
aluminum cans?
Yes
If yes, are aluminum cans
being recycled in your
community?
a.
Yes
If yes, by whom?
_______________________
_______________________
b.
No
No

“Throwing aluminum into your landfill is
the same as throwing away money.”
There are several good reasons to recycle aluminum cans
in your community:
Aluminum cans are 100 percent recyclable and are
worth money. One case of pop, or 24 cans equals
about a pound of aluminum.
Recycling aluminum can extend the life of your landfill.
Because it is expensive to close and open landfills,
reducing the volume of waste going into your landfill
save you community money in the long run.
Aluminum cans take hundreds of years to break down
in a landfill.
If there are a lot of aluminum cans in your landfill, set up a
recycling program and encourage the entire community to
participate

18. Does your community have a salvage area?
Yes
a. If yes, where is it?
At the landfill
Community warehouse or building
Storage shed
Other ______________________
___________________________
No
19. Is there a lot of plastic in your community’s
garbage?
Yes
If yes, what is the main type?
a.
Plastic shopping bags
b.
Plastic bottles
c.
Styrofoam
d.
Other ____________________
No

A salvage area is a designated area
where people can get rid of items that can
be used by others rather than throwing
them away in the landfill or dump. A
salvage area can be set up in a shed,
small building or some other area. A
salvage area should be separate from a
landfill and should not create a health or
safety hazard. Clothing, furniture, vehicle
parts, lumber and paint are good
materials for disposing of in a salvage
area.

If you look around the area of your landfill
you might see many white plastic bags
littering the nearby bushes and ground.
Plastic bags can blow a long distance from
your landfill because they fill up with air and
float away. Several communities have
banned the use of plastic shopping bags in
their stores. Plastic shopping bags have
been recycled to create beautiful crocheted
bags and other items.

20. Does your community have an annual community clean-up day?
Yes
No
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PART SEVEN: HAZARDOUS WASTES
There are many issues relating to hazardous materials in
a community. Local residents must decide what issues
are of the greatest concern to the community. For
example, your community may be worried about
contamination caused by fuel spills within the
community, or the dangers posed by old car batteries
lying in people’s yards. In addition, hazardous
materials may chemically react to cause fires,
explosions and poisonous gas that creates a hazard to
landfill operators and the surrounding community.
Hazardous substances can also seep into the ground and
pollute your community’s drinking water, as well as
contaminate soil. Many hazardous materials can easily
catch fire if mixed with other materials in a landfill.
When they mix, there may be an explosion, fire, or
toxic smoke that may be colorless.

WHAT ARE COMMON HAZARDOUS WASTES?
Some examples of hazardous waste
materials include:
Anti-freeze

Oil-based paints

Diesel fuel

Brake fluid

Kerosene

Insecticides

Battery acid

Paint thinner

Disinfectants

Common household
cleaners

Motor oil
Solvents
Bleach
Lead-acid batteries
Mice poison
Gasoline

One of the most common hazardous wastes found in
rural communities is used oil. Keeping large amounts of collected used oil in your community
can be a potential hazard. If your community does not have the ability to reuse used oil, the
collected oil should be transported by barge or other means to a location where it can be
recycled. Used oil should not be transported in quantities greater than 55-gallons without
approval from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
If your community has concerns or problems with the improper disposal of household hazardous
wastes, please answer the following questions. If your community does not have any concerns or
problems then go on to the next worksheet.
Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some instances you may have more than one
answer to the question. When this happens check each box that applies to your community. If
the question does not apply to your community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
1. Has anyone done a study of the types and amounts of hazardous materials in your
community?
Yes
a. If yes, who did the study? _________________________________________
b. What did the study find? Please explain. _____________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
No
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2. Are there abandoned dumpsites, storage areas, or old spills of hazardous wastes in the
community?
Yes
a. If yes, what was stored, spilled or dumped? ____________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
b. Where are these sites located?
School
Store
Dump or landfill
Bulk fuel storage area
City/village maintenance shop or warehouse
Other (list sites) ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
No
.
3. During inspection of the dump or landfill, were paint cans, used oil containers, lead-acid
batteries or other hazardous materials found?
Yes
a. If yes, what was found and how much?
Paint cans – quantity _________
Used oil containers – quantity ________
Lead-acid batteries – quantity_________
Other types of hazardous materials
List types and quantities: ___________
_________________________________
_________________________________
No

HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY
HAZARDOUS WASTES?
You can determine if
a material is hazardous
by looking at the label.
If you see words such
as flammable, corrosive, toxic,
combustible, explosive, and volatile
you have a hazardous product.
Before disposal, hazardous materials
should be used up for their intended
purpose. They should be separated
from other wastes and should not be
placed in your landfill.

4. Is there anyone in the community who is trained to handle hazardous wastes?
Yes
No
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5. If there were a hazardous waste spill or emergency in your community, how would your
community respond?
Community “hazmat” crew would respond to the emergency
Call for outside help from appropriate state or federal agency
Other response, please explain __________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

6. Is there a specific place to store or put
hazardous materials until they can be
removed from your community?
Yes
a. If yes, where and how are they
stored? _________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
b. How often are these materials
removed from your community?
Never
Once a year
Twice a year
Once a month
Other _________________
No

“If a central location is established for bringing old
hazardous materials, it is very important that
materials that are dangerous to mix together are not
stored together.” ADEC- 7 Generations
People need to have a place to put their unused
hazardous materials when they no longer need them.
Bulletin boards are used in some communities for
people to advertise unused hazardous material they are
willing to give away or sell. Materials exchange
programs can also be set up in a community so that
hazardous materials have a greater chance of being
used up rather than disposed of improperly. This way
people can bring any unused materials to a central place
where other people have access to them. If a central
location is used to store hazardous materials, it is
very important that the area is managed properly
and that only compatible items are stored together.
Otherwise, the areas can turn into a dangerous
dumping ground for hazardous waste.
Other alternatives for hazardous waste disposal include:
Using up all of the material
Exchanging unused materials with other people
Recycling
Shipping to a hazardous waste disposal site

7. Are lead-acid batteries being recycled?
Yes
a. If yes, by whom? _________________
_______________________________
No
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It is important to recycle lead-acid batteries
because the contents are hazardous and do not
belong in any landfill or dump. Getting these
hazardous materials out of your community
assures that they will not be a potential risk.
It is important to remember that it is much
less expensive to manage batteries properly
than it is to clean up batteries that are
disposed of improperly.

If there is no place at your landfill to place lead-acid
batteries they are probably sitting in the landfill or
laying around your community. Disposing of
batteries from cars, four-wheelers, snow machines,
and boats in the landfill or around the community can
be dangerous and hurt people and wildlife indirectly
or directly through contact or contamination.

8. Is there a specific place to put
lead-acid batteries in the
community or at the landfill?

Yes
a. If yes, where and
Used batteries need to be stored in a dry place at your
how are the batteries
landfill, like a shed, freezer van, or covered fish tote.
Cardboard should be place between the layers of
contained or stored?
batteries. If batteries are exposed to sun, rain, and
____________________________________________________________
cold temperatures they may crack exposing the lead
and sulfuric acid inside of them to the environment.

If batteries are kept in a covered container, the acid
____________________________________________________________
won’t leak out onto the ground even if the batteries
crack.

___________________________________________________________
No

It is important to recycle lead-acid batteries
because the contents are hazardous and do not
belong in any landfill or dump. Getting these
hazardous materials out of your community
assures that they will not be a potential risk.

9. Are lead-acid batteries being recycled?
Yes
a. If yes, by whom? ______________

It is important to remember that it is much
less expensive to manage batteries properly
than it is to clean up batteries that are
disposed of improperly.

____________________________
No

10. Is there a place at the dump or landfill or
in the community for residents to put
used oil?
Yes
a. If yes, where is it located? ______
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
No

Used oil produced by generators, snow machines,
outboards, cars, trucks, heavy equipment and other
machines is considered a hazardous waste if it is
disposed of improperly. It is hazardous because it
contains toxic metals and other contaminants. Used
oil should be collected at a central location in a
container labeled “used oil” for later recycling and/or
burning to heat a building. If there is no collection
point for used oil in your community, then there are
probably many areas throughout the community
where used oil is either being stored or disposed of
improperly.
Providing a place in your community for residents to
bring their used oil can help prevent the problem of
improper storage and disposal of used oil. A used oil
collection center can be established for this purpose.
Once a collection point is made for used oil, it is
important that community members are aware of its
location. This can be done by advertising the location
of the collection center. This can also be an
opportunity to educate your community on the
importance of recycling used oil
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11. Is used oil being recycled?
Yes
a. If yes, by whom? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________
No

Burning used oil to produce heat is the most
common way to recycle used oil. The used oil
that is collected in your community can be
used to operate a used oil burner. Used oil
burners can convert used oil to heat for
buildings. If your community does not have a
used oil burner or does not produce enough
used oil to make it feasible to purchase one,
you may consider using or sharing one with a
nearby community.

12. Is the power plant operator correctly disposing of the
used oil produced by the electrical generator?
Yes
a. If yes, how is it being disposed?
___________________________________
No
a. If no, what is happening to the used oil?
___________________________________

13. During inspection of the dump or landfill, were paint
cans, used oil containers, lead-acid batteries or other
hazardous materials found?
Yes
a. If yes, what was found and how much?
Paint cans – quantity _________
Used oil containers – quantity ________
Lead-acid batteries – quantity_________
Other types of hazardous materials
List types and quantities: ____________
_________________________________
________________________________

The electrical generator is the largest
producer of used oil in your
community. The used oil produced
by the generator should be either
burned in a used
oil burner on site
or transported
out of the village
to a location
where used oil
can be recycled
or burned.

HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY
HAZARDOUS WASTES?
You can determine if
a material is hazardous
by looking at the label.
If you see words such
as flammable, corrosive, toxic,
combustible, explosive, and volatile
you have a hazardous product.
Before disposal, hazardous materials
should be used up for their intended
purpose. They should be separated
from other wastes and should not be
placed in your landfill.

No
14. What types of household hazardous materials are used by local residents? And how much of
each material is used? _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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15. What types of hazardous materials are used by local businesses? How much of each do they
use? _____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

PART EIGHT: OTHER SOLID WASTE CONDITIONS
1. What solid waste issues or concerns are most important to you as the landfill operator? (This
question should be answered by each person completing this form).
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2. Would your community be willing to work with another community to jointly manage solid
waste?
Yes
If yes, which one(s) _____________________________________________________
No
If no, what would encourage your community to work with another community?
_____________________________________________________________________

3. Are there animals eating the garbage around your community?
Yes
a. If yes, what kinds of animals? __________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
b. Where can you find animals eating garbage? _______________________________
___________________________________________________________________
No

4. Do community “gas stations” or “fuel areas”
have something to put people’s gas cans in
while they are being filled?
Yes
No
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Many fuel spills happen when people are filling
up jerry cans or gas cans and do not use
anything to collect fuel that spills in the fueling
process. Fuel spills can be prevented by placing
a gas can on a tin drum so that any spilled fuel
will be collected. Fuel that goes into the ground
can contaminate groundwater or surface water
sources where drinking water comes from.

SUMMARY of RESULTS
COMMUNITY WASTE ASSESSMENT and INVENTORY
The purpose of this section is to have you go through your community waste assessment/survey
and review the answers to all the questions in each section. If you did not answer a question
because you didn’t know the answer, now is the time to try and find the answer to the question.
You may need to talk to or get some help from your landfill operator or someone knowledgeable
about that particular question.
If the answer to a question has a
symbol next to it, this identifies a potential problem you may
need to address or explore further. You should keep a list of each answer that has this symbol.
This list can be used to identify problems and issues your solid waste planning work group
should consider when preparing your community’s integrated waste management plan.
Using your answers to each question and the information that you collected, you will now
summarize your community’s solid waste management practices and methods for handling waste
within your community. When writing your answers on this worksheet do not limit yourself to
only the space provided on the worksheet; if needed use additional sheets of paper and attach
them to this part of the worksheet.

1. List all the methods currently used to manage solid waste in your community. For
example: dump waste at local dump; recycle aluminum cans, etc.

2. List significant problems caused by your community’s current practices. For example:
open burning in people’s yards; dumping of batteries on the tundra, etc.

3. What steps need to be taken to correct each problem? Identify each problem and describe
possible solutions to the problem? For example: litter around the community – hold an
annual spring clean up to pick up litter.
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4. Does your community currently have any plans for solving any of its existing waste
management problems? If it does have plans, then which problems will your community
focus on and how? Describe each problem and what your community plans to do.

5. Is your community currently working on solving any of the problems you have identified?
If you answered yes, which problems is it working on and how? If you answer no to this
question, then why is your community not dealing with that problem?

6. Describe any other important information you have learned about your community’s waste
management practices that may be helpful in the development your community’s
integrated waste management plan.

7. OTHER NOTES ABOUT COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT RESULTS. Attach any additional information
you may have learned about your community’s waste management practices and system
that has not already been covered by the survey and assessment or during analysis of your
assessment results.
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Workbook Three: COLLECTING INFORMATION – GETTING TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY,
UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND PRACTICES &
ANALYZING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM
Worksheet Set Three
INDIVIDUAL WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES and
ATTITUDES ABOUT WASTE MANAGEMENT
What do community members do with their waste and
how do they feel about waste management?
If members of your community do not agree with the solid waste management approach that is
selected by your solid waste work group, participation in your community’s solid waste
management program is likely to be very low. In addition, if community members do feel they
have had an opportunity to help select the waste management approach that will be incorporated
into your solid waste management, they may not support your integrated waste management
plan. It is in your community’s best interest to involve community members in the planning
process as early as possible.
You can use your information gathering activities as a way to achieve two goals at the same
time. While you are evaluating individual waste management practices and local resident’s
attitudes, you can also inform people about your community’s integrated waste management
planning process. This will help ensure that community members support your solid waste
management work group’s recommendations for managing solid waste in your community.
Your solid waste planning work group can determine individual waste management practices and
community attitudes in a number of ways. You can gather information from community
members by:
PUBLIC HEARING/MEETING PROCESS: Hold a series of small group meetings or a
public meeting where community members are invited to come discuss how they feel
about community waste management and describe what they currently do to dispose of
the waste they generate; or
COMMUNITY SURVEY: Conduct a survey of
businesses and households through in-home
interviews or by mail.
Of the two methods mentioned above, the method that will
best ensure that most community members provide you
with information about what they do with their garbage, as
well as identities what they might me willing to do in the
future, is a community survey. A community survey can
be a written document or a list of interview questions. It is
just one of many ways to gather needed information.
A community survey is a powerful survey that can be used
to build community consensus. Community-based solid
waste management and planning begins by finding out
which solid waste issues your community sees as the most
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF DOING A
SOLID WASTE PLANNING SURVEY?
Allows for input from each person
in your community.
Involves community members in
solid waste planning.
Serves as an educational tool for
your community.
May help your community get
funding.
Show potential funding agencies
that your community is involved in
solid waste planning.
Help people in your community
work together.

Workbook Three: COLLECTING INFORMATION – GETTING TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNITY,
UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND PRACTICES &
ANALYZING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM
important issues. A solid waste planning survey can be used to rank your community’s
perception of solid waste issues. Your survey results will show what issues people agree on and
how important each issue is to the community as a whole.
High schools students or volunteers from your community can conduct the survey door-to-door.
If you have a fairly small community, a door-to-door survey will be most accurate if every
household has an opportunity to complete the survey. A community survey will give provide
your solid waste planning work group with the most accurate measure of your community’s
attitudes about solid waste management. If you choose to conduct public meetings/hearings,
please refer to Workbooks One and Two for more detailed information on public participation.
The following community survey can be used if you want to learn about how individuals handle
and dispose of their waste or you may write your own survey questions. The survey included in
this workbook will provide you with most of the information you need to determine community
attitudes and willingness of community members to change their practices and beliefs about solid
waste management.
.
This survey can be used in its present format and with the
KEEP YOUR SURVEY SIMPLE
questions provided. However, the survey may be
When you are developing your survey,
changed to meet your community’s specific needs by
remember to keep the survey simple
adding new questions or deleting those that do not apply
and easy to understand. A complicated
survey is difficult to answer and may
to your community. If you do not think a survey will
end up giving you incorrect information.
give you the information you need from community
members, then you might consider holding a community
It is also important, to develop a survey
that can be used again in the future so
meeting instead. For more information on ways you can
you can monitor changes that take
gather information from community members using
place in community attitudes and
community/public meetings, go back to Workbook One
practices. If you keep your survey the
same, you will be able to see the
and review the section on community involvement.
progress your community has made
over time.

This survey will help you to:

Identify solid waste management practices of households and businesses; and
Determine community attitudes about establishing a solid waste management program in
your community.
Your community’s solid waste planning survey will be used to identify your community’s solid
waste planning priorities and to also measure community attitudes. The survey provided in this
workbook is used to build “consensus”, or agreement, within your community on solid waste
issues. The survey identifies many issues that are relevant to rural communities in Alaska.
Some of these solid waste issues may not related to your community so you do not need to
include them in your survey. You may also have solid waste issues specific to your community
that do not appear on the survey. For this reason, your community may want to design its own
survey form to better reflect local issues and concerns. If you choose to design your own survey,
you can use the survey in the workbook as model for your own survey questionnaire form.
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WORKSHEET SET 3: Section 1 - 1
COMMUNITY-BASED SOLID WASTE SURVEY
How do community members dispose of their waste and
what are their opinions about solid waste management?
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMMUNITY SURVEY
The goal of the Solid Waste Community Survey is to provide your planning work group with
information about what community members view as their priorities for waste management. In
addition it will give you information about their opinions regarding present and future waste
management strategies for your community.
This survey is used at the beginning of your planning process to help your planning work group
identify your community’s solid waste priorities. Collecting the information that you will need
involves talking to all businesses in your community and as many households as possible.
If your community has more 75 individual homes in it, then you may want to consider doing a
random sample. A random sample is a group that is selected in a random manner. Random means
that each household is selected by chance. A good way to select which households you will survey is
to assign each house in your community a number. You will then draw numbers and match the
number you draw to a house. You will survey those houses that have their number selected. Another
way to select who will be surveyed is to put the names of all the adults in your community in a hat
and then draw names. You will survey each person that has his or her name drawn. This method of
selections ensures that every household in your community has an equal chance of being selected.
Any random sample should contain at least 20 percent of all households in the community (if there
are 100 households then at least 20 households should be surveyed) If you want to estimate the
percentage of households you should survey take the total number of households in your community
and multiply it by .20 (100 x .20 equals 20 or the number of households that need to be surveyed).
You can choose to survey a larger percentage of households; however, you shouldn’t survey any less
than 20 percent of the households in your community. If you have a small community (less than 50
homes), then it is best if you try to survey each household and business in your community. You can
conduct your survey through a telephone survey, an in-home survey, or mail-in survey. Be sure to
complete a survey form for each household or business interviewed. These forms will be used to
keep track of the responses given by the businesses and households that are surveyed. Make sure you
note the total number of households and the total number of businesses that were surveyed.
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IN YOUR COMMUNITY: __________________
TOTAL NUMBER OF BUSINESSES IN YOUR COMMUNITY: ___________________
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED: ___________________________
TOTAL NUMBER OF BUSINESSES SURVEYED: _____________________________
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ASSESSING WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES and ATTITUDES
IN OUR COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SURVEY
OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE YOUR COMMUNITY AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE
PLACE TO LIVE AND RAISE YOUR FAMILY. YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS
SURVEY WILL GREATLY ASSIST US IN ACCOMPLISHING THIS GOAL. OUR
COMMUNITY IS IN THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING A INTEGRATED WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLAN. THIS SURVEY FORM IS DESIGNED TO OBTAIN YOUR
OPINION AND INPUT WHICH WILL BE USED TO HELP DEVLEOP THE PLAN.
YOUR ANSWERS TO THE SURVEY WILL HELP IDENTIFY SERIOUS PROBLEMS
WITH GARBAGE AND OTHER WASTE IN OUR COMMUNITY. IN ADDITION, YOUR
ANSWERS TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONS WILL ENSURE SURE THAT THE
PLANNING WORK GROUP CONSIDERS COMMUNITY RESIDENTS’ IDEAS AND
OPINIONS. YOUR INPUT INTO OUR PLANNING PROCESS IS VERY IMPORTANT.
WE ASK THAT YOU PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY.

Instructions: Please answer each of the following questions. If you do not feel comfortable
answering a question or it does not apply to you, feel free skip the question. Your answers to
these survey questions will be used to help our community’s solid waste planning work group
develop ideas and make recommendations on ways our community can improve its waste
disposal practices. Please answer each question as it applies to you and your business or
household. Please check the box that is most applies to you. In some cases you may be asked
to check all the boxes that apply to you.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
SURVEY RESPONDENT: PLEASE CHECK EACH BOX THAT APPLIES.
Community Business
Business owner
Employee
Type of business ______________________________________
Community Member
Youth (age 12 – 19)
Household member (age 20 – 55)
Elder (age 56 or older)
Other
School official/teacher
Local government (city or tribal) – council member or staff
Health clinic/hospital (staff)
Other __________________________________________________
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II. WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
1. DO YOU CURRENTLY DISPOSE OF GARBAGE BY USING ONE OR MORE OF THESE METHODS?
Burn it somewhere near your house or business (i.e., in the yard)?
Yes
No
Bury it somewhere it near your house or business?
Yes
No
Haul it to the community dump or landfill yourself?
Yes
No
Dump it in a secluded spot away from the community?
Yes
No
Collected and taken to the landfill
Yes
No
Recycle cans or other waste
Yes
No
Describe any other ways you dispose of your garbage ______________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Which method(s) do you use most often? ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

2. WHAT TYPE OF CONTAINER DO YOU STORE YOUR GARBAGE IN BEFORE DISPOSING OF IT?
(CHECK ALL BOXES THAT APPLY)
Large dumpster near your home or business
Yes
No
Metal or plastic garbage cans at your home or business
Yes
No
Cardboard boxes
Yes
No
55-gallon drums/ barrels
Yes
No
Plastic bags
Yes
No
Other types of containers _____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

3. ABOUT HOW MANY BAGS OF TRASH DO YOU DISPOSE OF EACH WEEK? (A BAG IS EQUAL TO
ONE
LARGE TRASH CAN BAG)

1-2 bags per week
3-4 bags per week
3-7 bags per week
More than 7 bags per week. How many more? _________________
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4. WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF WASTE?
a. Old batteries
Take them to the landfill/dump
Throw them out in your yard or a secluded area
Take them to a battery collection area or tote
Other _________________________________________________
b. Old appliances, snow machines, four-wheelers, boat motors, trucks, etc.
Take them to the landfill/dump
Throw them out in your yard
Take them to a collection area
Other _________________________________________________
c. Household hazardous waste (e.g. old paint, cleaning products, etc.)
Dump them in the landfill/dump
Dump them in your yard
Pour them in the sewage lagoon or down the drain
Take them to a special collection area in the community
Other _________________________________________________
d. Used Oil
Dump it in the landfill/dump
Dump it in your yard
Take it to a collection place or waste oil burner
Other __________________________________________________

5. DO YOU CURRENTLY RECYCLE WASTE MATERIALS (I.E., GLASS, SODA CANS, PAPER,
PLASTIC)?
Yes
No

What do you recycle? __________________________________

III. COMMUNITY ATTITUDES ABOUT DEVELOPING A INTEGRATED
WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND PROGRAM
If a solid waste management program is going to work in our community, it must be
supported community members. Please answer each question about whether or not you
would support a solid waste management program if the community were to start one.
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1. DO YOU THINK SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE COMMUNITY SHOULD BE IMPROVED?
Yes

No

No opinion

2. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A GARBAGE COLLECTION SERVICE THAT PICKS UP GARBAGE FROM
YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS, EVEN IF YOU HAD TO PAY FOR THE SERVICE?
Yes

No

No opinion

3. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO PAY A FEE FOR YOUR GARBAGE TO BE PICKED UP FROM YOUR
HOME OR BUSINESS AND PROPERLY DISPOSED OF AT THE COMMUNITY LANDFILL/DUMP?
Yes
How much would you be willing to pay each month for this service? ________________
No
No opinion

4. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A COLLECTION PROGRAM IF YOU HAD TO HAUL YOUR OWN GARBAGE
TO A CENTRAL PICK-UP PLACE OR TO LARGE DUMPSTERS PLACED AT DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS IN THE COMMUNITY SO IT COULD THEN BE HAULED TO AND PROPERLY
DISPOSED OF AT THE COMMUNITY LANDFILL/DUMP?

Yes

No

No opinion

5. WOULD YOU SUPPORT THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW LANDFILL THAT MEETS STATE AND
FEDERALSTANDARDS SO THAT IT WOULD BE SAFE AND PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT?
Yes

No

No opinion

6. WOULD YOU SUPPORT THE ADOPTION OF A COMMUNITY ORDINANCE OR RULES TO
CONTROL
THE DISPOSAL OF GARBAGE AND PREVENT ILLEGAL DUMPING OF WASTE IN THE
COMMUNITY?

Yes

No

No opinion
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IV. COMMUNITY WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN RECYCLING
AND WASTE REDUCTION ACTIVITIES
1. DO YOU SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY’S CURRENT RECYCLING EFFORTS?
Yes

No

No opinion

2. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A COMMUNITY RECYCLING PROGRAM?
Yes

No

No opinion

3. IN WHAT WAY(S) WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO PARTICIPATE? (CHECK APPROPRIATE BOXES)
Would support recycling efforts, but would not separate any recyclables myself, nor drop
drop them off anywhere.
Would separate recyclables if containers were provided, and if they were picked up from
my
home or business.
Would separate recyclables even if no containers were provided, but they would have to
be
picked up.
Would separate recyclables, and would be willing to take them to a centrally located
collection box or community recycling area.

4. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A COMMUNITY SALVAGE PROGRAM THAT WAS DONE ON A REGULAR
BASIS IN THE COMMUNITY (FOR EXAMPLE, A ONCE-A-MONTH COMMUNITY SPONSORED
EXCHANGE AT THE SCHOOL OR COMMUNITY HALL)?
Yes

No

No opinion

5. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A COMMUNITY SALVAGE PROGRAM WHERE YOU TAKE ITEMS YOU NO
LONGER NEED OR USE, SUCH AS CLOTHING, TOYS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, PAINT AND BUILDING
MATERIALS, TO A SALVAGE AREA (SHED OR OTHER TYPE OF COVERED AREA) SO THEY
COULD BE USED BY OTHER PEOPLE?
Yes

No

No opinion
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6. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A BULK PURCHASING PROGRAM WHERE YOU COULD BUY ITEMS IN
BULK FROM STORES IN THE COMMUNITY? ITEMS MIGHT INCLUDE CEREAL, LAUNDRY SOAP
AND OTHER FOOD OR CLEANING PRODUCTS.
Yes

No

No opinion

7. WHAT TYPES OF WASTE WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO RECYCLE?
Recycle aluminum cans
Yes
No
Recycle batteries
Yes
No
Recycle newspapers
Yes
No
Recycle used oil
Yes
No
Recycle plastic grocery bags
Yes
No
Other ___________________________________________

V. COMMUNITY VIEW OF WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
Outlined below are waste management problems or issues that need to be addressed by our
community. Each issue or problem listed below needs to be ranking as to how important you
think that issue or problem is to the community. “1” is the lowest ranking or priority (means not
that serious or important) and “5” is the highest ranking or priority (means it is the most serious
or very important). Each issue or problem needs to have a value (0-5) marked in the space
provided. If you feel that the something is not a problem or issue then enter “0” as that
statement’s value.
1. How would you rate the solid waste problems in our community?
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Hazardous materials and toxic waste dumping in the landfill/community dump.
Run-off and chemicals leaking from the dump contaminating subsistence foods.
Raw sewage or honey bucket waste being dumped in land fill/community dump.
Oil, diesel fuel and other related products being dumped in the landfill or yards.
Fuel oil contaminated soils in and/or around landfill/dump site.
Abandoned drums or hazardous waste in and/or around landfill/dump site.
Abandoned vehicles, boats and equipment in and/or around the community.
Trash left in and/or around the community.
Trash left on beaches, rivers, and lakes (glass, cans, fishing gear)
Maintenance and protection of community landfill.
Air pollution problems caused by open burning at the dump or in burn barrels.
Animals scavenging around yards, landfill, and/or dump site.
Improper disposal of household hazardous wastes and household cleaning products
(bleach, ammonia, paint, drain cleaner)
Lack of recycling program/recycling pick-up services to homes/businesses
Lack of education for our community members on proper handling and disposal of
garbage and other household wastes.
Lack of trash pick-up and collection services for homes/businesses
Other problems (list them on back of this survey sheet)
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2. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS SINGLE BIGGEST PROBLEM WITH MANAGING AND DISPOSING OF
WASTE IN OUR COMMUNITY?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

VI. COMMUNITY VIEW – SOLUTIONS TO SOLID WASTE PROBLEMS
The following is a list of possible solutions to some of the waste problems being experienced
in our community. Please rank these solutions based on your idea of what you think would
be a good solution. Assign “1” to a solution if you believe that it would not be very good
and “5” if you think it is the best possible solution to a problem.
1. What do you think would be good solutions to our solid waste problems?
______ Place strict regulations on the use of the local landfill/dump site.
______ Hire a landfill operator to operate and maintain the landfill/dump site.
______ Educate community members and business owners on the subjects of recycling and
proper handling and disposal of various types of waste.
______ Establish fines for illegal dumping of waste within the community.
______ Increase environmental awareness about proper waste disposal
by developing a local and school wide environmental curriculum and/or program.
______ Establish a community-based waste collection system.
______ Close the old landfill/dump and build a new one.
______ Start a community recycling program
______ Hold an annual community clean-up day
______ Clean-up the landfill site and add make improvements (fence, signs, etc.)
Other possible solutions – please list them here and assign a rating to
each solution that you suggest.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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2. DO YOU HAVE ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR HOW WE CAN IMPROVE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
IN OUR COMMUNITY?
1. ________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE USE THE SPACE BLOW FOR COMMENTS OR OTHER WASTE MANAGEMENT ISSUES YOU
FEEL THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED. IF YOU WANT TO ADD TO AN EXISTING STATEMENT
PLEASE REFER TO THE STATEMENT. ALSO IF YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS FOR POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
TO ANY OF THESE PROBLEMS, PLEASE PROVIDE US WITH YOUR SUGGESTIONS.
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO FILL OUT THIS SURVEY. THIS SURVEY INFORMATION IS
VERY IMPORTANT TO OUR COMMUNITY. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS SURVEY
OR ANY CONCERNS PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL: _________________________
Respondent Information (Optional)
1. How many persons live in your household? ______________
2. How many pounds or bags of garbage do you throw away each week? Please be sure to
specify whether or not your estimate is in pounds or bags. ________________
3. Your name (optional) ___________________________________________
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WORKSHEET SET 3: Section 1 – 2
ANALYZING COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
What does your survey tell you about community attitudes?
Once you have completed your community survey, you will want to tabulate your results. The
results of your community survey will provide you with information about how local residents
feel about recycling programs and other waste management practices. This information will be
useful when evaluating which alternatives for solid waste management will work best in your
community.
I. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT RESPONDENTS
COLLECTION DATA
How many community members were surveyed and
who were they?
Total number of households in the community:

___________

Total number of households surveyed:

___________

Total number of businesses in the community:

___________

Total number of businesses surveyed:

___________

Total number of surveys completed:

___________

Total number of elders surveyed:

___________

Total number of youth surveyed:

___________

Total number of other residents surveyed:

___________

The remaining sections of this worksheet will focus on tabulating and analyzing the
responses community members gave when they answered the survey questions. Their
responses should be considered when evaluating alternatives for waste management in your
community. The results from your community survey may also be used when seeking
funding for solid waste projects or the establishment of a solid waste program in your
community. Most importantly, however, the community survey gives community members
an opportunity to express their opinions and share the knowledge they may have about
waste management in your community.
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II. COMMUNITY WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
COMMUNITY WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICES
HOW DO COMMUNITY MEMBERS DISPOSE OF THEIR WASTE?
What disposal methods do
local residents and business
use to dispose of their waste?

TOTAL YES:

TOTAL NO:

Burn it near your house or
business (i.e., in the yard)
Bury it somewhere near your
house or business
Haul it to the community
dump or landfill yourself
Dump it in a secluded spot
away from the community
Collected and taken to the
landfill
Recycle aluminum cans and
other materials
Other methods of disposal

Most common methods of
waste disposal
2. What type of container(s)
do you store your garbage in
before disposing of it?

Yes

No

Large dumpster near your
home or business
Metal or plastic garbage cans
at your home or business
Cardboard boxes
55 gallon drums/barrels
Other types of containers
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WEEKLY QUANTITY OF TRASH THROWN AWAY
How much garbage and waste is thrown away each week?
BY BUSINESSES AND HOUSEHOLD

Number of bags
per week disposed
of (1 bag = 1 large
trash can or trash
can bag)

Number of
Households

Number of
Businesses

1 – 2 bags
per week
3 – 4 bags
per week
5 – 7 bags
per week
More than 7
bags per
week
Describe your community’s waste management practices based on your survey results and
the data provided in the above tables. For example, what is the average number of bags of
trash per week that most families throw away or what is the most commonly used form of
waste disposal for regular household waste and garbage?
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WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS USED FOR SPECIAL WASTES
How are special wastes disposed of in the community?
DISPOSAL METHODS BY HOUSEHOLDS & BUSINESSES

Total Number
Businesses

Disposal Method by Waste Type
a. Batteries
Take them to the landfill/dump
Throw them in the yard
Take them to a collection area/tote
Other (list by method of disposal)

b. Old appliances, vehicles, atv’s, etc.
Take them to the landfill/dump
Throw them in the yard
Take them to a collection area
Other (list by method of disposal)

c. Household hazardous waste (old paint,
cleaning products)
Dump them in the landfill/dump
Dump them in your yard
Pour them in sewage lagoon or down the
drain
Other (list by disposal method)

d. Used Oil
Dump it in the landfill/dump
Dump it in the yard
Take it to a collection place or waste oil
burner
Other
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COMMUNITY WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS – SPECIAL WASTES
How do community members dispose of various types of special waste compared
to regular household garbage?
BY DISPOSAL METHOD & WASTE TYPE

DISPOSAL
METHOD

TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS/BUSINESSES
Household
Garbage

Old
Batteries

Appliances
& Vehicles

Used Oil

Household
Hazardous
Waste

Take to dump/landfill
Throw in yard
Take to collection area
Other (list other methods)
Other (list other methods)
Describe how businesses and households dispose of and handle special wastes in your
community based on your survey results? For example, what are the most common
methods of waste disposal that are being used by households and businesses? Are these
methods safe for public health and the environment?
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III. COMMUNITY ATTITUDES – SOLID WASTE SERVICES
COMMUNITY ATTITUDES – SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT & SERVICES
How do community members feel about improving solid waste management
and services in your community?
BY LEVEL OF COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Type of Service or Improvement

Level of Community Support
Total Number
Yes

Total
Number No

Total Number
No Opinion

Improve solid waste management in
the community
Establish community collection service
for homes and businesses
Willing to pay a collection fee for trash
pick up from home/business
Willing to take trash to a central pick
up place or dumpsters centrally
located in the community
Support construction of a new
landfill
Support adoption of local rules or
ordinance to control waste disposal
and prevent illegal dumping
Based on your survey results describe how community members feel about improving
solid management in your community. For example, what types of solid waste
management services are community members willing to support and are they willing
to pay for services or are there any services community members would not support?
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IV. COMMUNITY WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN
RECYCLING AND WASTE REDUCTION ACTITIVITIES
COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR RECYCLING & WASTE REDUCTION
How willing are community members to participate
in recycling or waste reduction activities?
BY LEVEL OF SUPPORT PER ACTIVITY

Level of Community Support
Total Number Total Number Total Number
Yes
No
No Opinion

Type of Activity
Support community recycling in general
Support recycling - households or businesses
would not separate or drop off recyclables;
recyclables picked up for sorting from
homes/businesses
Support recycling - containers provided to
households/business for separating recyclables
and sorted items picked up from
homes/businesses
Support recycling – households/businesses
would separate recyclables and provide their
own recycling containers; sorted recyclables
picked up from homes/business
Support recycling – households/businesses
separate recyclables and take them to a central
pick-up point
Support community salvage program held at
school, community building or other location on
a regular basis
Support community salvage program where
permanent salvage area (shed or covered area)
is established for year-round salvage

Support bulk purchasing program for
community stores and/or schools
How willing are community members and businesses to support community recycling or
waste reduction activities? What is their preferred method for collecting recyclables?
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RECYCLING WASTE IN THE COMMUNITY
What types of waste are community members and
businesses willing recycle?
RECYCLING BY WASTE TYPE

Recyclable Waste Items

Willingness to Recycle
Total Number
Total Number
Yes
No

Aluminum cans
Used batteries
Newspapers
Used oil
Plastic grocery bags
Other (list waste type)

What waste materials are community members and businesses willing to recycle? Not
recycle? Are any of these forms of waste already being recycled in your community?
Describe any current recycling activities in your community including how well recycling
is working and what you can do to improve community participation in your existing
recycling program.
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V. COMMUNITY VIEW OF WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
COMMUNITY RANKING OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
How do community members rank solid waste management problems
in terms of severity? 0 = Not a Problem 5 = Very Serious Problem
RANKING BY PROBLEM AND SEVERITY OF PROBLEM

TYPE OF WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

Total
Number
0

Hazardous materials and toxic waste being
dumped in landfill/community dump
Run-off and chemicals leaking from
dump/landfill & contaminating subsistence
foods
Raw sewage or honey bucket waste being
dumped in landfill/community dump
Oil, diesel fuel and other related petroleum
products being dumped in landfill/dump or
people’s yards
Fuel oil and other petroleum products
contaminating soils in and/or around
landfill/dump site
Abandoned drums or hazardous waste in
and/or around landfill/dump site
Abandoned vehicles, boats, and equipment
in and/or around landfill/dump site
Trash left around community – lots of litter
Trash left on beaches, riverbanks, and
lakeshores (glass, cans, fishing gear)
No maintenance or protection of landfill
Air pollution problems caused by open
burning or burning waste in burn barrels
Animals scavenging around yards and/or
landfill/dump site
Improper disposal of household hazardous
wastes and household cleaning products
(bleach, ammonia, paint, etc)
Lack of recycling program including no
pick-up services from homes & businesses
Lack of community education on proper
handling and disposal of waste
Lack of trash pick-up and collection services
for homes or businesses
Other problems (list each problem – if need
more space use back of survey sheet)
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Using your survey results prepare a list of showing the ranking of the solid waste
management as ranked by your community members. Arrange your list from MOST
SEVERE to LEAST SEVERE problem. Based on your community survey results and list
what waste management problems do community members identify as being most severe?
Least severe? Why are these problems occurring in your community?

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS FACING OUR COMMUNITY
What is the biggest solid waste management problem in our community?
AS IDENTIFIED BY COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Problems with Managing and Disposing of Waste
in the Community
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What did community members identify as being the single biggest problem with managing
and disposing of waste in your community? List each problem identified in survey
responses. Keep track of how many times a problem is identified by more than one person
or business.

Describe any other comments or concerns that community members may have made about
solid waste management problems on their survey form or during the survey interview.
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VI. COMMUNITY VIEW – SOLUTIONS TO SOLID WASTE
PROBLEMS
COMMUNITY RANKING OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
How do community members rank solid waste management solutions?
1 = Not a Good Solution 5 = Best Solution
RANKING BY SOLUTION AND EFFECTIVENESS

TYPE OF WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

Total
Number 1

Implement regulations on use of
landfill/dump sites
Hire landfill operator and regularly
maintain landfill
Educate community members and
businesses about recycling & waste disposal
Establish fines/penalties for illegal
dumping
Create and implement an environmental
education program/curriculum for schools
Establish a community waste collection
system
Close old landfill/dump and build new
landfill
Start a community recycling program
Hold an annual community clean-up day
Clean-up landfill site and make
improvements (fence, signs, etc.)
Other possible solutions – list each solution
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Based on your community survey results what solutions to solid waste management in
your community do community members and businesses think would work best in your
community? Prepare a list showing the overall ranking for each solution. Use the
rankings that community members assigned to possible solutions to help identify those
solutions most supported by community members.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS OUR COMMUNITY
What can be done to help solve solid waste management problem in our community?
AS IDENTIFIED BY COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Solutions and Ideas for Managing and Disposing of Waste
in the Community
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What did community members identify as being the best solution for managing and
disposing of waste in your community? Is this a solution that can be used to help your
community? Does the community have the ability to try using the community’s choice as a
solution to solid waste problems in the community?

Describe any other comments or suggestions that community members may have made
about solid waste management solutions on their survey form or during the survey
interview.
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SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
Based on the data and information collected from your survey, summarize what are your
community’s solid waste management practices and community attitudes about having a solid
waste management program. By answering the following questions you will be able to better
understand how your community manages and disposes of waste and what community
attitudes are about waste management programs.

1. What methods of waste disposal are used by most community members

2. What kinds of cans or receptacles are currently most commonly used?

3. Is there community support for a solid waste management program? If not, why is there
no support?
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4. In what way would a majority of your community members be willing to participate in a
recycling program?

5. Is improper dumping and disposal of household hazardous waste and forms of waste a
problem for your community? For example do more people dump used oil at the landfill
or take it to a collection site?

6. What do community members view as being the biggest solid waste management problems
in your community? What did community members identify as being the best solutions to
the community’s solid waste problems?

7. How do community members and businesses feel about recycling and waste reduction in
your community?
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WORKSHEET SET 4: Section 1 – 1
UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S
REGULATORY CLIMATE & ENFORCEMENT CAPABILITIES
How does your community control and regulate waste disposal in your community?
The success of your community’s solid waste management program depends, in part, on having
solid waste regulations/ordinances and resources that can be used to implement your plan and
enforce program requirements.
ORDINANCES
The “backbone” of effective solid waste
enforcement consists of ordinances that
regulate waste management and prohibit
illegal dumping.
Ordinances can require permitting or licensing
of waste management activities, prohibit open
burning and dumping on public and private
property, or require property owners to pick up
waste.
Ordinances can impose penalties including
fines, community service, and cost recovery
for cleanup of a site. Create use of penalties
can contribute to a prevention program.
Ordinances are effective only to the extent that
they are enforced and offenders are
prosecuted. Effective ordinances must be
tailored to meet specific community needs.

The next step in understanding the solid waste
management needs of your community is to assess
its current regulatory and enforcement situation.
By reviewing solid waste management codes,
policies, and ordinances, if they already exist, and
the framework used to implement and enforce them,
your community will be able to determine whether
or not it needs to revise existing codes, policies and
ordinances or develop them if they do not exist.
You will also be able to determine if you need to
upgrade or form a way to carry out and enforce
your local codes and ordinances. If your
community does not have a solid waste
management ordinance or code you may want to
consider writing and adopting one. See the
appendices for guidelines on codes and ordinances.
This worksheet will help you gather information
that will:

Describe your community’s current solid waste codes or ordinances (if they exist) and
determine the need for revision;
Identify personnel available to help develop, implement, and enforce the plan;
Identify potential resources for developing a solid waste code or ordinance and a framework
for enforcement if one does not already exist; and
Identify resources available within your community to review, revise, implement, and enforce
existing solid waste management codes or ordinances.
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The following questions will help you gather information that can be used to evaluate your
community’s solid waste management ordinance or codes. Answer each question to the best of
your ability. In some instances you may have more than one answer to the question. When this
happens check each box that applies to your community. If the question does not apply to your
community, skip the question and go on to the next question.
1. Obtain a copy of any solid waste management codes (i.e., enforceable ordinances, regulations,
policies or standards) that your community has developed and enacted and attach it to this
worksheet.
2. Who is responsible for developing and/or revising community codes and ordinances?
City Council
IRA or Village Council
Other ____________________________________________________
3. Evaluate whether or not your code or ordinance adequately regulates solid waste
management and disposal in your community. If your community has a solid waste
management code or ordinance are there provisions in your code or ordinance that do the
following:
a. Prevent open dumping and burning
Yes
No
b. Define the types of waste that can go in the landfill or other waste management
facility, such as a burn box
Yes
No
c. Specify who can use the landfill or other disposal facilities
Yes
No
d. Establish fines or penalties for illegal dumping or improper waste disposal
Yes
No
e. Establish operation and maintenance standards for the landfill
Yes
No
f. Establish fees for disposing of different types of waste at the landfill
Yes
No
g. Specify how hazardous waste, including household hazardous waste, will be disposed
of at landfill
Yes
No
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4. Based on the solid waste issues you have identified as problems in public meetings, on your
community surveys and community assessment, does your current solid waste code or
ordinance address all of the issues that you identified as solid waste problems?
Yes
No
a. If no, then what parts of your code or ordinance might require revision? For
example do you need an ordinance/code prohibiting open dumping and burning? List
those problems that you might address through an ordinance or code. _____
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

5. Are your current solid waste codes/ordinances realistic?
Yes
No
If no, why aren’t they working for your community?
Too technical so people do not understand them enough to follow them
Too general so they do not really help manage waste in the community
Too expensive to enforce through monitoring of landfill/dump sites
Too complex to enforce – would need a lawyer or court to prosecute
violators and make decisions about violations
No staff or officials available to investigate possible violations or
provide enforcement of them
No legal means to take action against people breaking the codes or
not following the ordinances

6. If your community does not have solid waste codes or ordinances, why has an ordinance or
code not been adopted and implemented?
Lack of community support
Lack of funding for enforcement
City and/or Tribal Council does not want to implement a code or ordinance
No need for a code or ordinance – people dispose of waste properly at landfill
Lack staff to enforce code or ordinance
Other ________________________________________________________
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7. Have previous attempts at implementing a solid waste management ordinance or code failed?
Yes
a. If yes, explain the reasons for why it didn’t work _____________________
_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
No

8. Who manages and operates your solid waste management program, if you already have a
program that is in place?
City or Tribal Council
City Manager or Tribal Council President
Environmental Program, such as IGAP staff person or tribal/community
environmental planner
Other _______________________________________________________

9. Does your community have a utility that could manage and implement a solid waste
program?
Yes
No

10. Is there already official staff responsible for solid waste management?
Yes
a. If yes, who are they?
--- Landfill operator
Yes
No
--- Environmental planner
Yes
No
--- IGAP person
Yes
No
--- Americorps Volunteer
Yes
No
--- Other (list the positions and what they do) _______________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
No
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11. If you do not have official staff, are there members of the community that could be
employed by the community or who might volunteer to implement a solid waste management
program?
Yes
a. If yes, who are they?
Individuals with technical knowledge of solid waste or environmental
laws and regulations
Individuals that have managed environmental or recycling programs,
landfills, or utilities
Individuals with education and/or experience in technical fields such as
heavy equipment operation, village safe water or utility maintenance
Individuals with management or administrative experience
No

12. Who is responsible for enforcing your community’s solid waste codes and/or ordinances if
you have one?
Village Public Safety Officer
Tribal or city council
Landfill Operator
Individuals with experience with environmental regulations and enforcement
(such as the IGAP or environmental planner)
State agency
Which ones? __________________________________________________
Federal agency
Which ones? _______________________________________________

13. Are your solid waste codes/ordinances effectively enforced?
Yes
No
a. If no, what do you think are the reasons for them not being enforced?
No staff to do enforcement
Costs too much to enforce them
Takes too much time to enforce them
Difficult to take action against community members because most
people are related
Other __________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
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14. What penalties are used to enforce your community’s solid waste code/ordinances?
Fines
Community service
Civil or criminal court actions
Other ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

SUMMARY OF YOUR COMMUNITY’S
CODES and ORDINANCES & ENFORCEMENT ABILITIES
Using the information that you collected, identify the need to revise your existing codes and/or
ordinances or develop them. In addition, you will use the information you have gathered to
summarize your community’s framework for enforcing a solid waste code/ordinance and
implementing a integrated waste management plan. By answering the following questions you
will be able to better understand your community’s need for revising or implementing a solid
waste management code or ordinance. If you decide you want to develop a code or ordinance,
refer to the appendices for guidance and information about development of ordinances and
codes. Samples of codes and ordinances are also included in this appendix.

1. If your community does not already have a solid waste management code/ordinance, do
you see the need to develop one? Why or why not? For example, a code or ordinance can
be used to help you prevent illegal dumping or uncontrolled burning in your community.
They can also be used to direct community members on the proper way to dispose of waste
in your community.

2. If you determined that your community’s existing solid waste codes/ordinances need to be
revised, what major areas need to be revised?

3. If your community does not already have a solid waste code or ordinance, are there staff
and resources available to implement and enforce a solid waste management
code/ordinance? What additional resources are needed?

4. If your community does not have an ordinance or solid waste code, what are some rules
and policies that you would include in an ordinance?
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WORKSHEET SET 5: Section 1 – 1
UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMMUNITY’S FINANCIAL POSITION &
FUTURE AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
How does your community pay for solid waste management services?
At this point in your community’s planning process, it is difficult to determine the exact amount
of funding available to a community for implementing a integrated waste management plan and
program. The amount of funding and the type of financial resources you will need depends on
what solid waste management activities your community chooses to undertake. Your
community’s approach to solid waste management will have a direct bearing on how much
money and the type of funding that will be needed to maintain and operate a community-based
solid waste program. For example, if a goal of your community is to close your open dump,
your community may be able to receive a grant to fund the closure of your open dump, but not to
develop a recycling program.
Before making any decisions about what waste
management practices and programs you will
implement in your community, you should determine
what kinds of financing options are available to your
community. This can be accomplished by looking at
your community’s current sources of funding, as well
as other potential grant opportunities and funding
options. This will allow you to tap into these sources
and determine which ones will be most useful later on
when you go to implement your integrated waste
management plan and program. It will also help you
determine how much money is available to fund
specific solid waste management alternatives.
One key to developing a realistic integrated waste
management plan is to design the plan according to
the available or likely resources that the community
will have to implement the plan. This worksheet will
help you:
•
•
•
•

Examine what your community is currently
expending on solid waste management and
review current sources of funding;
Consider how you can use existing community
resources;
Determine potential funding sources and
financing options for plan implementation; and
Examine local authority to leverage funding.
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FINANCING & REVENUES
The costs of collecting and disposing of solid
waste have increased substantially for most
communities over the past ten years. This trend
can be linked to a number of factors, including
rising wages, equipment costs, increasing
quantity of waste, and increasingly stricter
environmental requirements. Similarly, capital
costs also have become a problem due to the
need to construct new landfills or maintain and
upgrade existing ones at a time when
communities are competing for scarce
resources and funding.
Partly responsible for this trend is the need for
communities to conform to new federal and
state regulations, the development of community
waste management systems, and the need to
meet community demands for safe and clean
waste management. In addition, many
communities are finding their financing decisions
tied to the need to pay for closing open dump
sites and outdated landfills.
Sound financial management of a community’s
waste management system will require decision
makers to know the operating and capital costs
and projected revenues associated with
operating and maintaining a waste management
system.
Operating revenues may be generated by a
number of options, including taxes, user fees,
and recycling income. Capital financing may be
accomplished using a number of alternatives,
including waste management revenues, grants,
and loans.
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The following questions will help you gather information that can be used to evaluate your
community’s financial position and capability to fund a solid waste program and implement a
integrated waste management plan. Answer each question to the best of your ability. In some
instances you may have more than one answer to the question. When this happens check each
box that applies to your community. If the question does not apply to your community, skip the
question and go on to the next question.

I. CURRENT FUNDING FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
1. How much money per year, if any, does your city/tribal government currently spend on solid
waste management?
None
$1 to $10,000 per year
$10,001 to $50,000 per year
More than $50,000 per year
Don’t know (you may want to check with your council bookkeeper or other
financial person to see if they have this information)
2. What does your community spend money on for solid waste management each year?
a.

Capital Costs
Disposal containers including dumpsters, garbage can, recycling bins
Trucks, trailers, four-wheelers or other vehicles
Facilities such as burn box, storage sheds, waste oil burner
Heavy equipment for maintaining your landfill/dump
Land acquisition for landfill sites or other solid waste facilities

b.

Operation and maintenance costs
Salaries and related expenses for landfill operator, solid waste program
staff, trash collectors
Regular maintenance of landfill (i.e. covering of waste, fence repair, site
maintenance, and related expenses)
Collection and trash-hauling operations (vehicle maintenance, gasoline,
and related expenses)
Program costs (customer billing for collection services, public education
and outreach, office supplies, including paper, computers, etc.)

c.

Other costs _________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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3. Where do your community’s funds for solid waste management come from?
a. Grants from state agencies or programs.
Village Safe Water
Community grants
Other _________________________________________________
b. Grants from federal agencies or programs
EPA Indian General Assistance Program (IGAP)
Other EPA grants (please list them) _________________________
USDA – Rural Development
HUD – U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development
BIA – Bureau of Indian Affairs
Other agencies (please list them) _______________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
c. Private foundation. Which ones? __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
d. Native organizations. Which ones?
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC)
Alaska Native Health Board Solid Waste Demonstration Grant
Regional Health Corporation
Regional non-profit (i.e. AVCP, TCC, BBNA, etc)
Alaska Inter-Tribal Council (AITC)
Regional or village housing authority
Village or Regional Corporation
e. Community sources. Which ones?
User fees (fees paid by community members and businesses to have
their waste collected and disposed of at the landfill/dump)
Tipping fees (fees paid to the community for individuals and businesses
to dump and dispose of waste at the landfill/dump - usually are based
on the amount, type or weight of the waste disposed of)
Revenues from sale of recyclables
Local sales or other taxes
f. Other sources not already listed (please list them by source) ____________
________ __________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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II. POTENTIAL FUNDING
1. Is your community eligible for any grants that will assist in the implementation of a solid
waste program or project?
Yes
a. If yes, which ones?
Federal Grants
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) –
Indian
`
General Assistance Program (IGAP)
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
Administration for Native Americans (ANA)
USDA – Rural Development
HUD – Housing and Urban Development
Other ________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

FUNDING
ASSISTANCE
You may be able to obtain
funding through user fees if
you decide to construct a
landfill and obtain a permit
for it from DEC. If you are
interested in user fees,
collection services fees, or
tipping fees contact other
communities and disposal
facilities to determine
average collection and
disposal fees. Attach this
information to your
worksheet. A list of
possible contacts is
provided in the Resource
and Reference section of
this guide.

State Grants
DEC – Village Safe Water – construction
projects
DEC – Grants for solid waste or capital
improvement planning
DCED – municipal grants and assistance
Other ________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
Other Grants/ Programs
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium Division of Environmental
Health and Engineering – construction projects
Denali Commission
Private Foundations
Regional Native Non-profit Corporations
Regional Health Corporations
Other ________________________________________________
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2. Is your community eligible for any type of debt financing options, such as loans?
Yes
No
3. Does your community have the authority to levy sales or property taxes? These taxes may
be used to help fund your community’s solid waste program or projects. You will need to
know whether or not you have a recognized form of city government, which has the
authority to levy taxes under state law. You can contact the State of Alaska Department of
Community and Economic Development for more information about local taxes and city
classification.
Yes
If your community has the authority to collect taxes, is it collecting taxes now and
what type of taxes does it collect and what are they used for?
________________________________
No

4. Does your community currently charge any type of user fees for waste disposal?
Yes
If yes, what type of fees are charged and how much are the fees?
___________________________________________________
Are these fees used to pay for maintaining and operating your community’s solid waste
program and/or facilities? Fees pay for the following:
Community collection system
Landfill operations and maintenance
Recycling program
Other ________________________________________________________
No
5. Are there any other funding sources that you know of?
Yes
a. If yes, what are they and how much from other sources? _____________________
__________________________________________________________________
No
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6. Does your community have documentation that helps substantiate the need for more solid
waste management funding? Please describe below:
Reports: ________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Pictures/Slides: __________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Studies: _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Plans: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Other: __________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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SUMMARY OF YOUR COMMUNITY’S
FINANCIAL RESOURCES and POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE FUNDING
Using the information that you collected, determine what your community’s financial
capabilities are to fund a solid waste management program and implement your integrated
waste management plan. In addition, you will use the information you have gathered to
evaluate what is your community’s current spending levels on solid waste management and
what that money is being used for. By answering the following questions you will be able to
better understand your community’s current financial condition and ability to fund future
solid waste planning efforts and programs. If you need information about what solid
management costs or where to find funding, please refer to the reference section of this
resource guide. Based on the information that you have collected, summarize your current
financial and potential future resources.

1. How much money does your community currently have available for solid waste
management and what is it specifically being used for? If available attach your
community’s solid waste operating and management budget.

2. Is your community spending too much or not enough money on solid waste management
and solid waste projects? Explain what improvements your community could make in how
it uses funds currently it is receiving for solid waste management.

3. What sources of funding are available to your community? And how much funding could
your community receive from each source?
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SECTION THREE
ASSESSING YOUR COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM
How much and what types of waste does your community generate?
“A building block of a successful solid waste management program is
knowledge of the local waste stream.”
“North Carolina Division of Pollution Prevention and Environmental Assistance

When developing a integrated waste management plan and program, one of the steps you need to
undertake is to determine what types of waste your community is generating and in what
quantity. Your solid waste planning work group members probably have some idea of what
types of wastes your community generates. However, they may lack an understanding of who
generates what waste, how much is generated, and what variations occur in your community’s
waste stream. What is important is that your work group understands that the quantity and
composition of your community’s waste stream (all the waste thrown away in your community)
is influenced by a many factors (e.g., size of community, type of waste, time of year) that should
be considered when developing a solid waste plan for your community.
To develop a realistic integrated waste management plan, you need to know the volume and
composition of waste generated in your community. You also need to know how much your
waste stream varies between seasons. Different methods of estimating the amounts and types of
waste your community generates can be used. Methods involving measurements of waste
volumes and classification of waste types provide
WHAT’S IN OUR TRASH??
more accurate data but can be time consuming and
more expensive to use. General estimates using other
To fully understand the magnitude of our
trash and its impact on the Earth, it is
community’s information or general data are good for
sometimes useful to look into our garbage
rough estimates, but not provide the level of accuracy
cans. The biggest component in landfills is
needed for facility design. Whichever method you
paper and paperboard (41% by volume).
use, remember it is impossible to predict the exact
What to do with it all? About 17% of these
amount of waste that will be generated in the future;
potentially reusable resources are recycled
you can only estimate it.
or composted. About 66% are hauled off to
a landfill and the rest (17%) is burned.
Source: “Pollution Prevention and Cultural
Preservation in Native American Communities:
An Educational Tool Kit for Tribal Colleges”

Your community’s waste stream can be broken down
into components. Analyzing your waste stream in this
way can help you identify the types and amounts of
waste being generated in your community. By
identifying what types of waste are the biggest
contributors to your community’s waste stream, you
can make decisions about how to best handle each
waste type, as well as determine what waste types to
target for source reduction and recycling efforts.
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A waste stream assessment can be as simple as
evaluating existing data that your community
already keeps or it may include an extensive
waste sort to estimate quantities of various waste
materials in your waste stream. You can easily
conduct a waste stream assessment for your
community by checking the composition of your
community’s trash for at least a week; collecting
waste for one or two days will not give you
enough information.
Waste stream assessments can be used to
determine what is in your community’s waste
stream by identifying waste types and volumes,
existing management practices (e.g., reuse,
recycling, disposal), and associated costs. It will
help you identify what portions of your waste
stream you can effectively recycle, reduce, or
eliminate all together. Using your findings you
can set waste reduction goals and priorities based
on the specific waste materials that are being
generated and thrown away by people and
businesses in your community. Once your solid
waste planning work group has this information,
it can identify the extent to which each
component of your community’s waste stream
can be recovered, recycled and disposed of most
economically and safely.

WASTE STREAM ASSESSMENT
A waste stream assessment is the process of
understanding the mix of waste material in a
community’s waste stream. Regardless of a
community’s current waste management system,
some type of assessment of the local waste
stream is necessary to provide basic information
for making decisions regarding future waste
management.
Waste stream assessment is defined as a
procedure designed to determine basic aspects
of a community’s waste stream: quantity,
composition, and sources of waste.
Quantity refers to the amount of waste
generated in the community, both in terms
of weight and volume. Waste generation,
expressed in tons per year or pounds per
capita per year, helps determine landfill
capacity and aids in facility design.
Composition refers to the relative amounts
of different waste stream components
(paper, plastic, metal, etc.), expressed in
pounds or tons per year, or as a percentage
of the overall waste stream.
Sources of waste refers to specific
generators (e.g., school, cannery, store,
etc.) of waste in the community. This
information is particularly important for
targeting waste management activities and
setting goals for different elements of a
waste management plan.
A waste stream assessment provides the basic

A waste stream assessment should be conducted
information needed to make planning, design,
contractual, financial and regulatory decisions.
so the information from the assessment can be
used by your solid waste planning work group as
it develops your community’s integrated waste
management plan. It should be a dynamic record that helps your community set priorities for its
waste management activities. A waste stream assessment can provide your work group with the
following benefits:
Identifies major waste material categories and their quantities in the waste stream.
Helps rank waste materials according to their impact on the local waste stream.
Helps identify specific commercial/industry types and/or facilities that should be
targeted for waste reduction.
Assists in creating local educational materials on solid waste management by
identifying waste types needing management within a community.
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In general, your solid waste planning work group will have to weigh the costs and benefits of
performing an actual waste stream assessment
study. One factor to consider that if your
BASIC APPROACHES TO
community performs its own studies, the accuracy
WASTE ASSESSMENT
of the information you use to make your planning
Two basic approaches your community can use to
decisions will be better and the information will be
analyze its waste stream are:
specific to your community. The cost of performing
Desktop estimates
a waste stream assessment varies from community
Field surveys
to community depending on whether your
community does the study or you use an outside
Desktop estimates use existing data and
information to quantify the amount of waste
consultant.
Characterizing what solid waste requires
management in your community is the backbone of
your whole planning process. In determining how
much and what kind of waste is generated in your
community, you will need information from both
businesses and households. Your community
should determine the quantity and composition of
your waste to evaluate your solid waste disposal
options and estimate their costs. Quantity
information can include both the weight and volume
of your waste, and a composition analysis will tell
you what products and materials make up your
community’s waste stream. If incineration is an
option you may need to estimate the energy content
of your waste stream to ensure you are generating
sufficient waste for effective burning.
Information gathered from a waste stream
assessment will be needed if you are planning a new
landfill as part of your integrated waste management
plan. The amount of waste that may be generated in
your community in the future will determine the size
of any new landfill you construct in your
community. Estimates for future waste generation
are based on how many people will be living in your
community in the future and how much waste they
will produce over a long period of time (usually 10
to 20 years).

generated in a community. A desktop estimate will
provide a first-cut or rough estimate of the quantity
of waste generated in a community. It does not
provide information about the type waste that is
being generated. Existing data can come from
state and federal agencies, such as Alaska’s
Department of Labor or the U.S. Bureau of Census,
other communities, or other studies done for a
community.
Field surveys provide community specific data
about quantity and type of waste being generated
in a community. Information is gathered through a
variety of methods including waste sorts,
community surveys, and field observation. Waste
sorts are the most commonly used form of field
study. Waste is collected, weighed, and sorted so
that a waste stream analysis can be completed.
Both approaches use generation rate (pounds per
person per day) multiplied by population (number of
residents in your community or employees working
for a business) to obtain estimated annual
quantities of waste produced by a community or
business.
For more detailed information on how to conduct
desktop estimates and field surveys you should
consult the National Environmental Training Center
for Small Communities guide Estimating
Composition and Quantity of Solid Waste
Generation. The guide provides technical guidance
for performing a waste stream analysis. It has
worksheets and checklists for both desktop and
field surveys.

Information about future waste generation is needed most when planning and designing a new
landfill or making long-term plans for your community’s future. Determining the quantity and
composition of the waste stream in your community is necessary because the waste management
alternatives that your community selects should reflect the types and amounts of waste that local
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residents generate. If you do not know how much waste will be produced in your community
over the next 20 years then you may not construct your new landfill to be large enough to handle
your community’s future waste stream.
WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS
How do you estimate the types and volumes of waste generated
in your community and the size of the landfill you need?
In the past, waste stream assessment was not a basic part of solid waste planning, as most rural
community’s disposed of their waste in an open dump. But because of decreasing availability of
landfill space and sites, environmental concerns, and economics associated with waste
management, rural communities are being forced to consider alternative waste management
techniques. Many of these alternatives are more
complex than the traditional landfilling option, so
SOLID WASTE GENERATION &
detailed information about a community’s waste
RECYCLING RATES
What are they and
stream is needed.
how do you estimate them?

The amount of solid waste that a community
produces in a given year is defined as the
generation rate. A recycling rate is the
amount of solid waste that is collected for
recycling. Generation and recycling rates are
used to determine the infrastructure
requirements for future waste management
strategies; i.e. landfill sizes, building sizes,
equipment and personnel requirements.
Two techniques are available for estimating
generation and recycling rates. These include
waste audits and computation based on
population. Waste audits estimate generation
and recovery rates through the use of handson fieldwork. There are two types of waste
audits: 1) volume based and 2) weight
based.
Volume base audits examine the amount of
space taken up by waste. In a weight based
audit, the wastes are actually collected,
separated and weighed and analyzed by
completing a waste stream analysis. Volume
based audits take less time to complete
because it is a visual exercise, but it is less
accurate. Weight based audits are more
accurate because it involves actually weighing
and sorting the waste, but it takes more time to
complete.

In an integrated waste management system,
program planning; landfill, facility, and collection
system design; regulatory development; and
financial decision-making all require knowledge of
your community’s waste stream quantities and
composition. If your solid waste planning work
group and community is to make sound decisions in
these areas, the value of an accurate assessment of
your waste stream cannot be overemphasized.
Typically information used in a waste stream
assessment is collected through a field survey
process called a waste stream analysis, although
other data collection methods can be used. A waste
stream analysis will provide you with the most
accurate information about the volume (quantity
and weight) and type of waste generated in your
community. It can also be used to provide you with
data about how much waste generation varies
between the seasons or by waste generators (e.g.,
households, businesses, industries).

Conducting a waste stream analysis will lay the
foundation for your planning process. As you
conduct your analysis you will be compiling data and information on the types and quantities of
solid waste being thrown away by households and businesses in your community. It is important
to remember that you will conduct your analysis on the volume and type off trash entering your
community’s waste stream before any recycling, burning, or disposal of the waste takes place.
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Your community’s solid waste goals will determine the information and accuracy needed in your
waste stream analysis. For example, if your community is interested in the economic benefits of
recycling, you will need to know how much high-value material, such as aluminum cans, are
being thrown away in your community. On the other hand, if your community is interested in
preserving landfill space, you need to know the volume of all the waste that is going into your
landfill. This information is then used to determine which wastes can be disposed of using
methods that will reduce the amount of waste going to your landfill. Source reduction and
landfill projects require knowledge of gross waste volumes. Recycling requires knowledge of
the quantity and composition of your community’s waste stream, not only for the value of the
material, but also for determining the size of collection, storage and handling areas.
A waste stream analysis will give you the information you need to answer questions such as:

• How much of your waste your
community’s waste can be recycled?
• What percentage of your community’s
waste will require landfill disposal?
• What types of household hazardous
waste are being disposed of in your
dump/landfill?
A waste stream analysis basically helps you
estimate the amount and type of solid waste being
generated and disposed of within your
community. By identifying what types of waste
are the biggest contributors to your community’s
waste stream, your solid waste planning work
group can then determine the most appropriate
way for disposing of and reducing the amount of
these wastes going into your landfill or other
disposal facilities.
Whether your community decides to perform its
own waste stream analysis or rely on information
provided by other communities or in existing
studies will depend on the type of information
your work group needs and available resources.
Your work group may choose to use existing data
to obtain “ballpark” figures on waste stream
quantities and composition. This is most often
done during the early state of a planning process
when small programs are being implemented or
when resources are limited. If your community is
implementing a comprehensive waste
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WASTE STREAM “BIAS” FACTORS
When doing any form of waste stream analysis,
it is important to account for potential bias
factors that can affect the estimates of waste
generation rates. Seasonal variations account
for most of the potential bias in rural
communities in Alaska. For example, in October
a commercial fishing community, such as
Naknek, produces about one ton of waste per
day. But in June, Naknek produces nearly 20
tons of waste per day when local canneries are
in operation.
The quantity of waste generated in any
community will vary from month to month. For
example the amount of waste from stores is
usually higher during peak sales periods such as
Christmas or in the fall when permanent fund
checks are sent out.
School-related wastes decrease during the
summer. Tourism causes variations in
population and types of waste, which impacts
waste generation. Cruise boats can bring in
large quantities of waste that may need
disposing of in a local landfill.
Work force fluctuations affect population and
waste types and quantities generated. For
example, if several houses are being built in a
community, there will be more construction
waste than at other times, as well as increased
waste from workers. Subsistence activities can
generate specific types of waste at certain times
of the year. To account for seasonal variations,
your community might want to conduct its waste
sort twice, once during the peak season and
once during the slow or low season.
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management system that includes a new landfill and other programs then you will need data
generated by an actual waste stream analysis performed in your community.
Although a waste stream assessment is important it will not
provide you will all the information you need to make
planning decisions about solid waste management for your
community. You will still need to consider other factors,
besides quantity and types of waste, when deciding how to
best manage waste in your community. You need to
remember that every community is different so your
solutions to your community’s waste management
problems will be unique to your community.

INFORMATION SOURCES FOR
WASTE GENERATION RATES
Many communities use EPA’s
national generation rates and
characterization data when
completing desktop estimates. The
EPA website has the most current
update of Municipal Solid Waste in
the United States: Facts and Figures.
Keep in mind, however, that

communities in rural Alaska usually
Your waste stream assessment can be completed in stages.
generate more waste per person
The first step in your waste stream assessment should not
(e.g. per capita) than the amount
necessarily begin by hiring a consultant to conduct a waste
given in the EPA’s information and
data. For example, EPA reports the
stream analysis. Instead, your community can begin by
national per capita waste generation
looking at existing waste stream information for other
rate to be 4.3 pounds per person per
communities. Once you determine what data and
day in 2000, while the State of
Alaska’s average per capita waste
information is available you can then go on to do a more
generation rate is about 6.0 pounds
comprehensive assessment of how much and what type of
per person per day in rural
waste is generated in your community. Again you do not
communities.
need a consultant to do this type of study; you can complete
a waste stream analysis or other type of field study using community members and local
resources. Once you have completed your waste assessment, then your solid waste planning
work group can use the information gathered from the assessment to develop a integrated waste
management plan that targets waste types that are causing problems for your community, as well
as ones that can be easily handled and disposed of within your community.

The following series of worksheets will help conduct a waste stream assessment for your
community. By completing a waste stream analysis you will be able to estimate of the volume
of waste being produced in your community, as well as identify what types of waste are most
common. Each worksheet gathers different information you will need to analyze your
community’s waste. As you complete each worksheet, answer each question to the best of your
ability. In some instances you may have more than one answer to the question. When this
happens answer each question that applies to your community. If a question does not apply to
your community, skip the question and go on to the next question or worksheet.
WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
How do you complete a waste stream analysis or waste sort?
The method suggested here is not the only way to conduct a waste stream analysis or waste sort;
however, it is a fast, inexpensive way to obtain the basic information that you need to develop
your integrated waste management plan. If you have already conducted a waste stream analysis
and have information about the characteristics of your community’s waste stream, you can skip
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doing another assessment and use your existing information to complete the summary page of
the worksheets. If you want only a rough estimate of the quantity and composition of your
community’s waste stream, you can refer to waste stream assessments conducted by other rural
communities that are similar to your community both in size and character.
The waste sort methodology outlined in the following worksheets is a small-scale waste analysis
based on collecting and sorting waste from local businesses and individual households. The
waste sort will be completed to identify what kind and how much waste is generated in your
community. Your waste stream analysis will consist of three major steps:
1. Developing plans for conducting an assessment: Prepare a plan for how you will conduct
your waste stream analysis, including identifying where garbage will be collected from, who
will weigh and sort the garbage, and when the waste sort will be completed.
2.

Collecting waste stream data:
a. Collect garbage generated by participants (businesses and a random sample of
households) on two different days during one-week period.
b. Weigh all waste collected to determine the total amount of garbage generated by
households and businesses.
c. Sort waste into specified waste categories to you can determine how many different
kinds of waste are being generated in the community.

3.

Analyzing assessment data and results: Review and evaluate the data gathered during the
waste sort to determine the volume and categories of waste being generated in your
community.
To plan successfully,
know your community/
waste stream:
types of waste
amounts of each
“capturable” quantities

The following worksheets should be used if you want to conduct a waste stream analysis of your
community’s waste. These worksheets will guide you through a process for estimating the types
and volumes of waste generated in your community. As you work through your waste stream
analysis, complete each worksheet to the best of your ability. If a question does not apply to
your community, skip the question and go on to the next one. It will be necessary to collect
waste from businesses and households in order to do your waste stream analysis. The summary
data you gather will be information on the types and quantities of waste being generated on a
weekly basis in your community.
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GUIDE SHEET No. 9
APPROACHES FOR ASSESSING A COMMUNITY’S WASTE STREAM
How can your community analyze the waste it produces?
WASTE STREAM ASSESSMENT METHODS
Whichever method you use, remember it is impossible to predict the exact amount
of waste that will be generated in the future; you can only estimate it.

To prepare a plan, you need to know the volume and types of waste generated in your
community. You also need to know how much the waste stream varies between seasons and
years. Knowing what kind of and how much waste is generated in your community is very
important to the development of your community’s integrated waste management plan. Before
choosing a method for analyzing your community’s waste stream you should decide how much
information you need for preparing your integrated waste management plan or determining the
size of a new landfill.
If you need only general information about how much waste your community may be generating,
then any of the desktop estimate methods may work for your community. If you need detailed,
community specific data and estimates, then you should consider using one of the field survey
methods. Regardless of what assessment method you choose to use, remember the following:
It is impossible to determine the exact amount (by weight or type) of waste that is being
generated in your community.
The results of your assessment are only estimates and are subject to change as conditions in
your community change.
Most approaches will provide you with accurate enough data and information to estimate
how much waste your community may generate over time.
Different ways of estimating the amounts and types of waste your community generates are
listed below. Two basic approaches your community can use to analyze its waste stream are
desktop estimates and field surveys. Making observations and measurements can be useful but
takes more time. Decide how much information you need for planning.
Desktop Estimate Methods
Desktop estimates use existing data and information to quantify the amount of waste generated in
a community. These estimates will provide a rough estimate of waste generation rates that can
be used for general planning and design. For most rural communities, existing figures from
national and state averages combined with easily gathered local data (such as population of your
community or number and type of businesses) will be sufficient to use any desktop method.
Guide Sheet No. 9 - Continued
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General Data Estimates.
Many communities use the EPA national generation rate and characterization data for their firstcut estimates. Most rural community waste streams are similar, especially with respect to their
residential waste. Much of the data rural communities need to have about residential waste can
be obtained from average national and state data. Although national averages do not precisely
reflect Alaska’s rural communities’ waste stream (e.g., rural communities normally have more
packaging waste), these values can be useful for identifying materials to target for waste
reduction and recycling.
AVERAGE NATIONAL WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPE CATEGORY
(232 million tons of waste produced in 2000)
Paper and Cardboard – 36 percent
Plastic – 11 percent
Metals and Aluminum – 8 percent
Wood – 6 percent

Food Waste – 11 percent
Yard Trimmings – 12 percent
Glass – 6 percent
Other Waste – 10 percent

For example, it is obvious from the chart above that paper makes up the largest share of the
national waste stream. Even though most rural communities produce more waste per day per
person than the national average, it is known that much of this waste is related to packaging
materials (cardboard boxes and paper used for shipping). Consequently, it would be logical for a
rural community to assume that a large percentage of its waste is paper products.
An examination of this information along with the consideration of local conditions may help
your community choose waste types to target for waste reduction. For example, you may want to
ban paper and cardboard from your landfill or develop a community program to compost food
and yard waste. In addition, this method may give you a general estimate of how much waste is
being produced in your community on a yearly basis.
Computation Estimate Methods
Depending on the size of your community and resources available, conducting a waste stream
analysis using waste sorts may not be feasible. The cheapest and easiest way to estimate the
types and volumes of waste generated in your community is to use average measurements from
other communities. This may provide you with data that is close enough for your needs so that
you do not need to do a waste stream assessment. However, communities can be quite different
from one another so get information from communities as similar to your community as possible.
Most computation estimates are based on population data and average disposal rates for a
community. If you know how many people live in your community and the average amount of
waste an individual generates, then you can use this method to make general estimates about how
much waste is generated in your community on a daily, weekly, monthly, or annual basis. This
method works best for estimating waste generation rates for residential users or households.
Typically computation estimates are based on state or national average rates and community
population.
Guide Sheet No. 9 – Continued
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Calculate an Annual Waste Generation Rate
(Based on community size/population)
In rural communities, individuals produce an average of 6 pounds of
waste per day. If your community has 200 people then it is
producing about 1200 pounds of waste per day (number of people x
average pounds of waste per day per person). Your annual rate
would then be estimated by multiplying your daily rate of pounds
per day by the number of days in a year (1200 pounds per day x
365 days equals annual quantity of waste produced in your
community).
Annual waste generation rate = total number of people x
average pounds of waste per person per day x 365

Your community may be able to borrow data from other communities with similar population
size and characteristics that have already conducted waste sorts to use when making general
estimates. When combined with local knowledge about your community’s waste stream, this
information can be used to estimate your community’s local waste generation. If your
community experiences seasonal variations due to increased tourism or other activities, then this
method is not the best method to use for estimating your community’s waste generation rates.
For a general estimate, 6 pounds of waste per person per day is a fairly
typical figure to use for community estimates. These estimates are
good for general planning purposes but should not be used to design
a landfill or solid waste collection facility.
When deciding which existing studies might be applicable to your
community’s local waste stream, priority should be given to studies
conducted for communities most similar in size, population, income
and jobs, and economic base. When using another community’s
study be sure to consider how old the study is because waste
generation rates can change over time.

“Waste stream data
represent only a
snapshot – data depend
on the particular
community where they
are collected and the
time at which they are
collected. The quantity
and type of waste found
in a community’s waste
stream can vary by
season.”
- Decision-Makers Guide to
Solid Waste Management,
U.S. E.P.A., November 1989

Local Disposal and Transfer Facility Data
This method involves using data and information found in existing landfill or transfer facility
operations records, combined with local knowledge of the waste stream, to determine local waste
generation quantities. The data gathered is often complemented by information from landfill
operators’ observations at a landfill or transfer facility. These people will likely have valuable
information to share. This type of assessment can be useful when trying to determine the
quantity and types of waste that are being disposed of by businesses or other
commercial/industrial users. Typically the residential waste stream is relatively consistent
among communities; however, commercial and industrial waste can vary dramatically both in
terms of quantity and types of waste being disposed of in a community.
Guide Sheet No. 9 - Continued
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Long-term records of the amount and types of waste hauled to a community’s landfill or other
disposal site are the most reliable information because they show changes between seasons and
years. The longer records were kept, the more you can learn about a community’s waste stream.
Field Studies
Communities that are implementing more comprehensive local waste management options
should consider using data generated by an actual waste stream assessment performed in the
community. New landfill construction, major collection or recycling programs, and incineration
facilities usually require detailed information about a community’s waste stream to ensure proper
design. Field studies focus on estimating the quantity and identifying the type of waste by
actually measuring or observing the waste. The data gathered about a community’s waste is
specific to that community and is usually obtained by collecting and sorting waste from homes
and businesses. Field studies are based on prepared based on data and information gathered by
surveys or waste sorts.
Field studies can be used to measure the solid waste
generated from individual households, businesses, and other
waste producers to estimate what types and amounts of waste
are typical. This will provide information specific to a
community. Volunteers or local workers can collect and
measure waste samples. The more samples that are measured,
more reliable the waste estimates and data will be. Availability
of time and resources will limit how much sampling can be
done and how extensively the field study can be performed.
If your community does not have a landfill operator, you can
ask community members to estimate how much garbage they
haul out to the landfill/open dump. Be sure to have them
identify what they throw away and how often they get rid of
their garbage. This is not the most accurate way to gather
information, but if done over a week or month, the estimate
will be more accurate. In general, the solid waste planning
work group will have to weigh the costs and benefits of
performing an actual waste stream assessment study.

LOCAL SOURCES OF
INFORMATION FOR WASTE
STUDIES

Regardless of the type of study
conducted, a large amount of
local information will be required.
Waste generation estimates,
sources of waste, demographic
information, types of commercial
facilities, and employment data
are all examples of the types of
local information the solid waste
planning work group will need.
Specific sources include:
Waste haulers
Landfill operators
Existing landfill and waste
management plans &
other planning documents
City or Tribal Council
office
Local utilities
Employment data
Business owners and
operators

Direct Observation – Site Visits
One way to gather information is to visit the landfill/disposal facility and major waste generators
in the community. Observation of sold waste as it is dumped on to a transfer facility floor or into
a landfill or open pit can provide information that may not be recorded in existing records or
data. Such observations can provide a rough evaluation what type of waste is being generated by
a specific business (e.g., store or cannery) or as common waste in a community.
Guide Sheet No. 9 – Continued
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Site visits to businesses provide an opportunity for a community and business to work together to
identify components of a community’s waste stream and waste reduction alternatives. For
example, direct observation may indicate that a cannery is not properly disposing of fish wastes,
or it may identify cardboard boxes from the store as a material commonly brought to the landfill
that could be recycled. Even if no formal observations are made, landfill operators can be
extremely good resources about your waste stream because they handle waste every day.
Another form of observation involves examining your landfill to determine how much space is
already used up at your landfill or disposal site. Along with information about how long it took
to accumulate that amount garbage, a very general estimate can be made about how fast your
landfill is filling up. This information can be used to get a general estimate of how long your
disposal site may last or what size will be needed for a landfill site.
Survey of Commercial/Industrial Users
In a community survey information about quantity and type of
waste is gathered from households and other waste generators
in the community. The most basic community survey simply
identifies the major types of commercial and industrial
businesses in a community and the types of waste they dispose
of on a regular basis. For example, if commercial fishing is
part of the local economy, then disposal of old fish nets may be
a problem that can be easily identified by walking around the
community and counting abandoned nets and other fishing gear.
If needed, more specific information may be obtained from
specific waste generators by asking questions about how a
particular business disposes of the waste it generates and how
much waste it throws away on an annual basis.
Community Member Observation

WHERE CAN YOU GET
HELP WITH YOUR WASTE
STREAM ANALYSIS?
For more detailed information on
desktop estimates and field
surveys you should consult the
National Environmental Training
Center for Small Communities
guide “Estimating Composition
and Quantity of Solid Waste
Generation.” The guide
provides technical guidance for
performing a waste stream
analysis. It has worksheets and
checklists for both desktop and
field surveys. Also contact other
communities that may have done
a waste stream analysis. They
can tell you how they did and
what you will need to complete
your analysis for your
community.

For more community specific information you can have community members observe and
document what they dispose of in their trash. This method asks people in a community to keep a
record of the following information over a period of time:
How much waste they haul out to the landfill or other disposal sites;
How often they dispose of their waste; and
What types of waste they dispose of at the landfill or elsewhere.
This method will not provide you with a very accurate estimate, but it will give you a rough idea
of how much and what type of waste is being disposed of in your landfill or disposal facilities by
households. To get the best estimates, ask people to keep track of what they throw away for two
weeks or more.
Guide Sheet No. 9 - Continued
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Waste Sort or Waste Stream Quantity and
Composition Study (Waste Stream Analysis)
Most integrated waste management planning efforts will
benefit from the information provided by a detailed
waste stream assessment. This type of waste stream
assessment is usually gathered by completing a waste
sort. Waste sorts can be accomplished by measuring
the solid waste generated from individual “sample”
households and businesses to estimate what types and
amounts of waste are typical. This will provide
information specific to your community. The more
samples you measure, the more reliable your information
will be. The amount of time and resources you have
available will determine how much sampling you can do.
Analyzing your community’s waste stream by actually
separating and sampling the waste produced is the most
accurate means of developing data on its waste stream.
Sampling can take place at the landfill, burn
box/incinerator, sorting area or other suitable area.
During the sort, waste is separated, identified, and
weighed. Samples are taken systematically (usually
everyday for a week or more) and an adequate number
of samples are taken to provide accurate results.
A waste sort can help guide a community’s waste
reduction activities by identifying what waste types
should be targeted for recycling and improved methods
of disposal. The data gathered can be used to establish
a baseline that is used when comparing past and future
waste management practices. A waste sort can also be
used as a tool to measure how well a solid waste
management plan or program is working. For example,
a waste sort can reveal whether or not most aluminum
cans are being recycled or thrown away.

WASTE SORT OPTIONS
Determining the quantity and composition
of a community’s waste stream is
necessary because it provides information
needed to make decisions about how to
best manage and dispose of waste in a
community. Options for conducting a
waste sort include:
Field weighing program: This method of
sorting focuses on collecting data about
the quantity of waste being generated in a
community. It involves weighing all
vehicles entering a community’s landfill
and keeping track of the number of
vehicles and weight of the waste they
bring in over time. Once the waste is
dumped at the landfill it can be sorted to
determine what types of waste are being
brought to the landfill. This method is not
very practical for most rural communities
in Alaska because truck scales are not
available in small communities. However,
the number of loads and size of each load
can be estimated based on size of a dump
truck or pick up load. The number of
loads can be counted to get a rough
estimate of the volume (amount of space
trash takes up) of waste going into a
community’s landfill.
Field composition study: This method
involves actually collecting waste from
homes and businesses, and then sorting
and weighing it by waste type. Quite often
the sort is performed by volunteers that go
weigh and identify waste types for each
sample of waste brought to a sorting area.
The more samples that are sorted and
measured, the more reliable the waste
estimates will be. A community’s time
schedule and availability of resources
(staff, equipment and supplies) will limit
how much sampling can be done. This is
the preferred method to use in rural
communities.

Although waste sorts require staff and other resources, they provide the best data and
information about a community’s waste stream. Determining the quantity and composition of
your community’s waste stream should be viewed as a necessary part of a solid waste planning
process because the waste management alternative that you select for your waste management
program should be based on the types and amounts of wastes that your community generates.
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When you conduct a waste sort you will measure and identify solid waste generated from
individual “sample” households and local businesses and public facilities, such as the school, the
store and health clinic. When planning for a waste sort you will need to
develop a plan for how you will do your waste sort. This plan will ensure that you use a process
that will ensure that you collect reliable data. Pre-planning
considerations include:
SOURCES OF SOLID WASTE
1. Defining waste sort categories (e.g., categories
may include food, household hazardous waste,
paper, etc.).
2. Identifying what equipment and personnel are
needed and available.
3. Evaluating bias factors (e.g., seasonal variations,
residential waste compared to commercial waste,
existing waste management programs).
The cost of performing a waste stream analysis varies from
community to community. Costs assorted with waste sort
studies include:
One time planning cost
Field sampling cost, including labor,
supplies and equipment
Data analysis (interpreting and evaluating
waste sort results)

Residential
- Individual homes
- Apartments
Commercial
- Offices
- Retail stores
- Restaurants
- Hotels/motels/lodges
- Service stations
Community Services
- Honeybucket disposal
- Burn box or incinerator
ashes
- Utilities
- Shop/maintenance building
Institutional
- Schools
- Health clinic/hospital
Industrial/Construction
- Cannery/fish processing
- Net storage facility
- General contractors

The actual costs of performing a study depend on the type
Agricultural/Subsistence
and quality of information needed. Small communities
- Fish camps
looking for general waste stream information should be
- Hunting camps
able to perform the work using existing staff, and as a
result cost can be kept down. If a community is large and wants a major study then it may be
necessary to hire a consultant to do the study, which will increase the cost of performing a waste
sort for the community.
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GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETING A WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS
How do you do a community waste assessment using by sorting trash ?
CONDUCTING A WASTE SORT/ANALYSIS

IN 10

EASY STEPS

If you want only a rough estimate of the quantity and composition of your community’s waste stream, you
can refer to waste stream assessments conducted by other rural communities that are similar to your
community both in size and character.
A brief overview of the steps to perform a waste stream assessment follows.
1. Obtain a guide on how to perform a waste stream analysis or review the worksheets on “Conducting
a Waste Stream Analysis” provided in this guide and talk to other communities that have performed a
waste stream assessment.
2. Decide whether you want to conduct the waste sort in-house by using city/village staff or community
volunteers or by hiring an outside contractor/consultant.
3. Develop a written plan for how you will do a waste sort and analyze the data you collect. This is
usually referred to as a waste stream analysis or waste characterization study.
4.

Identify what waste categories and types you want to sort the waste samples into. Waste types are
defined as general kinds of waste, such as paper, metals, plastics, and glass. If you want more
detailed information you may want to sort the collected wastes into small categories, such as
newspaper, white office paper, aluminum soda cans, food waste, plastic, etc.

5. Based on your community’s needs, determine how you will select the businesses and households
that will be sampled. For example, will you collect a sample from every household and business or
will you randomly select only 20 percent of the households and all of the businesses.
6. Determine the number of samples and the physical sizes of the samples. Consider the following
factors – the consistency of your waste stream, the amount of solid waste delivered to the sampling
place, and the number and type of vehicles delivering solid waste to the sorting area each day.
Sampling 10 percent of the homes and all major businesses in your community is a good guide.
7. Select and distribute collection containers to the homes and businesses participating in the waste
sort. Make sure containers are of a manageable size for weighing. A 55-gallon container filled with
glass can weigh between 200 and 500 pounds. The size and weight capacity of your scale will
influence your container choices. Be sure the container is durable and will not easily spill or rip open.
8. Arrange for a crew and set up the equipment.
9. Sort and weigh the waste, recording weight on waste sort forms by type and category.
10. Compile and analyze the data.
You should consider doing your waste stream assessment twice if your community has fluctuations in the
amount of waste it generates due to activities in the community at different times of the time of year (e.g.
fishing or subsistence season, holidays or school year).
For more detailed information about waste stream assessments refer to Counting Your Community’s Trash prepared
by Zender Engineering.
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USING WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS TO CHARACTERIZE COMMUNITY WASTE
How do you do a waste characterization study by collecting, sorting,
analyzing waste generated in your community?

STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS FOR CONDUCTING A WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS
WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
A detailed waste sort can help your solid waste planning work group make decisions about what are the
best waste disposal options for your community. Source sampling provides important feedback to your
community. For example, understanding the composition and volume of your community’s waste stream
allows you to identify where waste is coming from, so then you can make informed decisions regarding
disposal and other source reduction ideas. A waste sort also provides a good indication of the successes
and failures of a community solid waste program, especially if your community has baseline data
available. A detailed waste sort may not be needed if you have a small community and can use data
from other communities. However, if the added level of information gathered from a waste sort will
contribute to your solid waste planning goals then your community should consider conducting a waste
sort and analysis. In addition, if a goal is to generate quantitative data on commercial waste generation,
then a waste characterization study can be very useful.
METHODOLOGY
A successful waste sort is a methodical effort. When completing a waste stream analysis you will
complete your sort in four steps: 1) pre-sort planning and tasks; 2) waste collection; 3) data collection;
and 4) analysis, including documenting and evaluating sort results. Following is a list of the major steps
to conduct a sort.
STEP 1: PRE-SORT TASKS AND PLANNING
Careful planning is a key to conducting a waste sort that will generate accurate data. All aspects of the
waste sort from sorting garbage to analyzing the data should be considered during the planning stage;
also, the reasons for conducting the waste sort should be identified.
Design the Sort System
Your sort design should include location of the sort, participants, and their responsibilities and time frame.
Your first planning step is to determine where the sort will be conducted, e.g., at the landfill or in the
community maintenance building. If the sorted takes place at the landfill there is no need to transport
waste after the sort is completed, thus saving time and money. On the other hand, it may be impossible
in bad weather to do a sort at the landfill, and may be difficult as well as dangerous if waste is removed by
hand from the landfill or dumpsite.
Establish Safety Guidelines
Work Area: Typically, waste sort activities will take place in a covered shed, building, or area near the
landfill or dumpsites. After the waste has been delivered by the hauler, it is then spread out, using rakes
and shovels on the ground. If the waste is delivered in easy to handle bags or containers, it may be
dumped directly on the sort table for sorting and weighing. Keep in mind that there are going to be
extremely busy periods when everyone is unloading and sorting trash at the same time. It is very
important to watch out for hazardous or dangerous material while sorting waste.
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Protective Equipment: All persons working at sorting trash
should be required to wear a hard hat, safety glasses, pants,
long sleeve shirts, sturdy boots (preferably rubber), gloves,
and a mask. At a minimum, dust respirators should be used,
but organic vapor respirators are recommended.
Identify Waste Sort Categories
You will probably want to separate waste from each of the
main generators in your community: individual households
(residential), commercial (stores and offices), industrial
(cannery or sawmill), and construction (contractors and
builders). The number and type of waste categories must be
determined. This may vary with business type, geographic
region, and seasonal variations. In general, the number of
waste categories ranges from 10 to 40. For each main
category (paper, metals, household hazardous waste, etc.)
and to provide reasonable estimates, sample should contain
200 to 300 pounds. At the same time that designated
generator categories are kept distinct, waste should be sorted
according to waste type. Sorting categories should include
everything from newspaper to clothing. The number of sorting
categories depends on the level of specificity needed and
the reasons for performing the sort.
STEP 2: WASTE COLLECTION

AND SORT

EXAMPLE SORT CATEGORIES
Paper
-

Plastic
-

Soft drink bottles
Milk jugs
Other plastic containers
Styrofoam
Plastic and bubble wrap
PVC (pipes, etc.)

Metals
-

Aluminum cans
Tin cans
Ferrous metal (steel, tin)
Non-ferrous metal

Glass
-

Clear containers
Colored containers
Other non-container

Yard Waste
-

The more material sorted, the greater the
accuracy of your results.

Newspaper
Office paper
Magazines/catalogs/books
Computer paper
Cardboard

Leaves and grass
Stumps and brush

Wood

A sort plan should designate the process by which bags or
loads of waste will be randomly selected to minimize bias.
For example, approximately 100 pounds of garbage sorted
from every load of collected garbage may be used as a random
sample from the participating households, or a sample of waste
(bag or can) from each household or business may be dumped
on the sort table and sorted. By the end of the sorting process,
there will be many small piles of sorted waste material.
Collect Samples
On the day of the waste sort have one staff person meet the
hauler (person picking up trash from households and
businesses) to direct and give information about where to go
for pick-ups. If you have a relatively small community, collect
all bags/containers left for pick-up. If your community is large
and you will have a large number of samples, select one
container that is representative of the waste disposed of at the
location. All container sizes and waste volumes need to be
recorded on the field waste tally sheets.
Guide Sheet No. 11 - Continued
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-

Pallets and packing crates
Wood furniture

Construction and Demolition Debris
- Roofing, linoleum, vinyl,
carpeting, scrap lumber
insulation, sheetrock, etc

Textiles (clothing, rags, etc.)
Diapers
Tires
Other rubber
Junk vehicles or equipment
Animal or fish carcasses
Lead-acid batteries
Food wastes
Household hazardous wastes
(cleaning supplies, solvents, paint,
pesticides)
Residuals (ash, honeybucket waste,
sewage solids)
White goods (appliances, furniture)
Seafood processing waste
Other inorganics (china, pottery)
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Deliver Samples
Deliver the designated load to the sort location. As containers/bags of waste are unloaded, weigh them
and record the weights on tally sheets. This will provide an estimate of the volume of waste being
generated in your community on a daily basis. After waste is sorted it will be reweighed by waste
category. This will provide you with data on the quantity of waste being generated by waste category.
This type of information is needed when determining whether or not recycling a particular waste type may
be economically feasible.
Sort Waste Samples
The hauler will deliver trash samples picked up from homes and
businesses to the sort area. At this point the sample is dumped and
spread out as evenly as possible on the ground or sort table. For
waste samples in garbage bags and small containers, sort it entirely.
For larger loads from big dumpsters or trash bins, save at least half
of the sample, and attempt to sort and weigh as much of the load as
possible. Separate the containers used for categorizing materials
each day and check for leftover trash that would altar their weights.
Keep containers clean of debris, mud, ice and snow as much as
possible to avoid changes in their weight. Assign each container a
category, and then label it with the empty weight and category name.
First, place a mesh screen on top of a large plastic tarp. Containers for more frequently observed
categories should be close to the sort table; those for less used categories may be further way. Have
extra containers stacked at the sort site for high volume waste such as food waste, plastics, aluminum
cans and some of the paper categories. Line containers with plastic for “wet” categories such as food
waste to minimize soiling of the containers and for ease of waste removal. Establish and follow layout
scheme for the containers. Designate a separate area for bulky items such as cardboard. Set up scales
out of the way of general operations, allowing enough room to maneuver containers during weighing and
data collection.
Sort Crew: The sorting crew generally consists of two or more crewmembers and a supervisor. The crew
supervisor is responsible for all aspects of the procedure, including ultimate decision-making authority on
material classification. Each crewmember is responsible for her or his own safety equipment and will be
expected to wear it at all times during the sort operation.
Sort Operation: Sorters will take repeated “grabs” of waste from the collection area until at least half the
sample has been sorted. Take the refuse from the area by shovel, wheelbarrow, or by hand and place on
the sort table. Sort materials and then place into the appropriate containers. The supervisor assists and
oversees the operation, checking each container for separation quality and clarifying categories.
Even experienced waste management personnel often have difficulty in classifying waste materials. For
this reason, it is important that the same line of reasoning be used throughout the project. For example, if
a full, unopened container of food is found in a sample, it could be classified either as food waste, or as a
metal container. Neither is necessarily right or wrong, but whichever category is used, it should be the
same in every case, to justify methodology and data.
Safety Guidelines Sorting Procedures: While sorting waste, hazardous materials may be encountered.
Such materials might include sharp objects, such as metal, broken glass, needles, or chemicals.
Watching for hazardous materials is of the utmost importance. Do not weigh or handle the item. Simply
record its existence. It is not expected that hazardous materials will be encountered often, but it is
important to always follow the safety precautions.
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STEP 3: DATA COLLECTION
Each pile of waste should be measured by visual inspection, volume, or weight. Measuring by weight is
preferable, so prior to each sort assign a person to record the sample weights. This will increase sorting
efficiency, as well as provide one person for clarification of information. When the sample is completely
sorted, weigh each waste container, and record the gross weight (weight of trash in the container) in
pounds for each container of sorted waste. Record zero for waste not found. The empty container
weight should be recorded on the container and on the data sheet as well. The empty container weight
minus the gross weight equals the net or actual weight of the waste.
Net sample weight = gross sample weight by waste type (weight of waste in the
container) – empty container weight.
Record weights with no adjustments for moisture, characteristics, etc. Waste samples are to represent
solid waste, as it would have been received at the disposal site. After sorting and weighing of the sample
is complete, then make notes on any unusual characteristics or types of waste found in the sample. For
example, a sample may have contained a large appliance, which is categorized under “Other metals” and
described as a refrigerator in the comment’s section. Also note information such as a higher than normal
moisture content or pertinent weather conditions. In general, many comments are preferable to a few.
The sorter’s observations and impressions are extremely valuable in the overall analysis of the waste
patterns of a community.
All information should be carefully recorded on forms like those provided in this workbook. Enter data into
the daily worksheets and tables (worksheets are provided in this section of the workbook). Any changes
to the data should be entered as soon as possible following the sort to maximize accuracy. At the end of
each day, containers should be checked for residue, cleaned if necessary, and stored in a designated
storage area. Wipe down safety equipment and store along with the scales, blank data sheets, and other
equipment.
STEP 4: DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Prepare Summary Tables
A waste stream analysis/characterization serves several purposes. First, the data supports information
collected through your waste assessment so it provides you with a more complete picture of your
community’s waste stream. Second, in cases where large amounts of recyclable materials are seen in a
community’s waste stream, the sort identifies waste that can be recycled. This information is important to
community’s wishing to start a recycling program. Finally, by characterizing the waste stream of both
households and businesses, volume data can be used for planning purposes for a new landfill or
establishing a community based recycling program. The information from your waste sort should be used
to meet goals identified during the planning stage of your waste sort.
WASTE SORT ISSUES
The following issues should be considered in the design and implementation stages of your waste sort.
Multiple sorts: More than one sort will help ensure that the data collected accurately estimates the
quantity and types of waste generated in your community. For example, your community may
choose to conduct a sort every day for a week.
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Seasonal fluctuations: Waste can vary dramatically from season to season. For example, fish waste
is most prevalent in the summer and early fall. Commercial and construction activity may vary
seasonally, as well. It may be necessary to conduct waste sorts at various times throughout the year
to account for such fluctuations.
Statistical accuracy: A waste sort is not a precise science. It provides useful data, but it does not
provide an exact representation of your community’s waste stream, especially if only one sort is
conducted.
Safety: Working on a waste sort can be a messy and even dangerous job. Safety should be a
primary concern. Procedures for managing and handling any hazardous waste should be determined
before start of your waste sort.
Demographic factors: Your waste stream will be affected by demographic changes in your
community. Industrial and commercial waste will fluctuate dramatically in direct relationship to your
local economy. Also, if a major business opens or closes or a big construction project takes place,
the waste composition for your community may change. As your community grows, there may be an
increase in the quantity or waste generation patterns may change.
COST OF WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS
The cost of a waste stream analysis will vary from community to community because of site-specific
conditions and size of the project. Scheduling and sort-and weigh costs include scheduling waste
delivery to sorting area, travel time, setting up sort area, sorting and weighing sample, and cleaning up.
Data entry cost includes entering data and report generation. Overhead cost includes supervision,
clerical support, bookkeeping, benefits, supplies, and equipment utilities. The primary costs for
completing this type of project will be for personnel to collect and sort the waste, sort equipment and
supplies, and the cost of training sorters.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Section 3 – 1
DESIGN YOUR WASTE SORT PROJECT
What do you need to do to get ready for completing your community’s
waste sort and waste stream analysis?
The method suggested here is not the only way to conduct a waste stream analysis; however, it is
a fast, inexpensive way to obtain the basic information you need to develop your integrated
waste management plan. If you have already conducted a waste stream assessment, you can skip
doing another assessment and use your existing data to complete the summary page at the end of
the worksheets in this section of the workbook
Some communities may benefit from a detailed waste stream assessment provided by a waste
sort and analysis. Source sampling of waste in your community provides a snapshot in time of
what households and businesses in your community dispose of an a regular basis. To obtain a
truly accurate picture of your community’s waste stream, numerous samplings over several
seasons would be required. Due to time and resource constraints, this level of analysis is usually
not feasible. However, the information gained from a one-time sort conducted over a period of
one week can provide useful information for your waste assessment and can be used for planning
purposes.
INSTRUCTIONS: This worksheet will help you plan how you will conduct a waste stream
analysis of enough homes and businesses in your community to estimate the quantity and
composition of your community’s waste stream. Key ( ) steps walk you through waste
assessment process so you can obtain necessary information. Read the questions and follow the
directions below each question to answer the questions. Fill in your answers in the
corresponding workspace provided on the worksheet. The summary page at the end of the
worksheet will help you draw conclusions about the information that you compile about your
community’s waste stream. This information will be used to assist you in making decisions on
how to manage various types of waste currently being generated in your community.
Using the keys steps identified below to plan your waste assessment, write your plans for how
you will conduct a waste sort by completing the following worksheets.
STEP ONE: PRE-SORT PLANNING

ESTABLISH WHEN YOU WILL CONDUCT YOUR WASTE SORT
Choose a weeklong period during which containers of garbage will be collected for
sorting and weighing from homes and businesses in the community. Garbage should
be collected from households and businesses on the fourth and last day of the week
that sort is conducted. This will allow you to collect a full week’s worth of garbage
so that you have a better representative sample of the types and quantity of waste
being thrown away on a weekly basis.
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Prior to the week that the sort is held be sure to distribute waste collection bags or
containers to households and businesses that will be participating in your assessment.
a.

Specify dates and time when bags or containers will be distributed to homes and
businesses providing waste samples for the waste sort:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

b.

Specify dates and time when bags or containers will be collected from homes and
businesses providing waste samples for the waste sort:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

DETERMINE HOW MANY HOUSEHOLDS AND BUSINESSES WILL BE
PARTICIPATING IN THE WASTE SORT

Obtain a list of all households and businesses in your community (should have mailing
addresses if possible).
Randomly select a minimum of 10% of all of the households in your community for
participation in the waste sort.
Plan to collect garbage from all of the businesses (offices, stores, cannery, etc.) that
contribute waste to your community’s waste stream.
Notify the households and businesses that you have been selected to provide trash
samples for the waste sort.
Set up an appointment and visit each household and business in person to explain how
and why they need to save their garbage for a week so that it can be collected and
sorted as part of your community waste assessment.
Ask them if they would be willing to participate.
Provide them with a written information sheet and an explanation of how a waste sort is
conducted, including dates and times you will be collecting garbage from them.
Leave heavy-duty garbage bags with each household and business – be sure to mark an
“H” on the bags that you give to households, and a “B” on the ones that you give to
businesses.
Note the number of family members living in each household – you will need this
information later.
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a. How many households and businesses will participate in your waste stream assessment
and who are they?
How many households? _______________________
How many businesses? ________________________
Who are they? Attach a list of names with addresses and phone numbers.
b. How many people are in each household that will participate in your study? (You may
need to ask each household that participates in your study to give you this information when
you meet with them about the study). Attach a list of households by name and the total
number of people living in each household. Total number of people living in all households
participating in the study? _______________
c. How many people work at the businesses and facilities participating in the waste sort?
List the name of each business and the number of people working at the business for all
businesses and other facilities participating in the study. Be sure to include the school, health
clinic, government offices and community center. Attach a list of the businesses and number
of employees for that business. Total number of employees at businesses and other
facilities? __________________________

Table 1 – WASTE SORT DATA
SAMPLE DATA: NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS & BUSINESSES PROVIDING WASTE SAMPLES
Total Population of Community
Total Number of Individual Households (H) in Community
Total Number of Households (H) Samples Collected From
(collect samples from at least 10 % of all households)
Total Number of People (P) Living in Households Sampled
Average Household Size (Total number of people living in
households divided by total number of households)
Total Number of Businesses and Other Facilities in Community
Total Number of Businesses and Other Facilities Samples
Collected From (if possible collect samples from all of them)
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 1 – Waste Sort Study

HOUSEHOLDS IN COMMUNITY
Name of Household

Address
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 2 – Waste Sort Study

BUSINESSES & FACILITIES IN COMMUNITY
Name of Business or Facility

Address
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DETERMINE WHO WILL COLLECT THE GARBAGE SAMPLES AND HOW THE
SAMPLES WILL BE COLLECTED.
Decide whether you want to conduct your waste assessment yourself by using
city/village staff or volunteers or by hiring an outside contractor/consultant.
If doing the assessment yourself, choose members staff or volunteers to collect, weigh,
and sort garbage.
Try to locate a large pick-up truck or other vehicle that you can use to collect garbage
samples from homes and businesses.

a. Who will conduct your waste sort and analysis?
Community staff and/or volunteers
If using community staff or volunteers, identify who will be working on the project.
Attach a list of names of possible workers.
Consultant
Solicit bids and proposals from prospective consultants and then select a firm to
conduct
a waste sort and analyze the data collected during the waste sort.

b. Who will collect the garbage samples from participating households and businesses?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

c. How will the garbage be collected?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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DEVELOP A PROCESS FOR COMPLETING THE WASTE SORT.
Arrange for individuals (collection crew, community volunteers or staff members) to
help weigh and sort the garbage samples collected from homes and businesses.
Determine what categories and types of waste
you will be sorting the waste samples into. For
a list of possible waste types and categories
refer to the previous section on conduct a waste
stream analysis.
Select a place where the garbage will be
brought and then sorted.
Purchase or borrow appropriate equipment for
weighing and sorting the samples. You will
definitely need
-- Large scale for weighing the garbage
-- Large tables for sorting garbage
-- Safety equipment for workers (gloves,
goggles, coveralls, masks, and other gear)
-- Plastic trash cans or heavy-duty garbage
bags for separating garbage into waste type
categories (contractor’s garbage bags are
the strongest bags and can be purchased at
hardware or building stores)
-- Rolls of masking tape and permanent
markers.

IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER:
Members of the sorting and
weighing crew should have
tetanus and hepatitis
vaccinations.
Solid waste in your
community probably includes
wastes that should not be
disposed of with the rest of
the waste stream, such as
household hazardous waste,
which may be toxic, used
motor oil, tires and batteries.
The purpose of this
assessment is not to study
these types of waste;
however, you should take
care to dispose of these items
properly. Refer to the
Appendices at the back of
this guide to read about
proper disposal of these

special wastes.

Select and obtain containers or heavy-duty
plastic bags for sorting garbage. The size of your scale will determine the size, shape
and weight of your containers. Remember, the larger container, the heavier it will be to
pick up. A standard garbage can full of glass can weigh more than 200 pounds.
Set up work area and equipment for weighing and sorting garbage.
a.

Who will weigh and sort the garbage? Attach list of workers/volunteers.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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b. Where will you conduct the weighing and sorting of garbage?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

c. What supplies do you need and where will you purchase them from?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

d. What equipment will you use and where will it come from?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

e. What waste categories and types will the garbage samples be sorted into?
A form is provided in this section that you can use to tally the garbage as it is sorted.
However, you should review the form and if necessary, modify it to reflect what
waste types you will be sorting for in your community study. You may not want to
sort the samples into all the categories and waste types identified on Form3 – Waste
Sorts Study Categories or you may want to use different categories. The form you
use should reflect what type of garbage and waste is generated in your community.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 3 – Waste Sort Study Categories
What categories will garbage collected for the waste sort be separated into?
WASTE CATEGORIES BY
COMPONENT

USE IN
WASTE
SORT ( )

WASTE CATEGORIES BY
COMPONENT

PAPER
Newspapers
Cardboard
Magazines
Other Paper
PLASTICS
Plastic soft drink/milk/juice
bottles
Styrofoam
Other Plastics (bubble wrap, pvc
pipes, containers, etc.)
GLASS
Clear Glass
Other Glass
METALS
Soda pop cans
Other Aluminum
Other Metals (tin cans, pipe, etc.)
WOOD
Pallets & Packing Crates
Other Wood Materials
SPECIAL HOUSEHOLD
WASTES
Food Wastes
Animal/fish carcasses (usually
from subsistence activities)
Yard wastes
Misc. Household Items
(small appliances, dishes, etc.)
Disposable diapers
Clothing, Rags
Rubber or Leather
Other (household wastes)
PROCESSING WASTES
Processing wastes (seafood,
lumber)
TOTAL PROCESSING
WASTES

LARGE HOUSEHOLD
WASTES
Furniture
Electronics (TVs, computers,
vcrs)
White goods (large appliances)
VEHICLES & RELATED
WASTES
Tires
Junk Vehicles (autos, boats, atvs,
four-wheelers)
Junk Heavy Equipment
INFECTIOUS WASTES
Honeybucket waste
Septic tank waste
Sewage sludge
Infectious or pathological
medical wastes (blood, needles,
other waste from clinic/hospital
CONSTRUCTION &
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
Scrap lumber,
Demolition Debris (insulation,
linoleum, sheetrock, roofing,etc.)
55 gallon drums
Other
HAZARDOUS WASTES
Batteries
Used oil
Paint, varnish, etc.
Household cleaning products
Solvents (paint thinner, acetone,
etc.)
Other hazardous wastes
OTHER WASTES
Ash (incinerator, burn barrels or
box)
Other waste not listed
Other waste not listed
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Section 3 – 2
CONDUCT A COMMUNITY WASTE SORT
How do collect and sort waste for your waste stream analysis?
The method suggested here is not the only way to conduct a waste stream analysis; however, it is
a fast, inexpensive way to obtain the basic information you need to develop your integrated
waste management plan. If you have already conducted a waste stream assessment, you can skip
doing another assessment and use your existing data to complete the summary page at the end of
the worksheets in this section of the workbook
Some communities may benefit from a detailed waste stream assessment provided by a waste
sort and analysis. Source sampling of waste in your community provides a snapshot in time of
what households and businesses in your community dispose of an a regular basis. To obtain a
truly accurate picture of your community’s waste stream, numerous samplings over several
seasons would be required. Due to time and resource constraints, this level of analysis is usually
not feasible. However, the information gained from a one-time sort conducted over a period of
one week can provide useful information for your waste assessment and can be used for planning
purposes.
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of worksheets and forms will help you sort the garbage and waste
you have collected from a variety of homes and businesses in your community. The waste will
be sorted by waste stream components (i.e., paper, metals, hazardous wastes, etc) into different
waste types (e.g., newspaper, soda pop cans, food waste). Key ( ) steps walk you through the
waste sorting and weighing process so you can because to evaluate your community’s waste
stream. Read the questions and follow the directions below each question and the answer the
worksheet questions. Fill in your answers in the corresponding workspace provided on the
worksheet. The summary page at the end of the worksheet will help you draw conclusions about
the composition of your community’s waste stream. This information will be used to assist you
in making decisions on how to manage various types of waste currently being generated in your
community.
STEP TWO: COLLECT, WEIGH & SORT GARBAGE SAMPLES
For each individual sample collected from a home, business, or other source complete a daily
waste tally sheet by recording total sample weight and weights for each waste type found in the
sample.
DETERMINE THE QUANTITY OF WASTE BEING GENERATED BY BUSINESSES AND PEOPLE
LIVING IN YOUR COMMUNITY ON A DAILY BASIS.
Day One: Collect and weigh waste from households and businesses to determine the total
amount of garbage generated by households and businesses in your community.
1.

Collect the waste from all households and businesses participating in the study.
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2. Bring all bags and containers of garbage to the sorting and weighing location.
3. Weigh each household bag or container and keep track of the weight of each bag on the
outside of the bag or container. Also be sure to write down the total weight of the sample on
your tally sheet. Do the same thing for the bags or containers of garbage collected from
businesses and other facilities in your community. Once all the bags and containers are
weighed, add up the weights and record their total weight on the tally sheet provided.
WAIT! DO NOT THROW AWAY ANY WASTE AFTER IT IS WEIGHED. YOUR
WASTE SORT ISN’T COMPLETE. GO ON TO THE NEXT TASK OF YOUR WASTE
SORT AND DETERMINE WHAT TYPES OF WASTE MAKE UP YOUR COMMUNITY’S
WASTE STREAM.

Day Two. Repeat the above process including sorting the waste samples after they have been
weighed. Again do not throw away any waste after all the waste has been weighed. Sort the
waste and repeat the process for determining what kinds of waste are generated in your
community.
Keep track of your daily weight totals for each individual sample you collected by entering the
weight for each waste type into the appropriate box on table 4. This information will be used
later on in your waste stream analysis to calculate your community’s waste generation rates by
waste composition and generators of waste. Furthermore, this data will help you identify what
types of waste are most commonly disposed of by people living and working in your community.
CONDUCT A WASTE SORT AND IDENTIFY WHAT TYPES OF WASTE ARE BEING DISPOSED OF
BY HOUSEHOLDS AND BUSINESSES IN YOUR COMMUNITY.
After weighing each individual sample you will then have the sort crew go through each bag(s)
or container(s) of waste collected from throughout your community and sort the waste into waste
categories and waste types. A waste category is a broad category of waste, such as paper,
metals, or household hazardous wastes. Waste type is a subcategory such as newspaper, office
paper, or cardboard. These are all paper products but only certain ones may be worth recycling.
Day One. For each individual sample collected from home, business, or other source finish
completing the daily waste tally sheet (Form 4) by recording total sample weights for each waste
type found in each individual sample. Complete a separate tally sheet for each separate sample.
Outlined below are the steps for completing your waste sort.
1. Label large plastic garbage bags for sorting. Each bag should be marked with an “H” for a
household or “B” for a business. Also mark the name of the waste component (“food,”
“newspaper,” etc.) on the bag or container. Each household or business sample will be
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individually weighed and sorted. This
information will be used to estimate waste
stream data by waste type or waste generator on
a daily, weekly and annual basis.
2. Empty the contents of each garbage bag
collected from the households onto the sorting
table. Sort the materials into the same
“components” categories that are listed on the
tally sheet. Place the sorted waste into the
garbage bag with the corresponding label.

SAMPLE OF ITEMS BY WASTE TYPE
Cardboard: Packing Boxes, Cereal Boxes
Other Paper: White office paper, wrapping
paper, colored paper, paper bags
Other Plastics: Disposable cups, plates,
forks, and spoons, six-pack rings, shopping
bags, Styrofoam packing materials, food
wrap, food containers, blue tarps
Tin Cans: Food cans, coffee cans
Other Aluminum: Tin foil and some cans

For example, as you are placing the waste on
the table, you see a soda pop can, a cereal box,
and fish guts. Place the soda pop can in your
bag labeled “soda pop can,” the cereal box in
the bag labeled “cardboard,” and the fish guts
in the bag marked “food.” Make sure your
bags are label to show what is in the bag(“food,
cardboard,” etc.) and where it came from
(household - H or business – B).
You will use Forms 4 and 5 for tally sheets to
record the weights and data you collect from
each sample. On these tally sheets you will
record the weight of each waste type found in
the sample. You will summarize your data
using Table 2.

Other Metals: Nails, metal sheeting
Rubber/Leather: Boots and shoes, tires,
rain gear
Animal Wastes: Fish guts, animal
carcasses (moose, bear, seal, caribou, birds),
other waste from processing fish and wildlife
for subsistence use
Household Cleaning Products: Bleach,
Lysol, drain cleaner
Other Household Hazardous Wastes:
Paint thinner, nail polish remover, flashlight
Automotive products: batteries, antifreeze, gasoline, diesel fuel
Construction Materials: Sheetrock,
carpeting, flooring, plumbing pipes

3. When you have finished sorting all of the
household (H) bags, weigh each of the bags with the waste that has been sorted by type of
waste. Keep track of each bag’s weight. After all the bags for a specific waste component (i.e.,
food, cardboard, household hazardous waste, etc.) have been weighed and recorded, add up the
weight of all the bags for those particular waste components. Record the total weight for that
waste component on the tally sheet under “Households” and “Day 1” and next to the
corresponding waste component on the list.
For example, weigh the “food” bag, and if there is more than one food bag keep track of each
bag’s weight by bag, until all “food” bags have been weighed. Add up the weight of all the
bags and record the total weight in the first empty box next to the row called “Food Wastes.”
If you have only one “food” bag, record its weight in the box next to the row called “Food
Wastes.”
4. Leave the rows labeled “TOTAL PAPER,” “TOTAL GLASS,” etc. blank for now.
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5. When you have finished doing this for all the “Household” (H) bags, do the same thing for
the “Business” (B) bags. Be sure to use separate bags for this sort and do not mix the waste
collected from households in with waste collected from businesses. It is very important to
keep the two sets of waste separate from one another.
6. Now you are done with Day One (1) waste. After you have properly disposed of the waste,
prepare for Day Two (2).
Day Two. Repeat the above process, only record all information under “Day Two (2).
1. After you are done with all your sorting, now you will complete your “tally” sheets.
a. The first step is to add up all the numbers in the boxes above where it says “TOTAL
PAPER” for each day and for households and businesses. Write the total in the boxes in
the row that says “TOTAL PAPER.” Do the same for all the other categories. Some
waste types do not fall into categories. Make a note about the type and quantity of these
waste types on the tally sheet in the section that says “other information.”
b. To get the final total for the amount of waste collected from each individual sample add
together the numbers in the “Weight” column of your tally sheet. This will give you the
total amount of waste generated by each individual business or household.
c. Make sure that you have totaled each individual tally sheet. These sheets will be used
later on to analyze and evaluate your community’s waste stream.

SAVE YOUR TALLY SHEETS AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED SORTING AND WEIGHING
EACH INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE. THESE DATA SHEETS WILL BE USED LATER
ON IN YOUR WASTE STREAM ANALYSIS.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 4 – Waste Sort Tally Sheet by Individual Sample
How much garbage and what type of waste is in each individual sample?
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES

Individual Sample
Total Sample Weight:

(by generator and weight)

WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE
Newspapers
Cardboard
Magazines
Other Paper

SAMPLE SOURCE (
HOUSEHOLD (H)

TOTAL PAPER
Plastic soft drink/milk/juice bottles
Styrofoam
Other Plastics (bubble wrap, pvc
pipes, containers, etc.)

TOTAL PLASTICS
Clear Glass
Other Glass

TOTAL GLASS
Soda pop cans
Other Aluminum
Other Metals (tin cans, pipe, etc.)

TOTAL METALS
Pallets & Packing Crates
Other Wood Materials

TOTAL WOOD
Food Wastes
Animal/fish carcasses (usually from
subsistence activities)
Yard wastes
Misc. Household Items
(small appliances, dishes, etc.)
Disposable diapers
Clothing, Rags
Rubber or Leather
Other (household wastes)

TOTAL SPECIAL
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
Processing wastes (seafood, lumber)

TOTAL PROCESSING
WASTES
343

_____________ lbs.

Sample Source)
BUSINESS (B) OTHER (O)

WEIGHT (W)

(in pounds)

WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
By Sample Location
WASTE COMPONENT

SAMPLE SOURCE (
HOUSEHOLD (H)

Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs, computers)
White goods (large appliances)
TOTAL LARGE HOUSEHOLD
WASTES
Tires
Junk Vehicles (autos, boats, atvs,
four-wheelers)
Junk Heavy Equipment
Old Gasoline
Lead-acid batteries (auto, atv &
marine)
Used Oil
TOTAL VEHICLES & RELATED
WASTES
Honeybucket waste
Septic tank waste
Infectious or pathological medical
wastes (blood, needles, other waste
from clinic/hospital
TOTAL INFECTIOUS WASTES
Scrap lumber,
Demolition Debris (insulation,
linoleum, sheetrock, roofing,etc.)
55 gallon drums
Other
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION &
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
Pesticides
Car care products (antifreeze, brake
fluid, power steering fluid, etc.)
Paint, varnish, etc.
Household cleaning products
Solvents (paint thinner, acetone, etc.)
Aerosol cans/products
Other household hazardous wastes

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS WASTES
344

Sample Source)
BUSINESS (B) OTHER (O)

Page 2

WEIGHT (W)

(in pounds)

WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
By Sample Location
WASTE COMPONENT

SAMPLE SOURCE (
HOUSEHOLD (H)

Sample Source)
BUSINESS (B) OTHER (O)

Page 3

WEIGHT (W)
(in pounds)

Other waste
Other waste
Other waste
Other waste
Other waste
Other Waste

TOTAL OTHER
WASTES
NOTES (Please use this space to make notes about anything unusual you find as you sort and
weight this waste sample):
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Section 3 – 3
DATA COLLECTION
What type of information do you need to complete your waste stream analysis?
Developing a successful waste management program requires accurate up-to-date information about your community’s waste profile – what types of
waste are generated, in what quantities, and how much can realistically be eliminated through source reduction and recycling. The type of waste
management program being considered will help determine the degree of detail needed for your waste stream analysis. Source reduction and landfill
projects require only gross waste volume estimates. Recycling and incineration projects require accurate predictions of waste quantities and
composition. Accurate waste characterization will allow your community to target certain wastes for source reduction and recycling efforts.
INSTRUCTIONS: This set of worksheets and forms will help you compile the data you have collected during your community waste sort. Key
( ) steps walk you through the data collection process so you develop accurate estimates about the quantity of waste being generated, as well as
clearly identify what types of waste are being disposed of in your community. Fill in your data results in the corresponding workspace provided on
each worksheet. The summary page at the end of the worksheet will help you draw conclusions about the composition of your community’s waste
stream. This information will be used to assist you in making decisions on how to manage various types of waste currently being generated in your
community.
STEP THREE: COMPILE WASTE STREAM DATA
Using your daily tally sheets for each of the samples you collected, enter data you collected during your waste sort on Form 4 (daily tally sheet for
each sample) on the following set of worksheets. This data will be used to determine how much waste is being generated in your community on a
daily, weekly and yearly basis. It will also be used to identify what are the various types of waste being disposed of by businesses and households in
your community.
ESTIMATE THE QUANTITY OF WASTE-BY-WASTE TYPES AND WASTE GENERATORS THAT IS

BEING GENERATED IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

1. Complete Form 5 for each waste generator group (households, businesses, and other waste sources). On this form transfer the data collected from
your individual waste tally sheets. If you sampled 40 households, then you should have the data from 40 samples listed on Form 4 (use as many
copies of this form as necessary to compile the data). You will be entering the total weight for each waste type found for the individual sample.
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a. Calculate total weight of waste collected for each individual sample. Enter the total in the weight column for each sample.
Total Weight of Waste Collected by Individual Sample = Waste category weight + waste category weight + ………. + waste category
weight
b. Calculate total weight of each waste category (paper, metals, etc.) collected for each waste generator type (household, businesses, and others).
Total Weight of Waste Collected by Waste Category = Sample 1 +Sample 2 + ……+
Last Sample for each waste category
c. Calculate total weight daily weight collected by waste collected from each waste generator (households, businesses, and others)
Total Daily Weight of Waste Collected by Waste Generator= Total Weight Sample 1 + Total Weight Sample 2 +…………+ Total Weight Last
Sample
d.

Summarize daily weight for all waste sorted and collected.
Day One: Collection & Waste Sort
Total weight of all waste collected from all households: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from all businesses: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from other sources: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from all generators: ______________ pounds
Day Two: Collection & Waste Sort
Total weight of all waste collected from all households: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from all businesses: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from other sources: ______________ pounds
Total weight of all waste collected from all generators: ______________ pounds
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2. Using your daily tally sheets for each individual sample and Forms 4 and 5 complete Form 6. Once you have completed this form it will provide
you with data on the quantity of waste being generated in your community by both waste category and waste type. This data is needed when
making decisions about what types of waste can be economically recycled or targeted for waste reduction. In addition, it can be used what are
the most common types of waste being disposed of in your community’s waste stream.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 5 – WASTE STREAM COMPOSITION BY GENERATOR
How much waste are households and businesses generating?
TOTAL WASTE STREAM COMPOSITION BY WASTE TYPE & GENERATOR
Total Weight by Waste Type
Sample
No.

Paper

Plastics

Glass

Metal

Wood

Special
Household
Waste

Processing
Waste

Large
Household
Waste

Vehicles
& Related
Wastes

Waste Generator _______________________
Infectious
Waste

Construction
Demolition
Debris

Household
Hazardous
Waste

Other

Total
Weigh(t by
Sample
(in pounds)

Total
Weight by
Waste
Type

Use as many additional sheets as necessary to tally all your sample sheets so that you can estimate the total amount of waste collected for each waste
type and each waste generator. You will do a set of tables for each generator (households, businesses, other generators).
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 6 – WASTE STREAM COMPOSITION BY WEIGHT & TYPED
How much waste by type and generator is being generated in the community?
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
(by waste generator and weight)
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

Community Total (all samples)
Total Weight (all samples:
________________ lbs.

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
OTHER
HOUSEHOLD
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

Newspapers
Cardboard
Magazines
Other Paper

TOTAL PAPER
Plastic soft drink/milk/juice
bottles
Styrofoam
Other Plastics (bubble wrap, pvc
pipes, containers, etc.)

TOTAL PLASTICS
Clear Glass
Other Glass

TOTAL GLASS
Soda pop cans
Other Aluminum
Other Metals (tin cans, pipe, etc.)

TOTAL METALS
Pallets & Packing Crates
Other Wood Materials

TOTAL WOOD
350

TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6 – Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
HOUSEHOLD
OTHER
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

Food wastes
Animal wastes (usually from
subsistence activities)
Yard wastes
Misc. Household items
(small appliances, dishes, etc.)
Disposable diapers
Clothing, Rags
Rubber or Leather
Other (household wastes)

TOTAL SPECIAL
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
Processing wastes (seafood,
lumber)

TOTAL PROCESSING
WASTES
Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs,
computers)
White goods (large appliances)
TOTAL LARGE
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
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TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

Page 2

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6– Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
HOUSEHOLD
OTHER
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

Tires
Junk Vehicles (autos, boats, atvs,
four-wheelers)
Junk Heavy Equipment
Old Gasoline
Lead-acid batteries (marine & auto)
Used Oil
TOTAL VEHICLES & RELATED
WASTES
Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs, computers)
White goods (large appliances)
TOTAL LARGE HOUSEHOLD
WASTES
Honeybucket waste
Septic tank waste
Infectious or pathological medical
wastes (waste from clinic/hospital)
TOTAL INFECTIOUS WASTES
Scrap lumber,
Demolition Debris
55 gallon drums
Other
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION &
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
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TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

Page 3

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6 – Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
HOUSEHOLD
OTHER
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

Page 43

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Batteries
Used oil
Paint, varnish, etc.
Household cleaning products
Solvents (paint thinner, acetone, etc.)
Other hazardous wastes

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS WASTES
Ash (incinerator, burn barrels or box)
Other waste not listed
Other waste not listed

TOTAL OTHER WASTES

GRAND TOTALS
Note any other information learned during waste sort: _________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 2 – SUMMARY DATA
COMMUNITY WASTE ESTIMATES BY WEIGHT & WASTE GENERATOR
Daily Weight Totals by Households (H) and Businesses (B) and Other (O)
Waste Generator

Collection Day One
Weight
(in pounds)

Collection Day Two
Weight
(in pounds)

Daily Weight Total
Day One + Day Two =
Total for the Week (TW)
(in pounds)

Households (H)
Total Weekly Household Waste
(HTW)
Total Weekly Business Waste
(BTW)

Business (B)
Other (O)
Combined Daily
Weight Totals
(Households (H) +
Businesses (B) + Other (O)
= Total Daily Weight (TW)

Total Weekly Other Waste
(OTW)

Total Daily Combined
W aste

Total Daily Combined
Waste

(HTW+BTW+OTW)
Total Combined Weekly Waste

ESTIMATE HOW MUCH WASTE IS GENERATED IN YOUR COMMUNITY.
Using the data (i.e. weight estimates you calculated on Forms 4, 5 and 6 and Table 2) you have
about the amount of waste collected from both businesses and households you can estimate how
much waste is being generated by each person or business on a daily basis. You can also
calculate how much waste is being generated on a daily, weekly or annual basis. This next set of
calculations will help you determine how much waste is being generated in your community by
both households and businesses. Complete each of the following calculations and enter the total
for each calculation in the appropriate box on the accompanying table.
Calculate total waste generated per week
Take the total weight of all household (H) and business (B) garbage collected over the week.
You can get these numbers from Table 2 under the “Total H” and “Total B” columns. Enter
these numbers in the column called “Total Waste Generated in a Week.”
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Work Table A - Total Waste Generated in a Week
Surveyed Households, Businesses & Other Sources
Day 1 - Total
Pounds

Day 2 - Total
Pounds

Total Pounds
for Week

Households (H)
Businesses (B)
Other sources (O)
Community Total
(H+B +O)
Calculate total waste generated per day
Take the “Total Waste Generated in a Week” and divide each of these numbers by 7 (because
there are seven days in a week). This is the estimated total waste generated per day in your
community by households and businesses. Enter these numbers in the household and
business columns under the heading “Total Waste Generated Per Day.
Formulas:
a. Total Waste Generated Per Day By Household = Total Household Waste Generated Per
Week by Household (TWH) ÷ 7
b. Waste Generated Per Day By Business = Total Business Waste Generated Per Week by
Business (TWB) ÷ 7
c. Total Waste Generated Per Day By Other Sources = Total Other Sources Waste
Generated Per Week ÷ 7
d. Total Waste Generated Per Day by Community = TWH + TWB + TWO ÷ 7
Work Table B - Total Waste Generated Per Day
Surveyed Households and Businesses
Total Pounds Per
Week (TWP)
Households (H)

TWH

Businesses (B)

TWB

Other sources (O)
Community (C)
(H+B+O)

TWO
TWC
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Calculate total household waste per day, per person (daily per capita waste rate)
Using Work Table B take the “Waste Generated Per Day” number from the “Household”
column, and divide it by the average number of people in each household. (To get the
average number of people in each household, check back on Table: Number of
Households and Businesses Surveyed. You should have noted the number of people living
in each participating household. Add all of these numbers together, and divide by the
number of households that participated in the survey.) This the estimated amount of
household waste generated per person per day, or the daily per capita waste generation.
Write this number in the box titled “Household Waste Per Person Per Day.”
Formulas:
a. Average number of people per household = Total number of all people living in
all households surveyed ÷ Total number of households surveyed.
b. Average household waste per person, per day (per capita rate) = Total waste per day
per households ÷ Average number of people per household
Work Table C – Total Estimated Waste Generated Per Day
Per capita by Households
Total
Persons Per
Household

Total Waste Per
Day Per
Households

Average Household
Waste Per Person
Per Day (Per
Capita Rate)

Households (H)

Calculate total residential waste generated per day
Using Work Table C for your data multiply the daily per capita amount by the population
of your community. This will be the total amount of residential waste generated per day in
your community.
Work Table D – Total Estimated Waste Generated Per Day
By Households
Total
Population of
Community

Daily Waste
Generated Per
Capita

Households (H)
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Total Waste
Generated by
Households
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Calculate business waste generated per day, per business (average business waste
generated per day)
If you did not collect waste from all the businesses, offices or facilities, such as schools,
community center, local government office, etc., then you need to estimate the average
amount of waste businesses in your community generate per day. This estimate is obtained
by taking the total amount of waste generated per day by businesses and dividing it by the
total number of businesses that waste was collected from. This will give you the average
amount of waste generated by businesses each day. Write this number in the box titled
“Business Waste Per Business Per Day.”
Formulas:
a. Average waste generated by business, per day = Total waste generated per
day by businesses ÷ Total number of businesses waste collected from

Work Table E – Estimated Waste Generated Per Day
by Businesses
Total Number of
Businesses in
Community or
Sampled

Total Waste
Per Day for All
Businesses &
Other Sources

Business & Other
Waste
Per Business
Per Day

Businesses (B)
& Others (O)

Calculate total waste generated per day in your community
To estimate the total amount of waste generated per day in your community you will use
the numbers you calculated in Work Table C and Work Table D. Add the “Total
Household Waste Generated Per Day” to the “ Total Business Waste Generated Per Day.”
(Use the numbers you calculated earlier.) This will give you the “Total Waste Generated
Per Day In Your Community.”
Formulas:
a. Total Household Waste Generated Per Day = Daily per capita rate x Total population
b. Total Waste Generated Per Day by Businesses = Average business rate per day x total
number of business and other non-household producers in your community
c. Total Waste Generated Per Day By Community = Total Household Waste Generated
Per Day + Total Business Waste Generated Per Day
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Work Table F - Total Estimated Waste Generated Per Day
in Your Community
Population or
Total Number
Businesses (P)

Waste
Generated Per
Day (W)

Total Waste
Generated Per Day
by Households &
Businesses (TW)
(P x W = TW)

Households (H)
Businesses (B)
Community
(H+B)

Calculate tons of solid waste generated per year in your community (TPY)
This will establish an estimate of how many tons of waste is generated in a year in your
community. If you are planning to construct a new landfill in your community you will need
to know how much waste is produced on an annual basis in your community. To calculate
the numbers of tons of waste generated per year in your community multiply the total waste
generated per day by 365 (number of days in a year). Now divide that total number by 2,000
(one ton equals 2,000 pounds). The result is the number of tons per year (TPY) of solid
waste generated by your community. Most of the information you need can be found in
Work Tables A through E.
Formulas:
a. Tons of Solid Waste Per Year (TPY) = (Total community waste generated per day x 365)
÷ 2,000
b. Total waste per day per households x 365 = Total household waste generated per year
c. Total waste per day per businesses x 365 = Total business waste generated per year
d. Total household waste per year + total business waste per year = Total waste produced
in a community per year
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Work Table G – Estimated Waste Generated in Community
Per Tons Per Year (TPY) by Household, Business
and Community
Total Waste (TW) Generated
Per Year (in pounds)
(Total waste x 365)

Total Waste Generated Per
Year by Tons (TPY)
(Total Waste Generated Per
Year ÷ 2000)

Total Waste Generated Per Year

Total Tons of Waste Generated Per Year

Households (H)
Businesses (B)
& Others (O)
Community
(H + B/O)

Keep in mind that the time of year that you conduct your assessment could influence the
outcome of your estimates on the amount of waste being generated in your community. For
example, the quantity of garbage being thrown away may vary by month or season.
During the rainy seasons, weight can be increased by wet garbage.
Lack of certain products, such as fish waste in the winter, may decrease the amount of
garbage.
Waste generation my be higher during certain seasons such as Christmas or summer.
Quantities of paper in the waste stream may increase during the school year.

Calculate annual quantity of waste generated in your community per year.
Using Work Tables A through G you can calculate the total amount of waste generated in a year
in your community. The following chart will help you make the necessary calculations.
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Form 7 – Work Table Summary Data

QUANTITY OF WASTE GENERATED IN THE COMMUNITY
(ON A YEARLY BASIS)

Total Waste Generated in a Week
Households
Businesses & Others

Waste Generated Per Day
Households
Businesses & Others

Household Waste Generated Per Day,
Per Person
(Daily Per Capita Rate)

X
Population

=
Household Waste
Generated Per Day

+
Business & Other Waste
Generated Per Day

=
Total Waste Generated Per Day

X
Total Waste Generated Per Day

365 =

÷ 2000
360

Total Waste Generated Per Day
(in tons per day)
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ESTIMATE THE QUANTITY OF WASTE-BY-WASTE CATEGORIES AND TYPES THAT IS
BEING
GENERATED IN YOUR COMMUNITY BY HOUSEHOLDS AND BUSINESSES

Using the data you collected on your daily tally sheets you can analyze your community’s waste
stream to determine the most common types of waste being disposed of in your community.
This information can be useful when trying to decide whether or not to do a community
recycling program or deciding what types of information community residents need about
properly disposing of their solid waste. You will complete your waste composition estimates by
completing Form 6 for each waste generator group (households, businesses, and other waste
sources). On this form transfer the data collected from your individual waste tally sheets. If you
sampled 40 households, then you should have the data from 40 samples listed on Form 6 (use as
many copies of this form as necessary to compile the data). You will be entering the total
weight for each waste type found for an individual sample in the appropriate box.
Calculate total weight of waste types collected for each waste category. Enter the total in
the table for each waste type.
Formulas:
a. Total Weight of Waste Component. Take the numbers from the “Total H + B” column
of the “Waste Stream Component” form and enter them in the H + B on the “Waste
Stream Composition” form.
b. Percent of Waste Stream by Waste Component. Using the “Grand Total” number from
the “Waste Stream Component” form, calculate what percent of this number each
component of the waste stream makes up. To do this, take each number in the “Total H +
B” on the “Waste Stream Composition” form and divide it by the “Grand Total of H + B”
number on the “Waste Stream Component” form. Now multiply your answer by 100. Do
this for each component, and enter the numbers in the “Percent of Total Waste” column on
the “Waste Stream Composition” form.
For example, let’s say that you found that households and businesses in your community
generated a total of 95 pounds of food wastes, and that your community generated a total
of 2,000 pounds of garbage during the week. You would:
1.

Divide 95 by 2,000 (95 ÷ 2000 = .048)

2.

Multiply your answer by 100 (.048 x 100 = 4.8 percent)

Food, therefore, makes up 4.8 percent of your community’s total waste stream. Continue
going through these calculations until you have completed the table.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 6 – WASTE STREAM COMPOSITION BY WEIGHT & TYPED
How much waste by type and generator is being generated in the community?
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
(by waste generator and weight)
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

Community Total (all samples)
Total Weight (all samples:
________________ lbs.

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
OTHER
HOUSEHOLD
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

Newspapers
Cardboard
Magazines
Other Paper

TOTAL PAPER
Plastic soft drink/milk/juice
bottles
Styrofoam
Other Plastics (bubble wrap, pvc
pipes, containers, etc.)

TOTAL PLASTICS
Clear Glass
Other Glass

TOTAL GLASS
Soda pop cans
Other Aluminum
Other Metals (tin cans, pipe, etc.)

TOTAL METALS
Pallets & Packing Crates
Other Wood Materials

TOTAL WOOD
362

TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6 – Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
OTHER
BUSINESS
(B)
(O)

HOUSEHOLD
(H)

Food wastes
Animal wastes (usually from
subsistence activities)
Yard wastes
Misc. Household items
(small appliances, dishes, etc.)
Disposable diapers
Clothing, Rags
Rubber or Leather
Other (household wastes)

TOTAL SPECIAL
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
Processing wastes (seafood,
lumber)

TOTAL PROCESSING
WASTES
Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs,
computers)
White goods (large appliances)
TOTAL LARGE
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
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TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)
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PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6– Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
OTHER
BUSINESS
(B)
(O)

HOUSEHOLD
(H)

Tires
Junk Vehicles (autos, boats, atvs,
four-wheelers)
Junk Heavy Equipment
Old Gasoline
Lead-acid batteries (marine & auto)
Used Oil
TOTAL VEHICLES & RELATED
WASTES
Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs, computers)
White goods (large appliances)
TOTAL LARGE HOUSEHOLD
WASTES
Honeybucket waste
Septic tank waste
Infectious or pathological medical
wastes (waste from clinic/hospital)
TOTAL INFECTIOUS WASTES
Scrap lumber,
Demolition Debris
55 gallon drums
Other
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION &
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
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TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)
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PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Form 6 – Continued
WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS & TYPES
WASTE COMPONENT & WASTE
TYPE

TOTAL WEIGHT BY SAMPLE SOURCE
HOUSEHOLD
OTHER
BUSINESS
(H)
(B)
(O)

TOTAL WEIGHT (TW)
H+B+O=TW
(in pounds)

Page 43

PER CENT OF
TOTAL WASTE
STREAM

Batteries
Used oil
Paint, varnish, etc.
Household cleaning products
Solvents (paint thinner, acetone, etc.)
Other hazardous wastes

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS WASTES
Ash (incinerator, burn barrels or box)
Other waste not listed
Other waste not listed

TOTAL OTHER WASTES

GRAND TOTALS
Note any other information learned during waste sort: _________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Section 3 – 4
DATA ANALYSIS & EVALUATION
OF WASTE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
What does your data tell you about the quantity and composition of
your community’s waste stream?
Using the information that you have collected, summarize the quantity and composition of your
community’s current waste stream. By answering the following questions you will be able to
better understand the composition of your community’s waste stream and the quantity of waste
that is being disposed of in your community by businesses and local residents. This information
will help you determine how large of a landfill you will need in the future. It also provides you
with information to determine whether or not a community recycling program is feasible. It will
also help you determine whether or not excessive amounts of household hazardous waste are
going into your waste stream.
STEP FOUR: ANALYZE WASTE STREAM DATA &
EVALUATE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
The waste management option being considered will help determine the degree of detail needed
from your waste characterization study and assessment. For a landfill project, only gross volume
estimates are needed to help determine space needs. This is also true for estimating a
composting program. For these types of management strategies, general waste generation rates
will provide acceptable accuracy. For other
management strategies such as recycling or use of an
APPLICATIONS OF WASTE STREAM
incinerator for waste-heat recovery, then more specific
DATA
How
can
you
use
information from a
information on quantity and type of waste being
waste stream assessment to make
generated in your community will be needed.
planning decisions?
Even if your waste stream assessment yields very
accurate information, you need to still consider how
much waste will actually be disposed of in your landfill
or collected for disposal by some other means. For
example, will local residents continue to use open
burning or not recycle materials. Also you will need to
consider how fast your community is growing because
you are planning not just for the present, but also for
future generations.
Using your daily tally sheets and the data compiled in
each of your worktables complete Forms 7 and 8.
Enter data you collected during your waste sort on the
forms in the appropriate box. This information will be
used to evaluate the significance of how much waste is
being generated in your community. It will also be
used to identify the various types of waste being
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Implementing a recycling program
requires data about how much
recyclable material is thrown away
to determine if a program will be
economically feasible.
During the design of a new landfill,
the future size of a landfill will
depend on community waste stream
data. History shows that general
estimates of waste volume result in
oversized or undersized landfills
that cost too much to operate or
don’t last long enough.
Determining the feasibility of using
a burn box or incinerator to reduce
waste requires information about
the quantity and type of waste being
generated in a community.
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disposed of by businesses and households in your community. Some form of waste
characterization estimate is crucial to a waste program’s success because later decisions will be
based on this information.
The results of your waste stream analysis will lay the foundation for your planning process. This
final step in your waste stream analysis involves compiling all the information you have gathered
on the types and quantities of solid waste being generated. By knowing the weight or volume of
materials and products that are entering your waste stream you can make decisions about which
waste management methods will work best for your community. By analyzing your waste
stream you will have the information you need to answer questions such as:
How much of your waste can be recycled?
What are special types of waste that are appearing in your waste stream? Or
What percentage of your waste will require some form of disposal?
Your final analysis gives you the data needed to develop an effective integrated waste
management plan.
As you are completing your waste stream analysis remember that your community’s goals and
objectives dictate the information and accuracy needed in your waste stream analysis. If your
community is interested in the economic benefits of recycling you will want to review your
waste stream data to determine if the quantities of higher-valued materials (such as aluminum
cans) is sufficient to support a community recycling program. On the other hand, if your
community is interested in preserving landfill space, you will need to know how much waste can
be diverted from being disposed of in your landfill. Source reduction and landfill projects
require knowledge and information about gross weight volumes. Recycling and combustion
facilities require information about the quantity and composition of your waste stream for
making decisions about the size of equipment and storage and handling areas for waste.

INSTRUCTIONS: This set of forms and questions will help you analyze the data you have
collected during your community waste sort. Fill in your comments on the corresponding
workspace provided on each form. The summary questions at the end of this section will help
you draw conclusions about the composition of your community’s waste stream. This
information will be used to assist you in making decisions on how to manage various types of
waste currently being generated in your community.
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WORKSHEET SET 6: Form 7
COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM COMPONENTS AND QUANTITIES
How does type and quantity of waste impact your waste stream?

COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Newspapers
Cardboard
Magazines
Other Paper

TOTAL PAPER
Plastic soft drink/milk/juice
bottles
Styrofoam
Other Plastics (bubble wrap, pvc
pipes, containers, etc.)

TOTAL PLASTICS
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EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Clear Glass
Other Glass

TOTAL GLASS
Soda pop cans
Other Aluminum
Other Metals (tin cans, pipe)

TOTAL METALS
Pallets & Packing Crates
Other Wood Materials

TOTAL WOOD
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EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES
WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE

Food Wastes
Animal/fish carcasses (usually
from subsistence activities)
Yard wastes
Misc. Household Items
(small appliances, dishes, etc.)
Disposable diapers
Clothing, Rags
Rubber or Leather
Other (household wastes)

TOTAL SPECIAL
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
Processing wastes (seafood,

TOTAL PROCESSING
WASTES
370

EXPLANATION
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Furniture
Electronics (TVs, vcrs,
computers)
White goods (large appliances)

TOTAL LARGE
HOUSEHOLD WASTES
Tires
Junk Vehicles (autos, boats, atvs,
four-wheelers)
Junk Heavy Equipment
Old Gasoline
Lead-acid batteries (auto, marine)
Used Oil
TOTAL VEHICLES &
RELATED WASTES
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EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Honeybucket waste
Septic tank waste
Infectious or pathological
medical wastes (blood, needles,
other waste from clinic/hospital
TOTAL INFECTIOUS
WASTES
Scrap lumber,
Demolition Debris (insulation,
linoleum, sheetrock, roofing,etc.)
55 gallon drums
Other
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION &
DEMOLITION DEBRIS
372

EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Pesticides
Car care products (antifreeze,
brake fluid, power steering fluid)
Paint, varnish, etc.
Household cleaning products
Solvents (paint thinner, acetone,
etc.)
Aerosol cans/products
Other household hazardous
wastes

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
HAZARDOUS WASTES
Other waste
Other waste
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EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM BY WASTE TYPES & QUANTITIES

WASTE TYPE

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
WEIGHT

IMPORTANCE OF
MANAGING
WASTE TYPE

Other waste
Other waste
Other waste
Other waste
Other Waste

TOTAL OTHER
WASTES
NOTES (Please use this space to make notes about your analysis.
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EXPLANATION
(Identify associated health risks, difficulty in disposing, and waste
volume are factors you may want to consider)

WORK SHEET SET 6: Form 8
COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM AMOUNTS BY SOURCE
Who produces waste in your community & how much do they produce?
COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM AMOUNTS BY SOURCE
Source (Waste Generator)

Estimated Annual Waste
Volume by Weight

Residential Homes
Any separate neighborhoods?
How many homes?
Average number of people per house?
School
How many schools?
Number of students per school?
Number of teachers and staff?
Store
How many stores?
What types of stores?
Government Offices
City Office?
Tribal Council Office?
Other Offices?
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Waste Types

Seasonal Changes

Page 2
COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM AMOUNTS BY SOURCE
Source (Waste Generator)

Estimated Annual Waste
Volume by Weight

Maintenance Shops or Yards
How many?
What type?
Utilities
What types?

Dock/Ferry
Approximate size and number
of boats serviced?
Businesses (such as cannery,
lumber mill, others)
What are they?
How many employees do they have?
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Waste Types

Seasonal Changes
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COMMUNITY WASTE STREAM AMOUNTS BY SOURCE
Source (Waste Generator)

Estimated Annual Waste
Volume by Weight

Lodge
How many?
Capacity?
What time of the year do they operate?

Seasonal Population (such as fisherman or tourists)
How many?
What type?

Community Facilities
Clinic
Washeteria
Airport
Community Center
Other
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Waste Types

Seasonal Changes

SUMMARY OF YOUR COMMUNITY’S
WASTE STREAM ASSESSMENT and ANALYSIS
Using the information that you collected, you will now draw conclusions about the
types and amounts of waste generated in your community. By answering the following
questions you will be able to better understand your community’s waste stream,
especially in relation to the amount and types of waste being generated in your
community. Based on the information that you have collected, describe your
community’s waste stream.

1. What five materials make up the majority of your community’s total waste stream
(the five types of waste that were collected in the largest amounts or make up the
highest percentage of your waste stream)?

2. Do households and businesses generate roughly the same kinds of waste? If not,
describe the differences.

3. How many pounds of soda pop cans are generated weekly, per household? How
much food waste is thrown away? How much household hazardous waste?
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4. How much paper is generated daily, per business? Soda pop cans? Hazardous
waste?

5. During what time of year did you conduct your assessment? Are there any major
factors that may have influenced the results, such as rain, cannery waste, or
construction projects?

6. Do you think that the results are, more or less, an accurate estimate of the quantity
and composition of waste generated in your community? If not, explain why the
results are not accurate.

7. Describe any other observations or things you learned about the quantity and type
of waste that is disposed of in your community. For example, are there any
unusual types of waste being disposed of or excessive quantities of one particular
type of waste being disposed of by households or businesses?
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ARE YOU READY TO MOVE ON
Have you collected all the existing background information you
need (economic, environmental, physical, etc.)
Have you completed field studies to get information you need?
Have you done a waste stream analysis to determine what types
and how much waste is generated by your community?
Have you completed an assessment of your waste management
system and community waste disposal practices?
Have you organized the information you have collected in a way
you can understand and use as you develop your integrated
waste management plan?
If you answered yes to these questions, you are ready to move on
and begin exploring and evaluating solid waste management
methods and alternatives for your community.
If you answered no to any of the questions, go back and try to
complete the step. You should take whatever action is needed to
complete that step.
If you cannot complete the step, do not stop your planning process.
You can still go on and begin looking at various solid waste
management methods. However, you will need various types of
background information on quantities and types of waste produced
in your community so you can evaluate the suitability of various
solid waste management methods for your community.
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